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America must be told. The time is at hand for the people—

all the people—to know the truth, and the whole truth, about

our condition and our aspirations and our demands. . . .  

 , , ,  

      , 

         .

   .

Nahum Daniel Brascher

‘‘Getting America Told,’’ Chicago Defender, June , 





INTRODUCTION

GETTING AMERICA
TOLD

Yes, this man was fighting, fighting with words.

He was using words as a weapon, using them as

one would use a club. Could words be weapons?

Well, yes for here they were. Then, maybe, perhaps,

I could use them as a weapon?

 

Black Boy: A Record of Childhood and Youth

Richard Wright’s epiphany, after reading H. L. Mencken’s Book of Pref-

aces in , started him on an illustrious career in which he used

words to attack American racism in novels, short stories, and essays.

One hundred years earlier, in , two other black men embarked

on a similar quest when they established the first African American

newspaper, Freedom’s Journal. John B. Russwurm and Samuel E. Cor-

nish said they planned to defend free blacks by refuting ‘‘the calumnies

of our enemies . . . by forceful arguments.’’ 1 Since that time, African

American writers, editors, and publishers have used black newspapers

to defend black people and attack racism.

To them, the black press has been a ‘‘defender of the race,’’ ever

ready to counter attacks on African Americans in the mainstream

‘‘white’’ press, to make the case for black equality and civil rights, or

to point out the injustices inherent in America’s race relations. As the

Chicago Broad Ax put it, black newspapers have served African Ameri-

cans by ‘‘constantly struggling as best they can to fight their battles for

them.’’ 2 Even black readers have seen the black press in this light. A

reader criticized the California Eagle at a public forum in Los Angeles

in  because that black weekly had failed to respond to a recent

attack on African Americans in the Los Angeles Record, a local daily. ‘‘It

was confidently expected that we should be on the job every minute

and make this fight for the race,’’ the Eagle noted. The Eagle’s edito-

rial writer agreed that ‘‘with such copperhead sheets as the Record,

we should ever be in a position to hurl these attacks back into their

teeth.’’ 3

But the idea that the black press could fight for African Americans

begs some fundamental questions. How and in what situations have



African Americans used words in their newspapers as weapons of de-

fense or offense? And how effective have these weapons been? This

book seeks to answer these questions in the context of World War I

and at the same time to develop insights into the black response to

that war and the turmoil that followed it.

In the years from the outbreak of war in Europe in  to the

height of the Red Scare in , African Americans needed a great

deal of defending. A majority could not vote and were relegated to

segregated and inferior public accommodations, and dozens were

lynched every year.WhenAmerica went to war, black soldiers served in

poorly trained, segregated units, usually labor battalions, and after the

war, several black veterans died at the hands of lynching parties in the

South. Meanwhile, the mainstream American media not only largely

excluded black opinions but also reflected and reinforced widely held

racist assumptions and stereotypes.4 Faced with such dire circum-

stances, black journalists waged battle on behalf of ‘‘the race’’ by print-

ing indictments of America’s racial injustices, monitoring and criti-

cizing the white media and the statements of white leaders, praising

messages complimentary to blacks, and condemning racist utterances.

Sometimes they reprinted and rebutted articles, addressing white au-

thors as ‘‘you.’’ Most important, they chose their words and shaped

their arguments not simply with black readers in mind but to awaken

the consciences of white readers as well.

Like black editors and readers, historians of the black press have

seen it as an arena of conflict between black and white and have sought

to evaluate the strategies employed in that conflict and to understand

its impact on the larger struggle between the races. Beginning with

I. Garland Penn in , nearly all historians of the black press have

recognized its role as the ‘‘champion’’ of an ‘‘oppressed people’’ or as a

‘‘fighting press.’’ According to Frederick G. Detweiler, GunnarMyrdal,

VishnuV. Oak, and others, black newspapers have demanded democ-

racy, protested injustice, challenged white statements on race, pre-

sented positive images of black people, and sought to perfect Ameri-

can democracy. A recent study by Charles A. Simmons examines the

responses of editors of four black newspapers to financial, physical,

and political pressures from whites to modify their editorial policies.

Simmons shows how black editors resisted or succumbed to these pres-

sures but does not explore how the black press might have affected

white Americans.5

The focus of most historical accounts turns quickly from the way

 



black newspapers championed the cause of African American free-

dom to the role of the black press within the black community. Some

examine the efforts of black newspapers to fight racism indirectly

by creating solidarity within the black community, bolstering black

self-esteem, promotingmilitant consciousness, or advocating protest.6

Others see a more conservative role, suggesting that the press served

as a ‘‘safety valve,’’ relieving black anger and discontent rather than di-

recting it against oppressive systems.7 Myrdal defined the black press

as an instrument of the ‘‘Negro upper classes’’ for spreading conserva-

tive values, establishing group control and identity, channeling black

anger, and teaching readers how to think and feel. The black press,

which Myrdal called ‘‘the greatest single power in the Negro race,’’

taught American ideals to black readers while showing that white

Americans rarely lived up to them. In this way, the press fostered dis-

content and militancy and encouraged blacks to demand full citizen-

ship.8

Of primary interest to many historians of the black press has been

the way black newspapers have acted as both a ‘‘mirror’’ of black life

in America and an institution that ‘‘defines the Negro group to the Negroes

themselves.’’ 9 Some of the most provocative work on African American

newspapers has focused almost exclusively on this reflective quality.

E. Franklin Frazier argued that the major function of the black press

was to provide psychological compensation for the black bourgeoisie’s

inferiority complex by printing white praise of blacks and exagger-

ated accounts of black achievement.10 Albert Lee Kreiling offered the

more affirmative interpretation that black newspapers created mythi-

cal symbols for mostly urban blacks in a secularizing society. The stri-

dent protests against racial injustice were less important for the way

they attacked racism than for the psychological and cultural service

they performed for the blacks who wrote and read them, Kreiling ar-

gued. After all, northern black newspapers spent more time denounc-

ing racial injustice in the distant South than in their own cities, where

they could have had greater impact. The posture of outrage against

southern lynchings, according to Kreiling, was part of a collective

ritual that replaced traditional religious rituals, providedmeaning and

identity, and asserted the independence and manhood of the African

Americans who participated. DuringWorldWar I, the black press con-

tinued to perform such ritual functions for African Americans while

also offering guidance on how to respond to the government’s call to

arms.11

Thus, to a large extent, the black press has occupied a ‘‘parallel

 



public sphere,’’ not fully part of the mainstream of public opinion and

debate that links society and state but a separate arena where Afri-

can Americans have worked out among themselves alternatives to the

dominant culture’s views of their identities and interests.12 But no im-

permeable barrier separated black discourse from the rest of the pub-

lic sphere. Although blacks had a diminished voice, their arguments

frequently seeped into the main currents of public discussion. Black

editors knew this to be true because of the letters white people wrote

them, the attacks of white mobs on southern black newspapers in re-

sponse to militant editorials, the patronage some black newspapers

received from white-dominated political parties, and occasional cri-

tiques of black newspapers in white publications or by white poli-

ticians.13 During and shortly after America’s involvement in World

War I, black editors knew white people were reading their newspapers

even more closely because of comments on the black press issued by

federal investigatory agencies, the U.S. Congress, southern officehold-

ers, the state legislature of New York, and white individuals.

Although small in number compared to black readers, white read-

ers influenced the character of the black press in important ways. Be-

cause black editors were more concerned with exercising as much

power as possible thanwith simply expressing ideas or laying out a con-

sistent ideology, they took care to frame their arguments in ways that

would be convincing to white Americans—especially powerful ones.14

Such efforts could succeed only in an environment in which power was

not monopolized by central authorities through the use of physical

force. Although the federal government did mobilize coercive forces

against dissenting citizens during World War I, individuals had room

to criticize the government—and even the war effort—within limits.15

But even within those limits, black editors knew they did not speak in a

vacuum in which they could define the terms of debate as they wished.

Instead, they shrewdly borrowed terms and ideas from others involved

in the current political discourse and bent them to serve their own

ends. In an arena in which deviant political views were marginalized

or ignored, they sought to present their ideas as akin to mainstream

political views.16 This strategy sometimes served their ends well. Some

of the most widely used political phrases of the war years proved to

be easily adaptable to the cause of racial justice.17 Black editors could

easily turn a war to ‘‘make the world safe for democracy’’ into a war to

make the ‘‘south safe for the Negroes’’ or transform southern lynch-

ings into ‘‘atrocities’’ akin to the enemy’s misdeeds.18 But some of the

words black journalists used served the interests of the federal gov-

 



ernment better than the interests of African Americans. Phrases like

‘‘loyalty,’’ ‘‘patriotism,’’ and ‘‘ percent Americanism’’ could be used

to bolster black claims to citizenship.Yet the self-sacrificing loyalty de-

manded by the national government during the war suggested that

blacks should not insist on racial justice as a condition of their partici-

pation in the country’s defense.The use of such words created difficult

dilemmas for black writers.

Although calculated efforts to adapt popular political dogma to

serve black interests may have determined much of the content of

black newspapers during the war, other factors also came into play.

Most important, the threat of physical coercion by white individuals

and institutions regulated the content of the black press, as it always

had. During the nineteenth century, white mobs had attacked black

editors from time to time in response to certain kinds of editorials.

Such attacks served as warnings to all black journalists in the region.

In the North, coercive pressures were not as naked or as common

before World War I, but they nevertheless played a role in shaping

the discourse of black newspapers there.White advertisers and politi-

cal parties, for example, could withhold crucial funds. The advent of

a world war dramatically increased the attention of white Americans

to the black press. Southern leaders read black newspapers and tried

to suppress them at the same time that the Espionage and Sedition

Acts gave the federal government the power to monitor and intimi-

date black editors throughout the country. During those years of wide-

spread prowar frenzy, it must have seemed possible that even in the

North black newspapers might be the victims of vigilante violence if

they opposed the war.19

Thus, during World War I, the black press served as a frontier be-

tween black and white in which the terms of racial coexistence were

negotiated and renegotiated through written and verbal exchanges

that were conditioned by the ever-present threat of force.20 This thesis

sheds light on African American militancy, the role of black news-

papers in black protest and American life, and, most directly, the Afri-

can American response to World War I.

Historians have been deeply divided over how to characterize the

black response to this war. Some argue that militancy was negligible

during World War I, that African Americans generally followed the

advice of W. E. B. Du Bois in  to ‘‘forget our special grievances and

close our ranks’’—supporting the war and soft-pedaling protest out of

a combination of ‘‘deeply-felt patriotism,’’ hope that the war would ac-

celerate racial progress, and fear that failure to comply would lead to

 



brutal persecution.21 Other historians have been more inclined to em-

phasize the militancy of African Americans, whether in opposing the

war or in using it as an excuse to intensify demands for racial equality.22

Both sides have recognized the diversity of opinion among blacks, de-

picting one group as dominant and the other as the exception that

proved the rule.23 But it has been too easy to see the black reaction to

the war as simply dividing along the lines of the old Booker T.Wash-

ington/W. E. B. Du Bois, accommodation/protest dichotomy, with Du

Bois on the other side this time.24 Such categories mask the profound

ambivalence displayed by the black press as a whole, as well as indi-

vidual writers, leaders, and newspapers, and they gloss over the inde-

terminacies characteristic of any text.

To arrive at a fuller understanding of black protest ideology, one

must move beyond the overt meanings of the relevant texts and con-

sider what their authors wanted to accomplish by writing them—how

they hoped to affect their audiences, both black and white.25 Black am-

bivalence toward the war was not simply a product of indecision or im-

precise thinking. Rather it flowed from writers’ efforts to use language

to motivate powerful white readers to attempt to improve race rela-

tions in America. The success or failure of black thinkers must there-

fore be judged by the impact of their words rather than by the logi-

cal consistency of their arguments. The editorial policies of the black

press duringWorldWar Imust be evaluated as a response to a national

emergency in which the threat of force was always present. By that

measure, most of the black newspapers examined in this book must

be viewed as having succeeded in bringing black concerns to the pub-

lic attention while not inviting repressive measures against either the

black press or African Americans as a group.

The chapters in this book have been arranged chronologically;

since each chapter deals with a different theme, however, there is

considerable overlap. Chapter  provides a history of the black press

from its beginnings in  to the early twentieth century, focusing on

blacks’ use of the press as a weapon and whites’ counterattacks against

it. It also introduces the publications used in this study.

Chapters  and  examine the strategies black newspapers used to

promote black advancement in the context of World War I. Chapter 

shows that shortly after the outbreak of war in August , writers

began to draw parallels between what was going on in Europe and the

condition of blacks at home.They exposed the hypocrisy of American

outrage at alleged atrocities in the war zones and indifference to the

 



lynchings of blacks in the South. Chapter  reveals that after America’s

entry into a war that WoodrowWilson said would make the world safe

for democracy, black writers were able to draw even stronger paral-

lels. Democracy would have to be assured at home before the United

States could bring it to Europe. But in pointing out the inconsisten-

cies between Americans’ actions andWilson’s democratic ideals, black

writers did not reject these ideals or refuse to participate in the war

until democracy had been extended to all African Americans.To vary-

ing degrees, black newspapers supported U.S. participation in the war

or at least advocated black cooperation in the war effort while prod-

ding the government to live up to its own ideals.

Chapter  examines the response of white America, especially the

federal government, to the black press’s wartime strategies. Although

white readers usually rejected black arguments for equality, their clear

preference for censoring black newspapers generally went unrealized.

In fact, by the summer of , it seemed that black newspapers had

struck an effective balance between making demands and pledging

loyalty. Although the government had instituted some repressive mea-

sures and some publications had softened their demands for racial jus-

tice, high-level federal officials had begun to act on the ‘‘Bill of Par-

ticulars,’’ a list of fourteen demandsmade by black editors. A few white

southerners had begun to form antilynching organizations. Most im-

portant, President Wilson, who three years earlier had implicitly en-

dorsed the racist film, Birth of a Nation, condemned lynching in a

speech and praised the democratic spirit of the black press.

Finally, chapter  explores the relationships between black news-

papers and white Americans in the year or so after the Armistice—a

period when radical doctrines swept the land, race riots broke out in

cities across the country, and government agencies clamped down on

dissent. Black editorialists during this time tried to control the pub-

lic image of what many were calling the ‘‘New Negro,’’ a more asser-

tive and angry African American, more proud and politicized than

blacks had been before the war. As white Americans looked increas-

ingly to the black press for a definition of the New Negro, the black

press sought to send them a clear message: that African Americans

were fully deserving of full citizenship rights, that they were prepared

to stand up and fight for such rights, and that the act of doing so would

purify American democracy.

This book is based on a close reading of six leading weekly black

newspapers, including three from the North (the Chicago Defender, the

 



Cleveland Gazette, and the New York Age), two from the former Confed-

eracy (the Richmond Planet and the Savannah Tribune), and one from

a border state (the Baltimore Afro-American). It also relies on evidence

from a less systematic sampling of other black newspapers: the Appeal

of St. Paul and Chicago, the Boston Guardian, the California Eagle, the

Chicago Broad Ax, the Cleveland Advocate, the Indianapolis Freeman, the

Norfolk Journal and Guide, and the Washington Bee. Frequent reference

has also been made to the monthly organ of the National Association

for the Advancement of Colored People (), the Crisis, edited

by W. E. B. Du Bois. Although in the strictest sense, the Crisis does

not qualify as a black periodical because it was controlled by a pre-

dominantly white-run organization, no study of the black press during

World War I can ignore this highly influential journal. Black news-

papers commented on its content frequently, and the government and

white Americans viewed it as a faithful representative of black opin-

ion. Moreover, its black editor exercised a good deal of independence

in determining the Crisis’s content. The monthly Messenger and other

radical publications that sprang into existence during the war—mostly

in New York City—fall even further out of the scope of this study be-

cause they were not published throughout the entire period and were

not typical of the black press. Still, reference to the Messenger is made

in the later chapters because it loomed large in the government’s view

of the black press.

The periodicals examined in this book are intended to be a repre-

sentative sampling of the black press, including not only newspapers

from different geographic regions but also newspapers of different

sorts. These journals range from the highly influential and well-circu-

lated Crisis to the relatively obscure California Eagle. The Baltimore Afro-

American, the Chicago Defender, and the Norfolk Journal and Guide would

become national, mass circulation leaders of the industry between

 and . The New York Age, one of the leading black weeklies

of the time, would decline in influence after World War I. The Cleve-

land Gazette and the Chicago Broad Ax were typical of many nineteenth-

century black newspapers in that they were run almost single-hand-

edly by and reflected the outlook of their owner-proprietors, Harry C.

Smith and Julius Taylor.

All but themonthly Crisis and Messenger were published weekly, and

all but the Crisis were controlled exclusively by blacks. Few of the pub-

lications made much money; the majority operated on a shoestring.

Only the Defender approached a regular circulation of , before

.26

 



These publications make up a reasonably typical cross section of

the black press during World War I, including some newspapers that

would lead black journalism in the years that followed the war and

others with deep roots in the nearly  years of the industry’s history

that preceded it.

 



CHAPTER 1

ABOLITIONISTS,
ACCOMMODATIONISTS,
AND THE NEW NEGRO,

1827–1914

The inauguration in  of the first Democratic president in sixteen

years marked a significant transfer of political influence among Afri-

canAmericans at the same time that it shifted power fromone political

party to another.1 Booker T. Washington, who ran a well-known insti-

tute for black students in Tuskegee, Alabama, had served as the chief

spokesman for African Americans to Republican presidents Theodore

Roosevelt and William Howard Taft.Washington had been consulted

on the appointments of blacks to federal office and had advised the

presidents on race policy. He was known among blacks as the great

accommodator for his philosophy that African Americans should ac-

cept their status as second-class citizens with few civil or political rights

while seeking economic progress through self-help.Hewas also known

as the Wizard of Tuskegee for the imposing political machine he had

built with donations from white patrons, whom he approached with

great deference and humility.

With Woodrow Wilson in the White House, however, the Wizard

lost his exclusive access to the presidency, and a small group of maver-

ick black leaders who had endorsed the Democrat in the general elec-

tion now had the ear of the chief executive. The new group opposed

the Tuskegee philosophy of accommodationism and refused to shrink

from demanding all the rights they believed African Americans de-

served. In November , a delegation led by William Monroe Trot-

ter, editor of the weekly Boston Guardian and organizer of the National

Equal Rights League, met with Wilson in the Oval Office.

Alarmed by reports of racial segregation in the Post Office Depart-

ment, the Treasury Department, and the Bureau of Printing and En-

graving, Trotter had met with Wilson in  and had been assured

that his administration had no segregation policy and would investi-



gate reports that black civil servants had been treated unfairly. Now

Trotter was back a year later with further evidence of segregation and

discrimination.

Trotter said he had come ‘‘to renew the protest’’ and to ask Wil-

son to abolish segregation in his administration. He pointed out that

black voters had shown their disapproval of the policy by voting against

Democratic candidates in the recent midterm elections. ‘‘Only two

years ago you were heralded as perhaps the second Lincoln, and now

the Afro-American leaders who supported you are hounded as false

leaders and traitors to their race,’’ he said. ‘‘Have you a ‘new free-

dom’ for white Americans and a new slavery for Afro-American fellow

citizens?’’

Affronted by such bold criticism, Wilson scolded Trotter. ‘‘I don’t

want politics brought into it at all,’’ he said. ‘‘I am not seeking office.’’

Trotter’s talk of electoral support struck the president as ‘‘blackmail.’’

Wilson lectured Trotter, defending the segregation of federal employ-

ees as a well-intentioned measure to prevent friction between white

and black employees and as a way of preventing employees of both

races from feeling ‘‘uncomfortable.’’ Solving the race problem would

take generations, the president concluded, and it would happen faster

‘‘if these questions aren’t raised.’’

But Trotter persisted. Black employees had been ‘‘humiliated and

indisposed’’ as a result of segregation, he said.

‘‘If you think that you gentlemen, as an organization, and all other

Negro citizens of the country, that you are being humiliated, you will

believe it,’’ Wilson sputtered.

Trotter pressed the point. The humiliation was not imagined, he

insisted; segregation ‘‘creates in the minds of others [the impression]

that there is something the matter with us—that we are not their

equals, that we are not their brothers.’’ He went on to contradict the

president: ‘‘This segregation is not due to any friction between the

races, but is due to race prejudice on the part of the official who puts

it into operation.’’

WhenTrotter again raised the issue of Wilson’s declining popularity

among black voters, the president rebuked him sharply. ‘‘If this orga-

nization wishes to approach me again, it must choose another spokes-

man,’’ he said. ‘‘Your tone, sir, offends me. . . . You are the only Ameri-

can citizen that has ever come into this office who has talked to me in

a tone with a background of passion that was evident.’’

Wilson’s rebuke left Trotter ‘‘thunderstruck,’’ he said later.2 He

could only reply, ‘‘I am from a part of the people, Mr. President.’’

   



‘‘You have spoiled the whole cause for which you came,’’ the presi-

dent said.

‘‘Mr. President, I am sorry for that,’’ Trotter apologized.Then, amaz-

ingly, he pressed his point further, making a statement that Wilson’s

stenographer missed about America professing to be Christian.

Wilson again cut him off. ‘‘I expect those who profess to be Chris-

tians to come to me in a Christian spirit,’’ he snapped.

Trotter began to backtrack, but just barely. ‘‘If my tone has seemed

so contentious, why my tone has been misunderstood,’’ he said. ‘‘I was

simply trying to show howmy people feel.’’ He explained that his orga-

nization’s support of the Democratic ticket in  had led blacks to

brand members as ‘‘traitors to our race.’’

Then, positioning himself as intermediary between the black popu-

lation and Wilson, and perhaps seeking some reconciliation with the

president, he said: ‘‘We have tried to get the colored people to rea-

son in this matter. Their feeling is more [intense on this issue] than

on others. Any portrayal, we found, led them to resent this thing.We

would be false, Mr. President, false to ourselves and false to you, if we

went out and led you to believe that we could convince the colored

people that there was anything but degradation [in segregation].’’

On his way out of the White House, an agitated Trotter told news-

paper reporters about his encounter, calling the president’s conten-

tion that segregation would prevent friction among employees ‘‘en-

tirely disappointing.’’ The incidentmade the front page of theNew York

Times and appeared in newspapers across the country. Although many

commentators condemned Trotter’s treatment of the president, pro-

gressive writers focused most of their criticism onWilson’s defense of

segregation.3

The president himself admitted that Trotter had gotten the better

of him. At the very least the editor had brought a concern of blacks

into public awareness. At best he had won an important debate with

the nation’s most powerful leader and forced him to make a change

in policy. ‘‘I was damn fool enough to lose my temper,’’ Wilson con-

fessed. ‘‘I raised that incident into an issue that will be hard to down.’’

Wilson’s secretary, Joseph Tumulty, while scolding Trotter for breach-

ing White House etiquette by relating his conversation to reporters,

had to admit that the editor’s appeal had been ‘‘most eloquent.’’ 4 Still,

Wilson seemed reluctant to meet any demands made by Trotter, no

matter howworthy. A fewmonths after the encounter withTrotter,Wil-

son’s secretary gave him a newspaper clipping featuring an account of

Trotter’s protest of the racist film, Birth of a Nation. Wilson agreed that

   



he would issue a statement expressing his disapproval of the film if he

‘‘could do it without seeming to be trying to meet the agitation which

. . . was stirred up by that unspeakable fellow.’’ 5

Trotter’s encounter with the president illustrates the power of the

black press and foreshadows its relationship with Wilson during the

war. First, black editors likeTrotter borrowed phrases—like ‘‘new free-

dom’’—from influential whites and found ways to apply them to the

cause of racial justice. Wilson never meant his ‘‘New Freedom’’ or his

war to make the world safe for democracy to apply to African Ameri-

cans, but Trotter and the black press forced him to confront the logic

of those connections. Second, black journalists like Trotter, editor of a

well-known newspaper and organizer of several race advocacy groups,

frequently augmented their journalistic efforts through ‘‘back chan-

nels’’—direct face-to-face appeals or behind-the-scenes organizing

and lobbying.6 Black journalists since the antebellum period had been

participating in political activism on the state, local, and national

levels. DuringWorldWar I, three dozen black editors wouldmeet with

Wilson administration officials to hammer out an agreement on race

policy during the war. Third, journalists often offered themselves to

whiteAmerica as arbitrators betweenAfricanAmericans and thewhite

world—Trotter was ‘‘simply trying to show how my people feel’’—and

white leaders often accepted them in that role or even sought them

out for it. During World War I, black editors warned the government

about the growing militancy of the black population and suggested

ways to diminish it. Finally, and perhaps most important, in spite of

their relative powerlessness, black journalists sometimes got the better

of white leaders as powerful and eloquent as Woodrow Wilson. Al-

though Wilson controlled more resources of physical coercion than

Trotter, in the public sphere they engaged each other on a more equal

footing. In fact, Wilson did end up curbing segregation in federal

offices, probably in response to Trotter’s plea. Similarly, during the

coming war, the Wilson administration could not simply dismiss pub-

lished black demands no matter how persistently officials might criti-

cize their tone.

Trotter’s run-in withWilson also seemed to signal a new era in black

journalism and leadership. With Booker T. Washington’s influence

waning, more aggressively militant black journalists and leaders found

their voices, arguing eloquently for racial justice. Washington had

maintained harmonious relations with powerful whites, including

Presidents Roosevelt and Taft, by speaking the contemporary lan-

guage of economic progress while declining to publicly challenge the

   



most distressing signs of racism. Trotter, by contrast, paid little atten-

tion to economic issues, refused to accommodate racism or sacrifice

ideals for short-term political gain, and rarely spoke in muted tones.

When Washington died a year after Trotter’s meeting with Wilson,

leaders who combined some aspects of both approaches would fill

the leadership vacuum. Editors like W. E. B. Du Bois of the Crisis,

James Weldon Johnson of the New York Age, and Robert S. Abbott

of the Chicago Defender emerged as the figures who would lead Afri-

can Americans into the twentieth century. Like Trotter, they believed

it was essential to demand black rights forthrightly, but sometimes

they found it necessary to modulate the stridency of the tone with

which they addressed white America. Yet they shared much in com-

mon with editors, publishers, and writers who had been producing

black newspapers in America for nearly  years. These black jour-

nalists had been protesting and accommodating; lobbying politicians;

making both bold and conciliatory statements; and quoting, lecturing,

and winning and losing arguments with whites since the black press

began. Many of the practices the black press would employ during

WorldWar I had been devised and utilized long before the war began.

THE ANTISLAVERY ROOTS OF THE BLACK PRESS

Du Bois, Abbott, Johnson, and Trotter each practiced journalism in

a different way. Du Bois edited a monthly magazine bankrolled by a

white-run organization. Abbott owned a financially successful black

weekly and hired others to domost of the writing and editing. Johnson

wrote editorials for a black-owned weekly. Trotter owned, published,

edited, andwrotemuch of the content of a small weekly, barelymaking

ends meet. But all of these men functioned within a tradition of black

journalism that stretched back to .7

In that year, on March , two free black men, John Russwurm,

a Jamaican immigrant, and Reverend Samuel Cornish, began pub-

lishing Freedom’s Journal in New York City. Excluded from the public

sphere, the founders of the journal wanted to create a forum in which

they could respond to attacks on free blacks by the proslavery editor

of theNew York Enquirer.Russwurm and Cornish defined their new ven-

ture as a ‘‘channel of communication between us and the public’’ and

an instrument of ‘‘defense of five hundred thousand free people of

colour.’’ 8 Other antebellum black journalists established publications

to respond to white newspapers. Martin R. Delany foundedThe Mystery

in Pittsburgh in  after local dailies refused to print blacks’ letters.9

WhenWilliamA. Hodges attempted to rebut the New York Sun’s attacks

   



on black voting rights in , the daily newspaper charged him  to

print an edited version of his letter. An editor explained toHodges the

place of blacks in the public sphere: ‘‘The Sun shines for all white men

and not for coloredmen.’’ If he wanted a public forum for his ideas, he

would have to publish his own newspaper. A year later, Hodges estab-

lished the Ram’s Horn.10 As their most renowned colleague, Frederick

Douglass, put it, black publishers wanted to establish a mode of com-

municating not just among themselves but with white America for the

purpose of ‘‘renovating the public mind, and building up a public sen-

timent, which should send slavery to the grave.’’ 11

Sending a message to white America was not black journalists’ only

motive for publishing during and after the antebellum period. They

also hoped to unify and educate black Americans. The editors of Free-

dom’s Journal said they wanted to link ‘‘together by one solid chain,

the whole free [black] population, so as to make them think, and feel

and act, as one solid body, devoted to education and improvements.’’ 12

They advocated uplift of African Americans through moral and intel-

lectual improvement and cooperative ventures. Russwurm took such

nationalistic impulses to their logical extreme, calling for the coloniza-

tion of all black Americans to Africa. Like most editors of black news-

papers, however, Cornish saw African Americans as a permanent part

of the United States and accordingly sought to communicate not only

with other blacks but with white America as well.13

Black publishers, editors, and writers who sought to change white

attitudes through their writing, however, faced formidable barriers.

Most white Americans, both North and South, accepted the doctrine

of white supremacy unthinkingly. The Victorian worldview, which be-

gan to take shape around the time of Freedom’s Journal ’s founding and

lasted into the first years of the twentieth century, divided the world

into dichotomous and hierarchical elements, splitting the human race

into civilized and savage people, one clearly and unalterably superior

to the other.White Americans thus denied African Americans, whom

they categorized as savage, a commonhumanity with themselves. Even

most northerners who favored emancipation of the slaves—including

Abraham Lincoln—believed freed blacks had to go back to Africa be-

cause they could not live in harmony with civilized whites.14

African American journalists protested against overtly racist ideas,

but they did not seek to renovate the public mind by attacking the

basic assumptions of Victorianism, which would have been part of

their own intellectual makeup. Instead, while agreeing that the world

was made up of civilized and uncivilized people, they sought to cate-

   



gorize African Americans as civilized by publicizing the doings of re-

spectable, middle-class blacks.They ignored the masses of lower-class

blacks and defended the virtue and honor of black women. At the

same time, black newspapers offered lessons to black readers in how

to live up to middle-class values and thus demonstrate their civilized

humanity. As one historian has concluded, antebellum black editors

sought both to guide black behavior and to ‘‘mold white attitudes’’ by

documenting ‘‘the abilities and successes of free blacks.’’ 15They did so,

however, within the limits imposed by contemporary opinion.

Antebellum publishers in this sense set patterns for black news-

papers that would persist into the twentieth century. They addressed

both black and white audiences, and they oriented arguments for

black rights within the framework of contemporary mainstream politi-

cal and cultural beliefs, accommodating some and protesting others.

Similarly, during World War I, black newspaper publishers would use

their papers both to advise African Americans on how to respond to

the war and to exhort white America to fulfill the war’s idealistic pur-

pose by granting civil rights to loyal black citizens. And again, they

would do so within the limits imposed by the contemporary political

climate.

ACCOMMODATORS AND AGITATORS

In spite of the continuity between antebellum and World War I news-

papers, the intervening period brought important changes to the

black press. Emancipation marked a watershed, bringing the end of

the antislavery movement in the North and the legalization of black

literacy in the South. Free blacks established their first newspaper,

L’Union, in the former slave states in Union-occupied New Orleans

on September , , just five days after Lincoln announced the

Emancipation Proclamation and three months before it took effect.

Meanwhile, with slavery outlawed and abolitionism victorious, north-

ern black journalists had to find a new raison d’être.16

In the southern states, the transformation wasmore immediate and

dramatic: African Americans established their first newspapers in Vir-

ginia, North Carolina,Tennessee, and Alabama in ; Mississippi in

; Arkansas in ; and Florida in .17 In the North, the end of

Reconstruction spurred a dramatic increase in black journalism. Be-

tween  and , African Americans outside of the South estab-

lished numerous influential newspapers—many of which would have

long and distinguished careers.These included the California Eagle (at

first called the Owl) in ; the Washington Bee in ; the Cleveland

   



Gazette and the New York Globe (later renamed the New York Freeman and

finally the New York Age) in ; the Philadelphia Tribune in ; the

Appeal of St. Paul andChicago in ; the Indianapolis Freeman in ;

the Baltimore Afro-American in ; and the Broad Ax of Salt Lake City

in  (which moved to Chicago four years later).

After the end of Reconstruction, the black press declined in the

South, losing both its economic viability and its political relevance,

whereas the opposite occurred in theNorth. By , although  per-

cent of blacks lived in the South, only  percent of black newspapers

were published there.18 Yet some black newspapers did flourish and

pursue political objectives in the South, whereas some northern news-

papers refrained from militant protest. Each black newspaper in the

country developed a balance between militancy and accommodation

shaped by a combination of internal and external factors, including

the personality and ideology of the publisher, the state of race rela-

tions in the local area, the relationship of the publisher to local politi-

cal parties, recent events, and the requirements of a particular situa-

tion or moment. Still, after the withdrawal of federal troops from the

former Confederacy, most black newspapers in the South became less

political, less militant, andmore interested in the social and economic

advancement of individuals. Three factors contributed to this trend:

the imposition of new legal restrictions, the ascendancy of the ideol-

ogy of industrial capitalism, and the escalation of vigilante violence.

First, legal innovations across the South made black political activ-

ism increasingly futile. Most important, new constitutions in southern

states effectively disfranchised the majority of black citizens through

a system of poll taxes, literacy tests, and other barriers to voting. State

laws also created a system of legal segregation of the races—in hous-

ing, public transportation, schooling, marriage, and even cemeteries

—that paralleled and reinforced blacks’ political exclusion. The na-

tional government sanctioned this disfranchisement and legal apart-

heid, and the Supreme Court handed down a series of favorable rul-

ings culminating in Plessy v. Ferguson in . Faced with the futility of

political action, black leaders changed their focus.

A second factor that contributed to the decline of political activism

from the black press in the South was the rise of the success ideology

of American industrial capitalism, which elevated personal advance-

ment over collective action. Most Americans viewed their country as

a land of opportunity that rewarded virtue, hard work, and ability

with success. Andrew Carnegie’s ‘‘Gospel of Wealth,’’ the lectures and

writings of William Graham Sumner, and the novels of Horatio Alger

   



all reinforced this belief. Led by Booker T. Washington, many blacks

throughout the country came to see their salvation in hard work and

economic pursuits rather than in collective protest for equal rights.19

Washington became influential in the South in the s and s.

His  address at the Atlanta Cotton States and International Ex-

position catapulted him into the national spotlight and made him the

most visible black leader in the country. In that famous speech,Wash-

ington counseled survival through accommodation to rather than pro-

test against the South’s system of white supremacy. He advised blacks

to stop protesting for equality and civil rights and to focus instead

on self-improvement and uplift, especially in the economic realm.

If blacks proved themselves economically useful, Washington naively

reasoned, whites would welcome them as full citizens. Washington,

whose rise to fame and power had been facilitated by white patrons,

interpreted the Social Darwinist ideas of Carnegie, Sumner, and Alger

for a black audience. His Alger-like autobiography, Up from Slavery, be-

came a best-seller after the turn of the century.20

Embraced by African Americans across the country, the ideology of

personal success had its greatest impact in the South, where the height

of its popularity coincided with disfranchisement and gave editors

somethingmore hopeful to write about than politics. Southern papers

increasingly focused on material success, often (but not always) to the

exclusion of politics. Following Washington’s lead, black newspapers

encouraged political passivity to promote harmonious relations be-

tween the races, promising better business opportunities and greater

prosperity for blacks. Accordingly, one southern newspaper pledged

it would never print ‘‘anything that has a tendency to bring about un-

pleasant relations between the races.’’ 21

These ideas became so pervasive before the turn of the century that

even a young W. E. B. Du Bois could agree with Washington that the

degraded condition of blacks rather than race prejudice kept them

down and that self-help, hard work, and upright behavior were the

keys to advancement of the race rather than federal or even state legis-

lation.22 Matthew M. Lewey, editor of the Florida Sentinel, summed up

the philosophy of black uplift even before Washington’s Atlanta ad-

dress. African Americans, he wrote, should ‘‘rely entirely upon our-

selves in the development of manly character, aspire to excel in every-

thing, work hard day and night, get money, educate our children,

don’t beg but depend upon our own brain and muscles.’’ 23

To the extent that the Tuskegee philosophy promoted individual-

ism and self-reliance at the expense of collective consciousness and ac-

   



tion, it helped to keep African Americans mired in a degraded status,

and newspapers that espoused it served the interests of the white rul-

ing class. Blacks, after all, had been oppressed as a group, and only

group action could eliminate the barriers that prevented them from

having a fair chance.

Yet the African American version of the success ideology contained

a germ of collectivism, fostering a nascent black nationalism that held

that individuals must help to elevate the race through service and

charity to the black community.24 Editorials in black newspapers en-

couraged readers to patronize black-owned businesses and to feel

pride in the race. An African American should ‘‘love his race and do

his part to advance its interests,’’ the Savannah Tribune said.25 News-

papers promoted love of race by running profiles of blacks whohadbe-

come successful in business, politics, arts, and other endeavors; citing

the contributions of blacks to American and world history; and re-

porting on the social and economic advancements of the race as a

whole. Nashville Globe publisher Richard Boyd sold black dolls to teach

‘‘children how to look upon their people.’’ 26 Despite these tendencies

toward race pride and group action, the success ideology and disfran-

chisement combined with a powerful third factor, vigilante violence,

to keep southern black newspapers quiescent.

Toward the end of the century, white mobs lynched scores of black

citizens every year, and sometimes these mobs directed their ire

against newspaper publishers. In , publisher Jesse C. Duke of the

Montgomery Baptist Leader had to flee Alabama with amob at his heels

after he wrote in response to the lynching of a black man for alleged

rape of ‘‘the growing appreciation of the white Juliet for the colored

Romeo.’’ 27 R. C. O. Benjamin, editor of the Birmingham Negro Ameri-

can and a self-proclaimed ‘‘chronic disturber of the peace,’’ was forced

into exile that same year for defending Duke in print. In , after

Mansfield E. Bryant, ‘‘the most aggressive and fearless editor in the

country,’’ predicted in his Selma Independent the outbreak of a race war

in which blacks would emerge victorious, he was arraigned on charges

of making ‘‘incendiary utterances,’’ narrowly escaped a lynching, and

finally fled to Nashville.28

But Tennessee was no haven. In , white Memphians drove Ida

B. Wells out of the South after she wrote an unequivocal attack on

lynching in her newspaper, theMemphis Free Speech and Headlight.White

Memphis newspapers had already reprinted some of the Free Speech’s

more incendiary polemics, includingWells’s  call for violent retri-

bution against lynchers. Angry white readers responded to the edito-

   



rial by threatening the paper’s publisher, who left Tennessee to escape

a lynching, leaving the paper to Wells and J. L. Fleming. A year later,

after the lynching of three successful black businessmen in the city,

Wells advised her readers to leave Memphis (, did) and to boy-

cott streetcars. In addition, she began printing a series of forthright

exposés challenging themost common justification for lynching—that

it protected white women from rape. A few weeks later, after five black

men had been lynched for allegedly raping white women, she wrote:

‘‘Nobody in this section believes the old threadbare lie that Negromen

assault white women. If Southern men are not careful they will over-

reach themselves and a conclusion will be reached which will be very

damaging to the moral reputation of their women.’’ Fortuitously in

Philadelphia at the time,Wells escapedharmwhen amoborganized by

leading white citizens ransacked her office in response to the editorial.

They were incited by the Memphis Daily Commercial, which reprinted

Wells’s editorial and commented: ‘‘The fact that a black scoundrel is

allowed to live and utter such loathsome and repulsive calumnies is a

volume of evidence as to the wonderful patience of Southern whites.

. . . There are some things that the Southern white man will not tol-

erate, and the obscene intimations of the foregoing have brought the

writer to the very outermost of public patience.We hope we have said

enough.’’ Wells’s partner also escaped the city safely. Warned not to

publish another issue,Wells abandoned her publication and lived the

rest of her life in the North.29

A few years later, in , another black editor had to flee for his

life after writing an editorial on lynching. When Alex Manly of the

Wilmington Daily Record of North Carolina wrote that many blacks had

white fathers and dared to suggest that white women often accused

their black lovers of rape as a way to save their reputations, white-

owned newspapers reprinted the editorial. The Raleigh News and Ob-

server distributed , copies as a leaflet. One white orator advo-

cated ‘‘ ‘choking the Cape Fear River with the bodies of Negroes.’ ’’ In

the end, a frenzied mob burned the Daily Record ’s office, then ram-

paged through black neighborhoods, killing thirty African Ameri-

cans and driving dozens more from the city.30 As editors Duke, Benja-

min, Bryant,Wells, Fleming, andManly learned, southern whites were

ready to use force to punish blacks for what they printed in their news-

papers, a lesson not lost on the hundreds of black publishers doing

business in the South.

Still, militant protest was never completely erased from the south-

ern black press. Although discussion of topics like the rape myth

   



had become more dangerous and protest was virtually eliminated in

some areas—Mississippi, for example—militancy never vanished from

southern black newspapers.31 Alabama’s Birmingham Era managed to

survive, for example, even after defending Duke’s remarks and print-

ing examples of consensual liaisons between white women and black

men. It even opposed a miscegenation bill under consideration by the

state legislature.32TheNashville Globedisavowed social equality and em-

bracedmost of the Tuskegee program yet continued to advocate black

participation in local politics.33 Other southern newspapers like the

Dallas Express, the St. Louis Argus, and the Richmond Planet maintained

a militant posture. Planet editor John L. Mitchell Jr. continually ‘‘ham-

mered away at the barbarity of southern [lynch] mobs without suffer-

ing reprisals from whites.’’ He encouraged blacks to arm themselves

in self-defense, criticized incompetent police and racist judges, and

even warned of a bloody race war while avoiding discussion of the rape

myth. After the turn of the century, however, even this gadfly ‘‘muted’’

his tone.34 By , even the most militant southern black newspapers

had become more cautious as they declined financially.35

It is tempting to characterize the southern black press as accommo-

dationist and its northern counterpart as militant, as some contempo-

raries did. New South prophet and Atlanta Constitution editor Henry

Grady, for example, labeled a group of mostly northern black editors

‘‘Afro-American Agitators’’ because of their persistent and intense agi-

tation for equal rights. Although Grady meant the label as a slur, the

Agitators adopted it as a badge of honor.36 The fact that most of these

militants published in the North suggests that they faced fewer coer-

cive pressures than southern editors. Indeed, two of the three major

factors leading the southern press toward greater accommodation—

disfranchisement and vigilante violence—were all but absent in the

North.

Nevertheless, northern newspapers increasingly felt pressure to

moderate their tone as well. Grady’s interest in black publishing in the

North reflected the growing concern of southern whites who realized

that the ideas of militant Agitators in the northern states would filter

south. Although southerners and industrial leaders with an interest in

maintaining a docile black labor force in the South could not enact

laws or form lynching parties to intimidate editors in northern cities,

their influence and money, channeled through Booker T. Washing-

ton, were used to control the northern black press to a degree. More-

over, the success ideology so eagerly adopted by New South advocates

exerted as much influence in the North as in the South. Thus, north-

   



ern black newspapers, although generally more militant than their

southern cousins, faced external pressures working against militancy.

The more successful Agitators included the editors of newspapers

like the New York Age, the Cleveland Gazette, the Indianapolis World, the

Appeal of St. Paul and Chicago, the Chicago Broad Ax, the Washington

Bee, the Chicago Conservator, and even the southern Richmond Planet.

These independent and outspoken advocates of civil rights boldly criti-

cized racial inequities and railed against the precipitous decline in

race relations—especially in the South. Most, like Calvin Chase of the

Washington Bee and Harry C. Smith of the Cleveland Gazette, denounced

BookerT.Washington. JuliusTaylor of theChicago Broad Ax,who some-

times praised Washington in the s, attacked him bitterly after

 as a ‘‘moral pygmy’’ and the ‘‘Great Beggar of Tuskegee.’’ 37

Whereas Washington preached political passivity combined with

unswerving loyalty to the Republican Party, Agitators advocated politi-

cal activism and independence. Chase said blacks should split their

votes between the Democratic and Republican Parties because the

latter had ‘‘deserted, disowned, and frowned upon the colored people

of the South in .’’ 38 Other publishers, including Taylor, Smith,

and T. Thomas Fortune, publisher of the New York Age and the most

prominent Agitator, only occasionally endorsed Democratic candi-

dates, mostly remaining in the Republican camp.39 Northern editors

sometimes went beyond endorsing candidates and held office them-

selves. Smith, for example, served three terms in the Ohio state legis-

lature. John Q. Adams kept the Appeal going with income from minor

political appointments, and journeyman journalist Ralph Tyler split

his time between journalism and political appointments.40

Some Agitators took their activism a step beyond the political

realm, calling for armed self-defense and retaliatory violence.41 For-

tune advocated self-defense and endorsed retaliation after the Wil-

mington riot in  and the Atlanta riot in . ‘‘The trouble will go

on in Atlanta,’’ he told a white reporter, ‘‘until the Negro retaliates—

until, driven to bay, the Negro slays his assailant.’’ 42 In a letter to the

Brooklyn Eagle in , Fortune gave what his biographer, Emma Lou

Thornbrough, called ‘‘his most effective defense of the use of retal-

iatory force’’: ‘‘The blackman’s right of self-defense is identically the

same as the white man’s right of self-defense. . . . When the law does

not protect me, as it does not in the South . . . what am I to do? Accept

it all meekly, without protest or resentment? . . . Slaves do that sort of

thing, and are worthy to be slaves, but free men, American freemen!

Who expects them to do it?’’ 43

   



In contrast toWashington’s acceptance of segregation and his belief

in a temporary social separation of the races, most Agitators believed

in assimilation, the unity of the human race, and even racial amalga-

mation. Agitators advocated racial designations that de-emphasized

the distinctiveness of African Americans, and they opposedmost sepa-

rate black institutions, even when they would provide needed services.

Smith, for example, campaigned against the creation of a separate hos-

pital, a home for girls, and a  for blacks in Cleveland.44He sought

admission of blacks to existing mainstream institutions.

At the same time, most northern editors and publishers promoted

the success ideology of Booker T. Washington. Like their southern

counterparts, northern Agitators had faith in upward mobility and

middle-class values.They supported industrial education as a promis-

ing path to black success and advocated land and business ownership

as a means of black uplift.45

One of the most persistent advocates of the Tuskegee philosophy,

George Knox, publisher of the Indianapolis Freeman, one of the top

three black newspapers around the turn of the century, constantly

preached the value of hard work, self-help, and uplift. Born into slav-

ery, Knox made his fortune operating a chain of barber shops cater-

ing to affluent white customers, and like Washington, he used his

own story to illustrate how an upright, moral, and productive life

could overcome the limitations imposed by a racist society.46 He also

gained a reputation as an accommodationist because he believedmost

blacks should remain in the South; eschewed social equality; scolded

blacks for vagrancy and lawlessness; and promoted black businesses

and middle-class values of thrift, industry, and clean living. Unlike

the Agitators, Knox expressed an often unfounded optimism, seeing

‘‘little reason to be dissatisfied with conditions in this country.’’ 47

Although Knox was not an Agitator, some of his views paralleled

those of the Agitators: he espoused middle-class Victorian values, saw

himself as more American than African, came to see a need for politi-

cal independence from the Republican Party, and opposed bans on

intermarriage. Both Knox and the Agitators supported vocational

training while stressing the right of black students to pursue an aca-

demic education.48 Unlike Washington, Knox openly participated in

politics and even engaged in protest activities. He spoke out against

lynching, for example, and after  condemned the Ku Klux Klan

and supported a federal antilynching bill.49 Sometimes Knox seemed

like a pure accommodationist, but at other times, he was as militant

as anyone else.50

   



For their part, Agitators were not purely militant, and they seemed

to grow less so as Booker T. Washington’s power grew. Many north-

ern Agitators, most notably Chase and Fortune, came to rely on the

Wizard of Tuskegee for financial help, which compromised their edi-

torial independence. Fortune never attacked Washington or the doc-

trine of accommodationism, which he argued was necessary in the

South.51 For a time, Fortune benefited from his alliance withWashing-

ton while maintaining a militant stance. But as he became more de-

pendent on Washington for financial support, his editorials grew less

biting. Washington secretly became one of the chief stockholders of

the New York Age. In , after suffering a mental breakdown, For-

tune sold his share of the paper to FredMoore, whomWashington also

covertly subsidized.52

Chase, an outspoken critic of Washington beginning in , ac-

cepted  to write a series of pro-Washington editorials in  and

continued to back him until .53 The Washington Colored American,

the Boston Colored Citizen, the Colored American Magazine, and Alexan-

der’s Magazine also received ‘‘sustained cash contributions’’ fromTuske-

gee, while Knox’s Indianapolis Freeman received an occasional loan.

Washington also distributed Republican Party patronage to the black

press, exerted significant control over two black press associations,

and placed his own advertisements in black journals. He sometimes

paid editors to publish press releases and editorials in their news-

papers. Washington never exerted complete control over the black

press, but he used his considerable financial clout to influence the edi-

torial direction of many newspapers in the North.54

Thus, as the black press—North and South—entered the twenti-

eth century, the balance between protest and accommodation was de-

cidedly tipped toward the latter, in part because of the publishers’

own conservative values and in part because of coercion from outside.

Still, the basic mission of the black press remained intact. Black news-

papers North and South continued to alert black readers to the need

for action and forced at least a few white Americans to face the issue of

race and confront the gap between American ideals and the practices

of lynching, segregation, and disfranchisement.55

When Ida B.Wells began writing for the New York Age in the s,

she believed she had the ‘‘opportunity to tell the world for the first

time the true story of Negro lynchings.’’ 56Most white Americans prob-

ably did not listen—but some did. Just as mobs responded to southern

black newspaper editorials with violence, white Americans sometimes

felt compelled to reply to northern black journalists like Fortune who

   



were out of the reach of southern vigilantes. During Fortune’s most

productive years as an Agitator, the s and s, northern and

southern white Americans responded to him.When Fortune called on

blacks to arm themselves or retaliate with force, when he defended

interracial marriage or called for the formation of the Afro-American

League, white newspapers from the Macon Telegraph to the New York

Times either praised him as a statesman or condemned him as ‘‘a very

foolish Negro.’’ 57

At a time when African Americans were largely invisible to whites—

hidden, as W. E. B. Du Bois put it, behind a ‘‘vast veil’’—this small

opening of dialogue may have been one of the few channels of dis-

course between the races.58 Although most whites ignored the black

press, not all did. And to the extent that black journalists forced white

people to pay attention, they succeeded in poking holes in the veil,

making themselves visible, and forcing whites to reconsider their as-

sumptions about African Americans and race.

TOWARD A NEW NEGRO PRESS

At the turn of the century, black journalists were vacillating between

protest and accommodation, pushed and pulled by their own uncer-

tainty about the best path for the progress of the race, by external

coercive pressures, and by the nature of their dialogue with white

America.Yet in the years between the turn of the century and the start

of World War I, the tide began to turn away from the accommoda-

tionism of Booker T. Washington and toward more militant protest

against the status quo, especially in theNorth.WilliamMonroeTrotter

had delivered a one-two punch against Washington by establishing his

outspoken anti-Tuskegee newspaper, the Boston Guardian, in  and

then attackingWashington at a highly publicized event in .These

and a series of other events and milestones within and outside of the

black press pointed toward the emergence by  of what historians

have labeled the ‘‘New Negro.’’

Other black editors had been critical of Washington, but Trotter at-

tacked him with a ferocity that no others dared. The bitter, personal,

and unrelenting nature of Trotter’s attack set the Guardian apart and

paved the way for a vigorous protest movement centered in the North.

A graduate of Harvard College, Trotter had been raised by his father,

James, a prosperous federal officeholder who acquired a home in an

affluent white Boston neighborhood and demanded that his son stand

up to the boys he lived among and fight them if necessary. Absorbing

the lesson well, Monroe grew up fully convinced that blacks deserved

   



an equal place with whites in American society and ready to fight for

it. After graduating magna cum laude from Harvard in , he tried

a succession of jobs while at the same time becoming increasingly in-

volved in black protest activities. Finally, in , Trotter embarked

on his life’s work as publisher of the Guardian.59 In his paper, Trotter

pulled no punches, referring to Washington as the ‘‘Benedict Arnold

of the Negro race.’’ 60 Although many other black editors combined

journalism with direct political involvement, Trotter took protest fur-

ther than most.

In , Trotter’s campaign against Washington gained the atten-

tion of blacks and whites after his orchestration of the ‘‘Boston riot.’’

At a meeting of the National Negro Business League in Boston, Trot-

ter and some associates disrupted the speeches of T. Thomas Fortune

and Booker T.Washington by throwing red pepper onto the platform

and shouting damning questions (unanswerable accusations, really) at

the speakers. The police carted the culprits away, and Washington’s

supporters insisted on pressing charges.Trotter eventually spent thirty

days in jail for his role in the incident. Reported in newspapers across

the country, the riot made most whites aware for the first time of Afri-

can American opposition to the Tuskegee program. As Trotter biog-

rapher Stephen R. Fox writes: ‘‘Few white men at this time agreed

with the radicals’ case, but at least they knew of its existence after

the riot.’’ 61 Most white philanthropist allies of Washington were ap-

palled at the riot, yet it helped to open their eyes to the need for a

civil rights advocacy organization that would be free of Washington’s

domination.62

Within the black community, the Boston riot’s most immediate con-

sequence was to moveW. E. B. Du Bois, a former Harvard classmate of

Trotter’s and the leading black intellectual of his generation, toward

an alliance with the ‘‘radicals’’ who opposedWashington. DuBois soon

afterward helped establish the militant Niagara Movement, a group

of mostly northern black men united in opposition to Tuskegeean ac-

commodation and in outspoken advocacy of civil rights. Beginning in

, the Niagara Movement distributed pamphlets, lobbied against

segregation and discrimination, and published a short-lived journal,

the Moon. The organization itself did not last long—becoming a vic-

tim of internal squabbling among Trotter, Du Bois, and others—but

the organizational momentum of the Niagara Movement contributed

to the establishment of two groups with similar goals: the , an

interracial organization, and Trotter’s all-black National Independent

   



W. E. B. Du Bois (seated) and William Monroe Trotter ( far right), probably

at the Niagara Movement meeting in Harpers Ferry,West Virginia, .

F. H. M. Murray ( far left) and L. M. Hershaw (center) are also pictured.

Courtesy Special Collections and Archives,W. E. B. Du Bois Library,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Political League, later renamed the National Equal Rights League

().63

Trotter, unwilling to work under whites because he believed they

would force him to compromise and temporize,maintained only loose

ties with the  after its founding and focused most of his efforts

on the . Trotter’s influence may have reached an apex with his

meetingwithWilson in theWhiteHouse. Still, AfricanAmericans

did not fully embrace the Guardian editor’s uncompromising posture.

His newspaper’s circulation remained small, and he did not seem a fit-

ting intermediary between black and white Americans. Even Cleveland

Gazette editor and Agitator Harry Smith, one of the most persistent

critics of accommodation, wrote that Trotter’s brash conduct in the

Oval Office may have hurt his cause.64

Still, when Washington died a year later, in November , it

seemed likely that the leadership of black America would fall to more

aggressive individuals likeTrotter. Indeed, by the time of Washington’s

death, African Americans (and perhaps even Washington himself )
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seemed to have arrived at a consensus that blacks must protest more

actively for civil and political rights. Washington’s twenty-year reign

paralleled a steady erosion of black rights—civil and economic. Rather

than winning goodwill, accommodationism seemed to have embold-

ened southern whites to further oppress African Americans. If Trotter

could not assume the leadership role, certainly others like him would

step forward. The so-called New Negro that took shape duringWorld

War I, however, was no Trotter. Although the assertive New Negroes

of the s appeared on the surface to be the intellectual descen-

dants of radicals like Trotter, a closer look shows they actually com-

bined something of Trotter and something of Tuskegee. New Negroes

insisted on political involvement but sharedWashington’s faith in eco-

nomics.They displayed Trotter’s fondness for militant rhetoric but did

not oppose pragmatic compromise. They believed simultaneously in

equality and self-help, full citizenship and black nationalism. And as

August Meier has pointed out, most of the northern intellectuals who

eventually joined the  had supported Washington earlier and

continued to be influenced by his ideas.65

The  and Du Bois seemed to be the most obvious candidates

to take over Washington’s mantle of leadership of black America in

.The protest organization had the financial backing of white phi-

lanthropists and was rapidly gaining black support across the coun-

try. During the war, membership rose dramatically. Du Bois inaugu-

rated the organization’s well-written and influential organ, the Crisis,

in .Unlike Trotter, however, Du Bois took a more moderate posi-

tion as editor of the Crisis, and he was never completely independent.

Du Bois edited and ran the monthly Crisis on a day-to-day basis, but

the all-white  executive boardmaintained oversight powers and

gave Du Bois feedback through frequent criticism of his editorials and

suggestions for changes.

The most interference came fromOswald GarrisonVillard, a chair-

man of the ’s executive board in the organization’s early years,

whomDu Bois accused of acting out of unconscious racial prejudice.66

But even  executive board members MaryWhite Ovington and

Joel E. Spingarn, allies in whomDuBois saw ‘‘no shadow’’ of racial prej-

udice, disagreed pointedly with him over his tone.67 Both Ovington

and Spingarn—like Villard—sought to increase the executive board’s

control over the Crisis.68 They also used friendly persuasion to in-

fluence Du Bois’s writing. In one instance, Spingarn informed his

‘‘friend’’ that the  board had come to see the Crisis editor as a

spoiled child who refused to ‘‘play the game’’ and subordinate his own

   



will for the good of the group. ‘‘Many’’ now believed Du Bois should

be ‘‘eliminated’’ from the organization, he said. Spingarn hoped Du

Bois would stay, but he suggested the editor becomemore agreeable.69

Ovington advisedDuBois to stop offending whites in his editorials and

reminded him that his job depended on pleasing white readers.70

The organization’s white leaders, who wanted to have at least one

visible black founder, chose Du Bois because of his brilliance as a

scholar and his eloquence as a writer and perhaps also because he

seemed more willing to placate whites than other militant journalists

like Trotter and Ida B.Wells, both of whom were kept at arm’s length.

Villard had observed that in contrast to the behavior of other black

activists, whose contentiousness he found distasteful, Du Bois’s ‘‘atti-

tude and bearing’’ at the  founding conference were ‘‘faultless.’’ 71

Significantly, some of the most important black leaders of this period,

including Washington, Trotter, and Marcus Garvey, criticized white

domination of the  and Du Bois.72

In spite of white interference, Du Bois spoke out for black equality

and against racism in a clear and militant voice. He frequently out-

maneuvered  board members to get his way and wrote about

taboo subjects like social equality and armed black self-defense.73 Yet

his proximity to white people altered the dynamic of his effort. The

Crisis was certainly more measured than the Guardian. In accepting

the editorship, Du Bois, for example, had agreed not to use the jour-

nal to attackWashington and to ‘‘avoid personal rancor of all sorts.’’ 74

Du Bois was surrounded closely by the white audience he hoped to

reach, a reality of which his colleagues often reminded him. White

individuals, therefore, had a more direct impact on Du Bois than they

had on other black editors. At the same time, the  proved to

be an important conduit for the black press to reach white America.

Du Bois frequently repeated or summarized editorials from the black

press in the Crisis, which gainedmore notice thanmost black weeklies.

In addition, black viewpoints sometimes passed into the mainstream

press throughVillard, publisher of amajor NewYork daily, the Evening

Post, and the influential Nation magazine.

Another journalist who seemed poised to assume an important

leadership role in the post-Washington era, James Weldon Johnson,

also developed ties to the . A southerner and an early and en-

thusiastic supporter of Washington, Johnson began writing editorials

in the New York Age in September , became field secretary in 

and secretary in  of the , and was one of the most visible

literary figures of the Harlem Renaissance during the s. New York

   



James Weldon Johnson, ca. . Johnson began writing editorials for

the New York Age in . Courtesy Special Collections and Archives,

W. E. B. Du Bois Library, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Age publisher Fred Moore, a real estate investor with close ties to the

Tuskegee machine and little experience in newspapers, was fortunate

in his choice of Johnson, who would write the majority of Age edito-

rials during the war.75 At the age of forty-three, Johnson had already

run his own short-lived daily newspaper in Jacksonville, Florida, and
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worked as a teacher, school principal, lawyer, member of a popular

Broadway songwriting team, and U.S. consul toVenezuela and Nicara-

gua (patronage jobs secured byWashington). Johnson left the consular

service in , foreseeing limited opportunities for blacks under the

new Wilson administration.

When Johnson sought employment at the Age, Moore explained

that he wanted the paper to have a ‘‘conservative and constructive’’

editorial policy, and after Johnson accepted the position, Moore told

Washington the new editor was ‘‘a good friend of ours.’’ Nonetheless,

Johnson’s editorials, which unlike others in the black press appeared

under a byline, never shied away from condemning racial injustice in

all its forms and taking on southern racists, like Georgia Populist Tom

Watson, and the South in general. He advocated protest, although

not the use of physical force; called for group pride and solidarity;

endorsed self-help; and espoused mainstream economic and political

doctrines. Johnson clearly believed that one of the main objectives of

an editorial writer should be to reach white as well as black readers. As

the young editor of the Jacksonville Daily American, Johnson had done

‘‘his best, in his reasonable arguments, to direct the opinion of both

races,’’ according to biographer EugeneLevy. In one of his first editori-

als for the Age, he said black newspapers should be considered ‘‘organs

of propaganda.’’ 76 Indeed, Johnson’s considerable talents as a polemi-

cist and a diplomat made him well suited to represent black concerns

to white America. Unlike most black editors other than Du Bois, he

sometimes published articles inmainstream journals.The often

chose him to represent the organization before important white offi-

cials, including the president of the United States.

His visit to the Oval Office in February  illustrates his talents

but also shows how his approach differed from Trotter’s. Johnson led

a delegation to the White House to plead for clemency for court-

martialed black soldiers and askWilson to speak out against lynching.

After Johnsonmade his measured appeal, the president sat back in his

chair in a relaxed posture and engaged Johnson and the other dele-

gates in a ‘‘sociable manner,’’ reminiscing about his youth in the South

and discussing the issue of the soldiers and the problem of lynching.

Johnson, although a severe critic of the president, left the half-hour

meeting with his ‘‘hostility toward Mr. Wilson greatly shaken.’’ Like

Trotter, Johnson received no firm assurances, but just as the admin-

istration had reversed some of its segregation policies after the Trot-

ter meeting,Wilson commuted the death sentences of ten condemned

soldiers after his encounter with Johnson.Unlike Trotter, Johnson had

   



followed the proper etiquette of White House visits and managed to

leave on good terms with the chief executive after voicing his de-

mands.77

In spite of Johnson’s important leadership role, the Age’s most vital

years had passed and a group ofmostly new newspapers would lead the

black press into a new era of journalism, beginning in the war years.

During the s and s, four journals, the Chicago Defender, the

Baltimore Afro-American, the Pittsburgh Courier, and the Norfolk Journal

and Guide, sold dramatically more newspapers than the New York Age

or any other newspaper had before , when no black newspaper

could accurately claim a circulation of more than ,.78 By ,

the Chicago Defender was selling , copies each week.79 These

newspapers increased readership by adopting a bolder, more sensa-

tional style with a readable format that appealed tomarginally literate,

lower-class readers who had ignored the sedate black newspapers of

earlier days.

TheDefender blazed the trail and set the tone for the newmass circu-

lation black press. Starting with no capital in , publisher Robert

Abbott made his newspaper the first highly profitable black publi-

cation with a regular circulation in excess of ,.80 Perhaps the

most important step in the Defender’s rise came in  when an em-

ployee, J. Hockley Smiley, instituted the changes that would give the

Defender its appeal. CopyingChicago’s daily newspapers, especiallyWil-

liam Randolph Hearst’s Herald Examiner and Evening American, Smiley

began using large headlines and bold illustrations along with sensa-

tional copy. Eye-catching headlines—some of which had no obvious

connection to the text—spread across the entire front page. A sam-

pling of front-page headlines during  gives a sense of the flavor of

the paper, as well as the topics covered:

Race Not Dismayed by Vicious Acts of Congress

Howard P. Drew, Champion Sprinter,Wins Five Races in One Day

Amanda Smith, Race Martyr, Sleeps Near Her Monument

Abolish Segregation in the City Fire Department

Rev. E. J. Fisher Noted Divine Passes Away

President of Haiti Assassinated

Eighth Regiment off for Annual Encampment

Brothers Lynched for Loving Race Woman

Royal Life Insurance Co. Banquets st Race Superintendent

Johnson-Jeffries Fight—Pictures May Be Shown in Chicago

World Weeps for Washington

   



The Defender even borrowed a masthead design from Hearst, which

triggered a lawsuit in . Like Johnson at the Age, Smiley made the

paper an ‘‘organ of racial propaganda,’’ as some of the headlines sug-

gest.81

Yet at the same time that his paper protested racial injustice with a

fury that rivaled Trotter’s Guardian, Abbott admired Washington and

endorsed the philosophy of self-help and individual uplift, andhe took

conservative stands on issues unrelated to race. The Defender opposed

female suffrage in the early s, supported Washington’s National

Negro Business League, provided moral advice to black readers, and

expressed deep faith in the ideology of personal success.82 At the same

time, however, Abbott’s editorials supported the  and used

strong language to protest racial inequality and oppression in the

South.

The most important difference between the Defender and Wash-

ington was the paper’s willingness to criticize southern whites and

advocate black migration out of the region. Through an ingenious

scheme of distributing the Defender via black railroad porters, the

newspaper became known to hundreds of thousands of southern

blacks and helped to guide the migration of perhaps as many as  mil-

lion blacks out of the South duringWorld War I. The paper lured mi-

grants by sensationalizing and often exaggerating southern lynchings,

continually highlighting other examples of racial oppression in the

South, and portraying Chicago and theNorth as a land of racial justice

and boundless economic opportunity.83

Although this message was designed primarily for blacks, the De-

fender often addressed white America as well. And as the Defender and

other black newspapers gained more circulation and had a greater im-

pact on black readers, influential white leaders became increasingly

interested in them. During the war in particular, the federal govern-

ment, southerners who thought the paper was stirring up trouble, and

a variety of others felt compelled to respond.

Like Johnson and Du Bois, Abbott called on blacks to cooperate

with the war effort, but unlike Du Bois and perhaps even more ada-

mantly than Johnson, he continued to demand racial justice in return.

The Defender reached more southern blacks than any other black pub-

lication during the war and thereby raised the ire of southern whites,

who branded Abbott’s condemnation of southern lynching disloyal to

the nation’s war effort. More than any other black newspaper, the De-

fender engaged in dialogue with white America over the meaning and

purpose of the country’s involvement in World War I.

   



Besides Trotter, Du Bois, Johnson, and Abbott, other black indi-

viduals, organizations, and journalists sought to step into the vacuum

left by Washington and influence the direction of race relations in

America during the war. Washington’s successor at Tuskegee, Robert

R. Moton, cooperated with the federal government by encouraging

black participation in the war effort. Emmett Scott, Washington’s

personal secretary, became special assistant on race relations to the

secretary of war. The editors of the Pittsburgh Courier and the Norfolk

Journal and Guide, which, like the Chicago Defender and the Baltimore

Afro-American, would become major publications with mass national

circulations in the s, also sought to assume leadership positions

in their communities. Pittsburgh Courier publisher Robert L.Vann, who

was also a lawyer, would eventually win an appointment to President

Franklin Roosevelt’s Justice Department. He supported the American

entry into World War I and organized widespread black support of

the Liberty Loan and Red Cross drives. The Norfolk Journal and Guide,

founded in , remained a small newspaper during World War I.

Not until World War II, when the First Lady and White House staffers

were said to read it, would the paper reach the peak of its influence.

Publisher P. B. Young, however, fashioned a leadership role even in

the early years, primarily in his own community, where he founded a

branch of the . Like Trotter and Johnson, he would also meet

with a president in the White House—Calvin Coolidge, in . De-

spiteYoung’s participation in the, his biographer considers him

an adherent of Washingtonian accommodationism. Young opposed

black migration out of the South and soft-pedaled black grievances

during the war while enthusiastically backing the war effort.

As the Journal and Guide was getting its start, a number of other vig-

orous black publications arose that sought to provide leadership and

represent black demands—some locally and some nationally.The Am-

sterdam News, established in New York in , and the Black Dispatch,

first published in Oklahoma City in , for example, both advo-

cated racial justice on a local level, whereas a group of more radical

national publications, including the socialist monthlyMessenger, estab-

lished in , and Marcus Garvey’s Negro World, inaugurated in ,

came later.

Two older newspapers shifted their focus during the decade. Char-

lotta Spears (later Spears-Bass) became the only female owner of a

black newspaper when, inMay , she purchased the California Eagle

of Los Angeles with  of borrowed money. From the start, she put

the paper on a course of ‘‘social and political activism,’’ fighting for

   



equal employment of blacks in government jobs and campaigning

against Birth of a Nation and discrimination in housing.84 The Baltimore

Afro-American Ledger, a minor paper with roots in the nineteenth cen-

tury, underwent a series of changes in personnel, name (‘‘Ledger’’ was

dropped), and style during the s. After , the paper began

emulating the Chicago Defender’s sensationalist reporting, and its circu-

lation increased dramatically—to , by .85 These newspapers

represent only a small portion of the black press.

As World War I started in Europe in , hundreds of African

American newspapers and magazines in cities from coast to coast

rolled off the presses every week. Just as America stood on the verge

of a transformative event, the black press was about to enter a new

era. In the coming months, as Washington passed from the scene and

the country edged ever closer to war, each black journalist struggled

to devise a response to the national emergency that combined the

accommodationist impulses of Washington and the militant style of

Trotter. Meanwhile, new distribution methods, black migration from

the South, and sensational journalism expanded readership dramati-

cally, making some key black newspapers more financially viable and

giving them more credibility among white readers as the voice of ‘‘the

Negro,’’ thusmaking themmore powerful.Under these circumstances,

whites, especially government officials, paid greater attention to the

black press—perhaps more attention than they had ever paid before.

Black editors used this new power to press their demands for demo-

cratic reform.

   



CHAPTER 2

PREPARING
AMERICA FOR WAR,

1914–1917

When the European nations plunged into war in the summer of ,

it was not apparent that these distant events would have a significant

impact on African Americans.Yet black editors and activists across the

country immediately began to sort out the implications of the war.

Racial hatred had caused it, they argued; the participation of men of

darker races in the fighting would demonstrate their bravery and loy-

alty; Japan’s involvement spelled the end of the unchallenged white

dominance of the world.1

In September , in the second month of the war, the Richmond

Planet printed on its front page an appeal to President Wilson and

‘‘the ,, white citizens of the Republic’’ from William Mon-

roe Trotter’s National Equal Rights League.The document, published

more than a month before Trotter’s contentious meeting with Wil-

son, claimed the war was bringing advancements for women, the Irish,

Poles, Jews, and Finns in Europe whereas African Americans suffered

‘‘more cruel, more insulting proscriptions and persecutions’’ than the

members of these groups. The appeal urged Wilson ‘‘to free his Col-

ored fellow citizens, millions that they are, from the repression, lynch-

ing, disfranchisement, Jim-crowism and segregation, even segregation

under the federal government itself, not wait—till the exigencies of

some awful warmake the relief an act of expediency, rather than of jus-

tice.’’ 2 In an editorial entitled ‘‘The Opportunity of the Dark Races,’’

the Planet highlighted the successes of black troops fighting under the

French army and predicted that participation in the war on both sides

would win ‘‘the dark races’’ the ‘‘rights and privileges to which they are

entitled.’’ 3

From the very beginning of the war, African American editors like

Trotter and John Mitchell, the editor of the Planet, used their news-



papers to promote the notion that an expansion of black rights should

accompany the war and to highlight the loyalty of blacks. These two

impulses—democratic advocacy and nationalistic loyalty—sometimes

came into conflict with each other. Indeed, the former resembled a

strategy of protest, whereas the latter smacked of accommodation. On

the one hand, black journalists persistently pointed out the flaws in

American democracy. On the other hand, they portrayed blacks as un-

conditionally loyal to a flawed nation.

Black journalists were not alone in struggling to reconcile these two

contradictory motives during World War I. Nationalism was a driv-

ing force behind the conflagration that engulfed Europe from 

to . Contests among nations for colonial possessions and national

power contributed to tensions among the nations of Europe, and Bal-

kan nationalism generated the sparks that started the war. Love of

country inspired millions of men to offer their lives in battle and civil-

ians to support their nation’s efforts through war work and the pur-

chase of war bonds. Meanwhile, at a time when many Western coun-

tries were moving toward greater democracy, England and its allies

—as well as political elites in the United States—came to see the war as

a fight to assure the triumph of democracy over authoritarian political

systems.

Often, these two impulses clashed. In the nations purporting to

fight for democracy, propaganda encouraged intolerant and some-

times hysterical militaristic nationalism, and opponents of the war lost

the freedom to voice their opinions. Yet for the most part, support-

ers of the war acknowledged no contradictions between the two im-

pulses, demanding blind patriotism and promoting democracy with

equal vigor. No one embodied these competing influences better than

the American president, who defined his nation’s war as one to make

the world safe for democracy while defining loyalty narrowly, encour-

aging cultural conformity, approving legislation to limit free speech,

and sponsoring a propaganda effort that stimulated hysterical nation-

alism and intolerance of dissent.

African Americans found themselves caught between nationalism

and democracy in even more complicated ways than those confront-

ing Wilson and other white Americans. As members of a group that

sometimes claimed a nationalist identity separate from that of other

Americans, how would they respond to demands for loyalty and sac-

rifice to a nation that denied them basic rights? Indeed, many Afri-

can Americans ridiculed the notion that the war was about promoting

democracy, resisted participation in the war, and refused to be swept

    



‘‘Ruler—Protem.’’ ‘‘We should be thankful we are not subjects of Europe,’’

the caption below this cartoon reads. ‘‘We are not at war in this country; let

us hope that we never shall be—barring the eternal war of injustice,

prejudice and unfair political and industrial disqualification.’’ From the start

of the war in Europe, black newspapers began to compare it to the

circumstances of blacks at home. From Chicago Defender, August , .



up in the wave of nationalistic passion that came over many of their

fellow citizens before, during, and after the brief period of American

belligerency. As many as  percent of African Americans opposed

the war on some level, according to one historian.4 But blacks had

always responded to the nation’s calls to arms. Whatever the feelings

of the black population, however, the African American press’s re-

sponse cannot be seen as a reflection of them. Black editors were not

the ‘‘voice of the Negro’’ in the sense of representing the general con-

sensus of black opinion.They were less interested in articulating even

their own ideas than in becoming involved in the national discussion

about the war in such a way as to promote policy decisions or atti-

tude changes that would benefit African Americans. LikeWilson, they

never resolved the contradictions in their position because tangible

results were more important than the consistency of their ideas.

Thus, black journalists began trying to influence the discourse

about the world war from the summer of  to the spring of ,

well before America’s entry, and they did so not by challenging funda-

mental popular assumptions about democracy, the war, or nationalism

but by putting their own spin on those ideas.

ATROCITIES ABROAD AND AT HOME

As the war in Europe quickly settled into a bloody stalemate in the

late summer and early fall of , most Americans decided the best

course was to remain neutral, as President Wilson put it, ‘‘in thought

as well as in action.’’ That was no easy task, given that a majority of

Americans had European roots on one side of the fighting or the

other. Events in Europe, too, made impartiality difficult. Germany’s

invasion of neutral Belgium at the outset of the war and reports of

atrocities against civilians there poisoned many Americans against the

Central Powers and inclined public opinion toward the Allies, whose

propaganda machinery in America effectively exaggerated and accen-

tuated German offenses, including the German chancellor’s impolitic

description of an  treaty betweenGermany andBelgium as amere

‘‘scrap of paper.’’ Shortly after the invasion, German troops burned

a library in Louvain containing  medieval manuscripts and, in

, forcedBelgian laborers to work inGerman factories. In February

, the Kaiser proclaimed that neutral ships on their way to England

would be torpedoedwithout warning, provoking a formal protest from

President Wilson, and in May, a German zeppelin dropped bombs

on London. Constant German bombardment reduced to rubble the

French gothic cathedral of Reims, one of the architectural treasures of

    



Europe, and rumors proliferated about German atrocities in Belgium

and at the front.Meanwhile, Germany’s ally,Turkey, began a forced re-

settlement of Armenians in April , which resulted in an estimated

, deaths (Allied propaganda put the number at  million).

Allied outrages, including Russia’s mistreatment of Jews and Britain’s

brutal suppression of the Irish independencemovement and blockade

of neutral trade with Germany, never made as big an impact on public

opinion in the United States in part because the German propagan-

dists did not have easy access to the U.S. media. The British, in fact,

cut the transatlantic cable between Germany and the United States in

August .

Allied propaganda converged with German actions, turning U.S.

opinion irrevocably against the Central Powers in May  when,

shortly after a German U-boat sank the British liner Lusitania with

 Americans onboard, the Bryce Committee reported the ‘‘delib-

erate and systematically organized massacres of the civil population’’

of Belgium and the looting, house burning, and ‘‘wanton destruc-

tion of property . . . ordered and countenanced by officers of the

German Army.’’ 5 Although the British report contained many distor-

tions and fabrications, most Americans accepted it as truth because

of the solid reputation of its author, former British ambassador to the

United States,Viscount James Bryce, and because the -page report

seemed to have been thoroughly documented, with , depositions

fromBelgian refugees and  captured diaries of German officers.The

New York Times said the ‘‘shocking’’ report made ‘‘further dispute [of

atrocity stories] impossible.’’ TheNation argued that Germany was now

morally isolated from the rest of the world, ‘‘branded with a mark of

infamy such as in our time has not been stamped upon the face of any

people.’’ 6

Like most Americans, black editorialists generally seemed to have

accepted the stories of German atrocities as true, although JamesWel-

don Johnson accurately predicted in his New York Age column that

stories of atrocities in Europe would eventually prove to be ‘‘exag-

gerated tales.’’ 7 Moreover, black writers had little sympathy for the

Belgian victims of German atrocities. The Norfolk Journal and Guide

suggested the Belgians deserved what they got from the Germans as

punishment for their own atrocities in their African colonies.8 John-

son argued that ‘‘nothing she [Germany] did in Belgium can surpass

what the Belgians themselves did in the Congo.’’ 9 In spite of his consis-

tent support for the Allies,W. E. B. Du Bois agreed in November 

in the Crisis that Belgium had a dismal record in the Congo.10 ‘‘Those

    



colored men whose hands were cut off in the Congo by the Belgians

would be of some service to them today as the Crisis so beautifully

puts it this week,’’ wrote Calvin Chase in the Washington Bee, endors-

ing another article by Du Bois printed shortly before the United States

entered the war. ‘‘The Belgians are reaping what they have sowed.’’ 11

Most black editorialists did not conclude, based on the Bryce re-

port or the Lusitania sinking, that the Central Powers were any worse

than the Allies or that Germany had morally isolated itself from the

world.12 Instead, the black press saw similarities betweenGermany and

some Allied nations. The Chicago Defender and the Savannah Tribune

noted that the British committed worse violations of American neu-

trality than the Germans. Americans did nothing about the British

blockade of all trade with Germany, the Tribune noted, while ‘‘the least

action of Germany is vehemently protested against.’’ 13 The Washington

Bee saw no friend of the black man in the Allies. ‘‘England, Russia, and

Japan would put the colored man in servitude,’’ Chase pointed out.

‘‘England has her black soldiers digging trenches.’’ 14

Some writers also minimized Germany’s villainy. The Allies could

not ‘‘state in definite terms’’ what they were fighting for, andGermany’s

foibles were overrated, Johnson added. Indeed, what happened in Bel-

gium was a natural consequence of a military invasion.15 Although

most Americans were outraged at Germany’s sinking of the Lusitania

on May , even branding it an atrocity, the New York Age shrugged

and agreed with the Germans who said that new weapons like the

U-boat required new rules of international warfare.16 The Richmond

Planet pointed out that the ship had been ‘‘ ‘loaded down to the gun-

wale’ with ammunition and supplies for the allies’’ at the time of the

attack.17

But if black writers saw a few parallels between the Central Powers’

alleged atrocities and the actions of the Allies, they saw a clearer cor-

relation between such atrocities and American deeds. Black editorials

frequently contrasted stories of atrocities in Europe with accounts of

lynchings of African Americans in the American South. ‘‘As ghastly

as are the horrors of the European war, man’s inhumanity to man

is not confined to our brethren across the sea,’’ the Chicago Defender

editorialized in February  after the annual statistics on lynch-

ing revealed a particularly bloody year in the South.18 In the three

years before America entered the war, , , and , vigilantes

had lynched  African Americans in ten southern states. The Balti-

more Afro-American noted that a black American would be hard-pressed

    



to distinguish between German ‘‘ruthlessness on the high seas’’ and

‘‘ruthlessness inmy home town.’’ At least the Germans killed their ene-

mies for good reason: they were engaged in a battle for national sur-

vival. ‘‘Why are Negroes killed in the South?—for stealing a pig, for

swearing in public, or wanting to vote.’’ 19 Lynching, Johnson argued

in the New York Age, made ‘‘the Turkish treatment of Armenians look

like deeds of mercy.’’ 20

Lynching, which had originated in the American Revolution when

patriot Charles Lynch organized a vigilante association to rid his Vir-

ginia county of Tories, resembled European misdeeds in that it vio-

lated the rule of law, according to black editors. In the early nineteenth

century, lynchings took place mostly on the frontier, where practition-

ers hoped to deter crime in areas of dispersed population and weak

law enforcement. Lynchers targeted mostly whites until the Civil War,

when Confederates lynched some slaves to prevent rebellion. During

Reconstruction, lynchers attacked both black and white Republicans

as a means of political intimidation. Even later, in the first four years

of record keeping, –, white victims outnumbered blacks 

to , but from  onward, the number of white victims declined

steadily, totaling no more than eight in one year after .21 Con-

temporary apologists claimed that lynching of blacks was necessary to

deter black criminals and especially rapists who, they alleged, preyed

on white women in sparsely populated areas. Social scientists have tied

lynching to economic stress or class conflict, southern cultural ideals,

and the drive to control blacks.22

As black editors read their own headlines about southernmobs seiz-

ing African Americans who had been accused of some trivial breach

of southern racial etiquette from poorly guarded jail cells and carry-

ing them off to be hanged or shot or burned to death, they wondered

how Americans could so passionately condemn Germany’s breaking

of treaties with neutral countries or its breach of international laws of

naval engagement while tolerating these increasingly bold and grue-

some punishments of individuals denied fair trials here at home. ‘‘Is

the constitution of the United States also a ‘scrape [sic] of paper?,’ ’’

the Baltimore Afro-American asked, echoing the German chancellor’s

pronouncement on the treaty with Belgium.23 Editors frequently com-

pared Germany’s sinking of neutral vessels carrying civilians with the

lynching of innocents in the South. Johnson wrote:

It does seem like hollow hypocrisy that this nation is . . . ready to

raise armies and navies to uphold the principle of international law

    



which guarantees protection to non-combatants aboard merchant

vessels; even when those vessels belong to belligerents; and yet, the

fact that within its own boarders one of its own citizens is taken from

the custody of the lawfully constituted courts and burned at the

stake by a mob will not call for the raising even of a sheriff ’s posse.24

Both Germany and the South would eventually have to answer for

these transgressions of written laws, the Norfolk Journal and Guide pre-

dicted.25

Long before the outbreak of war in Europe, writers in the black

press frequently related lynching to foreign policy by arguing that it

hurt the nation’s international reputation. Lynching belied America’s

‘‘boast of leading the world in the great march of nations,’’ the Pitts-

burgh Courier wrote in .26 Even before the turn of the century,

Ida B. Wells had used the black press and an international speaking

platform to condemn lynching as a blot on the national character that

belied its claim to civilization.27 Now, at the same time that war was

raging in Europe, lynching in America seemed to be getting worse.

Although the number of individuals lynched each year declined after

reaching a peak in , the incidents becamemore spectacularly bru-

tal after the turn of the century. Instead of simply hanging or shooting

their victims, mobs of white men, women, and children might gather

for the burning of a live victim, hack off body parts for souvenirs,

tie the victim to a car and drag it through the streets, and then pose

blithely for photographs with the charred and mutilated corpse. In a

widely reportedWaco,Texas, lynching inMay , JesseWashington,

a seventeen-year-old boy, had just been convicted of raping and killing

a white woman when a mob seized him from the court in broad day-

light, dragged him into the public square, burned him alive, and dis-

membered his corpse. The lynching attracted national attention and

energized the ’s nascent campaign against lynching. The orga-

nization distributed a lengthy exposé entitled ‘‘The Waco Horror’’ to

 newspapers, including  black papers.28ButWaco was not an iso-

lated event. Lynchers killed fifty blacks in ten southern states in 

and thirty-nine in .29

In addition to drawing parallels between lynching and European

atrocities from  to , editorialists used lynching as a reason to

question the federal government’s ability to act justly anywhere in the

world, including Latin America, where President Wilson intervened

in the affairs of three nations during these years. He sent the marines

to restore order after civil wars in Haiti and the Dominican Republic

    



and dispatched the army to Mexico, first in  to protect American

citizens in the country as various forces contended for control in the

wake of the  Mexican Revolution and again in  in retaliation

for rebel Pancho Villa’s raid of an American town just over the border

in New Mexico.

Even black editors who did not oppose American intervention in

all three cases expressed doubts about America’s ability to act in the

interests of black inhabitants, especially of Haiti. ‘‘They have shown in

their segregation policies in this country that the love of a black man

is far from their thoughts,’’ the Chicago Defender argued.30 The Baltimore

Afro-American criticized the intervention bitterly, casting America in

the role of the Kaiser discarding Haiti’s rights like a ‘‘scrap of paper.’’ 31

The Washington Bee urged Wilson to ‘‘let Haiti be free.’’ 32

Some writers argued that America had no business sending troops

to right wrongs in Latin America when southern blacks were receiving

no federal protection from lynching. ‘‘Why Mexico, Mr. President?,’’

a Chicago Defender correspondent asked after the Waco lynching; ‘‘we

need the Army inTexas.’’ 33The same event led Johnson to reflect: ‘‘We

talk about helping Haiti and Santo Domingo and Mexico to rise to a

higher level of civilization and development; it is enough to make the

devil gasp in astonishment, seeing that we have in our own country

such a community as Waco, Texas.’’ 34

Intervention seemed misplaced in Europe, too, given the press-

ing need to address lynching at home. After the outbreak of war in

Europe, black editorialists made three convincing arguments about

the connection between lynching in America and events in Europe

that used the mainstream discourse about the war to shed light on

the situation of blacks in the South. These arguments were not meant

primarily to inspire black readers to action but rather to make it im-

possible for white Americans who believed in the humanitarian ideals

underlying their critique of European atrocities to continue to ignore

the lynchings of blacks in America.

First, editors wondered why Americans were so much more con-

cerned about atrocities far away than they were about lynchings right

at home. The Richmond Planet pointed out that the brutal lynching of

six black Georgians in January  ‘‘awakened no answering cry of

horror from those who have been solicitous about the atrocities of the

Germans and theTurks in Europe.’’ 35 In , Johnson called America

‘‘a nation of hypocrites’’ for complaining about the destruction of ‘‘old

churches in Europe’’—a reference to the German bombardment of

Reims—while ignoring lynching in the South.36 After the State De-

    



partment inquired about the situation of Jews in war-torn Poland in

May , the Chicago Defender printed a sarcastic editorial, ‘‘Distance

Lends Enchantment,’’ that predicted: ‘‘Our government will do all in

its power to relieve them.We are not speaking from experience.’’ 37

Second, editorialists argued that a nation unable to prevent lynch-

ing within its borders could not stop atrocities thousands of miles

away. Americans, aDefender headline proclaimed, should put ‘‘our own

house in order’’ before condemning European atrocities.38 Such ap-

peals were usually presented as general advice to the nation.Occasion-

ally, black newspapers addressed white Americans more directly. The

Savannah Tribune, for example, reprinted an editorial from the Atlanta

Journal criticizing white ruffians in Forsyth County, Georgia, for throw-

ing stones at tourists who used black chauffeurs. ‘‘Georgia is a state

founded upon law and humanity, not a place for Turkish deviltry and

persecution,’’ the Journal opined, referring to the Armenianmassacre.

But the Tribune pointed out that the Journal had ignored a much more

serious crime against blacks right in Atlanta. Amob had invaded black

homes located near a white neighborhood and forced their owners to

move out.TheAtlanta case was far worse because it punished individu-

als for thrift and industry. ‘‘Let this section stop blaming Germans for

their alleged ill treatment of the Belgians, theTurks of the Armenians,

and have a house cleaning first,’’ the Tribune scolded.39

A third message about the link between lynching and the war in

Europe held that lynching would hurt America’s credibility among the

nations of the world and its ability to act on behalf of humanitarian

motives. The Chicago Defender suggested as early as August  that

the United States’ ‘‘apparent helplessness . . . to keep the law and order

within its borders’’ disqualified it from intervening in Europe.40 John-

son had made this point in his editorial ‘‘Concerns Not Even the Sher-

iff,’’ also in August , and in June of the following year, he argued

that William Jennings Bryan’s call for America to ‘‘lift Europe out of

the bloody night of war’’ by spreading Christian ideals was unrealistic

because ‘‘there are still parts of the United States in which this domin-

ion is not yet firmly established.’’ 41

Lynching made it clear to inhabitants of other nations that the

country was morally incapable of acting as the ‘‘seat of the world’s con-

science.’’ Americans should try to ‘‘see ourselves as others see us,’’ the

Richmond Planet said.42 Lynching was a ‘‘disgrace to American civili-

zation’’ that ‘‘disfigured American history,’’ according to the Baltimore

Afro-American.43 The Turkish ambassador to the United States, A. Rus-

tem Bey, had been recalled in  after Wilson objected to his state-

    



ment in the press that Americans had no right to criticizeTurks for the

Armenian persecution when Americans lynched blacks ‘‘daily.’’ The

Afro-American agreed, adding that Wilson ‘‘could never recall the dam-

age done by the truth that was uttered.’’ 44 The Chicago Defender claimed

that the rest of the world laughed off America’s protests against the

Turkish treatment of Armenians because of America’s treatment of

blacks.45 A Defender cartoonist suggested that lynching would make

‘‘foreign powers’’ point at the American republic ‘‘with scorn . . . as a

barbarous nation.’’ 46

Some white writers also equated lynching with atrocities in Europe

and worried about the impact onAmerica’s credibility in international

relations. Editorials in suchmainstream periodicals as the Independent,

the Chicago Tribune, and the New York World acknowledged this, and

black newspapers often commented on or reprinted them. A Chicago

Tribune editorial called the July , , burning of Will Stanley in

Temple, Texas, an atrocity. ‘‘Texas is disgraced by it, and the south

and the United States. All America suffers from it, as any one knows

who has read or heard the frequent reference to the offense in the

foreign press, in books, in the mouths of men and women famous

and obscure.’’ 47 The liberal Independent described alleged atrocities

by German soldiers as ‘‘trifling indiscretions’’ compared with lynch-

ing and warned that Uncle Sam ‘‘cannot preach morality and civili-

zation for others and himself remain uncivilized, unless he wishes to

appear in the eyes of the world as the most consummate hypocrite in

all history.’’ 48

Black editors reprinted these and similar editorials as hopeful

signs of growing white sentiment against lynching, sometimes appar-

ently monitoring opinion in the mainstream public sphere. Johnson

thought a New York Sun editorial comparing the plight of African

Americans to foreign affairs had been inspired by his own piece on a

similar theme. He went so far as to print the two articles side by side.

Wilson, the Sun argued, could serve humanity by doing something

about the plight of African Americans rather than looking abroad.

‘‘Their lot is at least as interesting as that of the Filipinos.’’ TheNew York

Age editorial, written on the occasion of theWaco lynching, was differ-

ent in tone and content.Yet Johnson thought the two pieces expressed

‘‘exactly the same sentiment. The fact that this sentiment expressed

in the Age is revoiced in a paper like the Sun—a great paper, but

markedly lacking in friendly feeling for the Negro—is doubly grati-

fying,’’ he concluded. Whether or not the Sun had been influenced

by the Age, this exchange reveals clearly Johnson’s aim of influenc-

    



‘‘To the Presidential Nominee.’’ ‘‘Shall the American Republic be pointed at

with scorn by the foreign powers as a barbarous nation?,’’ the Chicago

Defender asked below this cartoon. ‘‘   from these

murderers, even if the       

.Why Mexico? Why bother about Germany or Japan? No civilized

nation has disgraced itself with the above scenes in the past fifty years.’’

From Chicago Defender, June , .



ing not only African American readers but the mainstream press as

well.49 Most black papers engaged in this practice of writing editorials

aimed at influencing white opinion andmonitoring and critiquing the

white press. The Savannah Tribune, for example, frequently reprinted

editorials from white newspapers condemning lynching, such as the

piece from the Atlanta Journal and an editorial from the Worth County

Local that criticized a Georgia sheriff for handing over a prisoner to

a lynch mob. ‘‘It is refreshing to note that more and more the news-

papers of the state are becoming outspoken against lawlessness,’’ the

Tribune concluded.50

LYNCHING, BLACK LOYALTY, AND BIRTH OF A NATION

In spite of the optimism of Johnson and the Savannah Tribune con-

cerning efforts to promote antilynching sentiment, the black press

could not yet hope to counter the vast cultural machinery engaged in

cultivating racist feeling and even justifying the practice of lynching.

Since before the turn of the century, southern apologists for lynching

had been churning out tracts with titles like The Negro a Beast or The

Negro: A Menace to American Civilization that portrayed African Ameri-

cans as inferior, criminal people who had to be kept in line with an

occasional lynching. No one did more to popularize a rationale for

lynching than Thomas Dixon, whose trilogy of best-selling novels—

The Leopard’s Spots (), The Clansman (), and The Traitor ()

—depicted black men as depraved beasts. Dixon said he intended The

Clansman, which became a popular play in , to ‘‘teach the North

. . . what it has never known—the awful suffering of the white man

during the dreadful Reconstruction period . . . to demonstrate to the

world that the white manmust and shall be supreme.’’ 51 Black journal-

ists’ hopes to counter such ideas and portray lynching as un-American

seemed lost when, in , the pioneering filmmaker, D. W. Griffith,

released a filmbased onThe Clansman.Although somewhat tamer than

the novel, Birth of a Nation conveyed the same message and promised

to reach a far wider audience. It depicted Reconstruction as a disaster

imposed by vengeful and misguided radicals in Congress who hoped

to overturn the social order by forcing onwhites a ruling class of blacks

who became ‘‘drunkwith wine and power,’’ corrupted the government,

refused to work, and, worst of all, pursued white women.52 In a climac-

tic scene, a young white heroine jumps to her death to escape Gus,

a white actor in blackface, who has proposed ‘‘marriage’’—a code in

the movie for rape. The Ku Klux Klan later lynches Gus, providing a

fitting punishment. In the end, the South is redeemed by the rise of

    



the Klan, which rescues not only the white population but also ‘‘good’’

blacks who are content to remain in their places as loyal and powerless

servants. As Du Bois put it, the film portrayed the African American

as either ‘‘an ignorant fool, a vicious rapist, a venal or unscrupulous

politician or a faithful but doddering idiot.’’ 53Dixon said he hoped the

film would ‘‘create a feeling of abhorrence in white people, especially

white women, against colored men.’’ 54

The filmmakers’ central aim was embodied in two plot twists. In

one, the former Confederate protagonists, the Camerons, are arrested

for membership in the Klan but manage to escape (with the help of

their faithful former slaves) and flee to an old cabin in the woods. In-

side, they discover two Union Army veterans. Instead of driving the

Confederates away, the Union veterans welcome them. An intertitle

proclaims that ‘‘the former enemies of North and South are united

again in common defense of their Aryan birthright,’’ and they all pre-

pare to fight to the death against the Reconstruction government’s ap-

proaching black militia. Meanwhile, Austin Stoneman, a Radical Re-

publican who has been preaching racial equality, changes his mind

when the malevolent mulatto lieutenant governor, Silas Lynch, tries

to ‘‘marry’’ Stoneman’s young daughter. Thus North and South are

reunited in their determination to protect white women, keep Afri-

can Americans in their place, and assure the continuation of white su-

premacy in America.55 To a great extent, the film’s vision of northern

and southern whites allied to keep blacks subordinated did reflect the

reality of the post-Reconstruction period, in which the U.S. Supreme

Court ratified legal proscription of blacks in the South and the Con-

gress and president did nothing to stop it. Dixon and Griffith wanted

to solidify the alliance and push blacks even farther down.

Few white Americans found anything objectionable in the film.The

Chicago Tribune said it was ‘‘in all essential episodes grounded on his-

torical fact, representing the struggles of that terrible time in the

south. . . . It presents what the south says and the north of our day,

at least, is inclined to believe to be truth.’’ 56 Woodrow Wilson, his

daughters, and the cabinet screened it in the White House just ten

days after its February release in Los Angeles. AlthoughWilson prob-

ably did not say, as historians have often reported, that ‘‘it is like writ-

ing history with lightning, and my only regret is that it is all so ter-

ribly true,’’ the filmmakers used Wilson’s White House screening as a

way to lend legitimacy to their production.57 For the same reason, they

arranged another showing for Supreme Court Chief Justice Edward

White, other justices, senators, and congressmen.58 One might expect

    



southerners likeWhite andWilson to agree with Griffith’s slanted view

of history.White allegedly confided to Dixon that he had ridden with

the Klan in his youth. And Wilson, who believed black Reconstruc-

tion policies had led to the ‘‘veritable overthrow of civilization in the

South,’’ had written some of the historical accounts Griffith used in

his research for the movie. The film intertitles even quoted Wilson.59

More surprising was the acceptance of the film by many liberal

whites, some with a history of sympathy for blacks. George Foster Pea-

body, a pacifist and generous supporter of black education; Califor-

nia’s reformist governor Hiram Johnson; critic Burns Mantle; foreign

correspondent and novelist Richard Harding Davis; Pulitzer Prize–

winning novelist Booth Tarkington; and S. S. Frissell, a supporter of

the , all accepted the film as accurate.Watching the film, medi-

cal reformer Dorothea Dix advised, would ‘‘make a better American of

you.’’ Some reformers thought its historical theme was a vast improve-

ment over the sexual and slapstick titillation of most other films of the

day.60 Reviewers praised the film, and enthusiastic moviegoers flocked

to see it in theaters.61

Dixon’s hope that the film would ‘‘revolutionize northern sentiments’’

against blacks seems to have been largely realized.62 Mary White

Ovington reported that as she left a New York showing she heard a

man exclaim: ‘‘I would like to kill every nigger. I would like to sweep

every nigger off the earth.’’ A white Indiana viewer shot and killed

a black teenager after viewing the film. Houston audiences shouted

‘‘lynch him!’’ during the scene in which Gus chases the young woman

over the cliff. The number of lynchings nationwide grew significantly

in , and a revived KuKlux Klan emerged.63 Themakers of the film

seemed to be succeeding at unifying white northerners and southern-

ers against blacks and spreading, in the words of Michael Rogin, ‘‘the

screenmemory, in both meanings of that term, through which Ameri-

cans were to understand their collective past and enact their future.’’ 64

African Americans hoped to promote a different view of the past and

vision for the future, but their small newspapers seemed like nomatch

for this new medium.

Undaunted, African Americans waged amajor campaign to ban the

film from theaters or, failing that, to discredit it with the public. Al-

though the  undertook much of the direct action, black jour-

nals undergirded the campaign from the beginning. Before the film’s

February  premiere at Clunes Auditorium in Los Angeles, the Cali-

fornia Eagle warned that black voters would not support any official

who opposed banning the film. Significantly, the paper objected to this

    



‘‘The Last Cat.’’ A thrown shoe and a gun labeled ‘‘public sentiment’’ knock

antiblack southern politicians Cole Blease, James K. Vardaman, and

Benjamin Tillman Jr. in the form of stray cats from the fence, while only

Birth of a Nation remains. Blease had been defeated in his bid for the U.S.

Senate in , but Tillman and Vardaman were serving terms when this

cartoon appeared. From Chicago Defender, October , .

‘‘prejudice-making play’’ not only for the way it portrayed blacks but

also for its depiction of white people. The film opened, but only after

a judge ordered that a few scenes be cut.65

The film’s widespread popularity in the next severalmonths seemed

to confirm the editors’ worst fears and the filmmakers’ fondest hopes

    



that Birth of a Nation would spread southern sentiment on race and

justify lynching in white northerners’ minds. ‘‘Clunes’ Auditorium is

thronged each day with all sorts of cultured people applauding the

glorification of mob-murder!,’’ William Easton wrote in the Eagle. ‘‘Mr.

Griffith and Thomas Dixon are conducting a day and evening school

to teach all who will pay the price, how easy it is to ‘lynch,’ how grace-

fully it can be done, and what wonderful maneuvering it admits of.’’

Moviegoers at one showing broke into ‘‘tumultuous applause, a sort of

hilarious happiness,’’ upon the entrance of the Klan, he reported.66

The ’s campaign against the film began in late winter as orga-

nizers braced for the March  premiere in New York City. Protesters

demanded first that certain scenes, then whole sections, of the film

be removed; called for a preview by black leaders; filed suit to pre-

vent the film’s opening; flooded the mayor’s office; and mobilized

widespread opposition to the film among blacks and liberal whites.

Whites who lined up with the  included not only its former

chairman, Oswald Garrison Villard, publisher of the New York Post and

the Nation magazine, but also muckraker Ray Stannard Baker, settle-

ment house organizer Jane Addams, movie producer Lewis Selznick,

Rabbi StephenA.Wise, andmovie reviewer FrancisHackett, whowrote

a negative appraisal of the film in the New Republic.67 The film opened,

but the opposition again won a few cuts.

Protest culminated in Boston, where William Monroe Trotter used

the leverage of black votes to pressure Mayor James Michael Curley to

consider a ban. Curley ordered the filmmakers to cut five of the most

objectionable scenes before allowing it to open in a downtown the-

ater on April . Trotter, still unsatisfied, led a group of protesters to

the lobby of the theater; after club-wielding police arrested ten pro-

testers, including Trotter, a few others managed to get in and throw a

rotten egg at the screen during the climactic rape scene. In the follow-

ing days, Trotter led a protest gathering at Faneuil Hall and a march

on the State House. The , angry blacks protesting on the State

House steps won a promise from Governor David Ignatius Walsh that

he would draft a new censorship law, all to no avail. The censorship

board created by the new law ruled on June  that the film could run,

and it played to large audiences until mid-October, thanks in part to

the publicity generated by Trotter’s campaign. Still, the episode may

have had some ancillary benefits, as Curley later sought to reach out

to black voters by appointing some African Americans to public office

and promoting a federal antilynching bill.68

Meanwhile, protests continued elsewhere around the country, and

    



some local officials did ban the film, at least temporarily: in Chicago

and later throughout Illinois; Pasadena, California;Wilmington, Dela-

ware; St. Louis; Massachusetts outside of Boston; Norwalk, Connecti-

cut; West Virginia; and Ohio.69 Black journalists, through their news-

papers and organizations, clearly did wield some power, however little

compared to the makers of the film. A closer look at one relatively

successful local campaign spearheaded by Cleveland Gazette publisher

Harry C. Smith offers a case study in how a black newspaper could

affect important white leaders and provides further insight into how

the black press worked to shape the public meaning of national wars,

lynching, and patriotism just prior to the American entry into World

War I. Smith addressed black readers about the film but constructed

his arguments to convince influential northernwhites.He coordinated

his published statements with communications through back chan-

nels to important state officials. Finally, he seems to have succeeded

in winning significant opposition to the film among high government

officials.

In many ways, Smith’s attack on the film mirrored the strategy of

Griffith andDixon.Whereas the filmmakers sought to unify North and

South against black Americans, Smith sought to unify northerners and

blacks against the South. The filmmakers portrayed blacks and Smith

portrayed southern whites as uncivilized brutes. The filmmakers de-

picted southern whites and Smith depicted blacks as respectable, law-

abiding victims. Both highlighted the support of their positions by fig-

ures of authority and utilized back channels to contact those figures

to bolster their positions. Both sought to make their positions on the

film resonate with contemporary politics and culture.

A charter member of T. Thomas Fortune’s ‘‘Afro-American Agita-

tors,’’ Smith was an uncompromising integrationist; an opponent of

all separate black institutions, even those created by blacks for their

own benefit; an early and consistent critic of Booker T. Washington

and the South; a charter member of the , as well as a wary

observer and frequent opponent; and one of Trotter’s most reliable

allies. Smith began publishing his weekly Gazette in , and when

he died in , it died with him, ending one of the most extraordi-

nary careers in black journalism. In a sense, Smith set the standard for

the independent black editor-publisher-proprietor, a standard no one

else ever quite met. Piecing together his newspaper week after week

with little help, Smith advocated bedrock principles that remained

consistent over the years, struggled constantly to stay afloat financially,

and engaged energetically in politics. In addition to using his paper

    



to promote political views and candidates, Smith himself dived into

the arena, winning three terms in the state legislature in the s,

where he promoted a number of civil rights bills, including a pioneer-

ing antilynching bill. After the turn of the century, Smith became dis-

enchanted with the Republican Party and advocated the political in-

dependence of blacks, forming the Interstate League of Independent

Colored Voters in . Nonetheless, he received , votes in the

Republican primary forOhio secretary of state in , sought the Re-

publican nomination for governor repeatedly during the s, and

endorsed and worked for Republican candidates for local, state, and

national offices. Smith maintained his political contacts and used his

paper to try to manipulate important state officeholders, as his cam-

paign against Birth of a Nation illustrates.70

During , he gave more space to his campaign against the film

than he gave to any other political topic, and he continued to lobby

against it over the next two years.71 Most of his coverage revolved

around efforts to persuade state and city officials—especially Gover-

nor Frank Willis—to censor the film. He printed letters to and from

Willis and other officials, editorials, petitions, news accounts, official

pronouncements, and pieces from other papers relating to the film

and his campaign to ban it. Smith portrayed the white governor as

aligned with blacks against the outrageous film even beforeWillis had

taken a decisive stand. He praised Willis so extensively for supporting

censorship that editor Calvin Chase of the Washington Bee called Smith

Ohio’s Sancho Panza, referring to Don Quixote’s squire.72

Smith sawWillis as an important authority whose opposition to the

film gave greater credence to Smith’s own criticisms. Further, the gov-

ernor’s stand with blacks against the white South discredited Birth of a

Nation’s assertion of a unity of whites against blacks. Smith also printed

articles written by white authors who affirmed the humanity of African

Americans and attacked Griffith’s film. One of these happened to be

the state attorney general, E. C. Turner, who oversaw the censorship

board.

When Turner upheld the board’s decision to ban Birth of a Nation,

Smith reprinted his statement in full. Turner focused more on the

film’s slander of the North than on its slander of blacks. He criticized

the historical absurdity of portraying northern leaders consorting with

black mistresses when white slave owners had caused most race mix-

ing; the inclusion of scenes unflattering to Union generals William

Tecumseh Sherman and Ulysses Grant and Union soldiers; the por-

trayal of the South as superior to the North; the representation of

    



black soldiers as rapists; and the depiction of the outlaw Ku Klux Klan

as heroic. ‘‘This picture is neither of a moral, educational, amusing

nor harmless character,’’ Turner concluded.73 The statement gave the

lie to Dixon’s notion of a unity of whites against blacks.

In his own criticisms of the film, Smith, likeTurner, did not dwell on

the way the film injured African Americans. ‘‘ ‘The Birth of a Nation’

is not only vile in parts but positively a dangerous film because it ridi-

cules and reviles sacred historical figures (soldiers and statesmen) of

this country, attacks loyalty, praises rebels and their organizations like

the infamous Ku Klux Klan, and promotes the mob spirit wherever

it is exhibited,’’ he stated.74 Just as other editorialists had pointed out

the ways lynching damaged the nation’s reputation, Smith framed the

film as an attack on the North and on America’s best ideals rather than

on blacks. This was a conscious strategy to influence northern white

opinion. Advising local black activists in  how to most effectively

attack the film, he explained that instead of stressing blacks’ gripes,

they should focus on how the film ‘‘ridicules the loyal Federal soldier

of the war of the rebellion, insults the North and does far worse in the

case of such abolitionists as Lovejoy. . . . Make it clear that somebody

else’s ‘ox is gored’ besides ours.’’ 75

In this case and others, when Smith addressed blacks concerning

the film, he usually offered suggestions on how best to turn whites

against it. In addition to showing how the film offended whites, he ad-

vised, black opponents should exhibit greater unity in their protests

and, most important, behave respectably during demonstrations.76

When an Ohio court ruled in early  that the film must be shown

in Cleveland, Smith blamed the decision on a last-minute protest by a

‘‘mob’’ made up of the ‘‘lowest Negroes,’’ some recruited from saloons.

Not only did the protesters make a ‘‘weak demonstration,’’ but on their

way home, they vandalized a streetcar and some shop windows. ‘‘The

decent respectable, law-abiding Afro-Americans of this city repudiate

them,’’ he declared, calling for the ‘‘arrest and punishment’’ of the

mob members. According to Smith, the judge who heard the case on

Monday afternoon handed down his decision against censorship on

Tuesday morning in part because of the actions of the unruly black

protesters the night before.77 The protesters, it seems, had reinforced

the filmmakers’ claim that blacks were lawless and uncivilized, quali-

ties that Smith and the rest of the black press consistently attributed

to white southerners.

Like editors of black periodicals all the way back to Freedom’s Journal,

Smith promoted respectable behavior among blacks as a way of earn-

    



ing citizenship rights at the same time that he publicized any evidence

of such behavior as proof to whites that blacks already deserved those

rights. Smith turned against Willis early in  because he appointed

as oil inspector a black saloon owner—someone Smith thought would

not be a ‘‘satisfactory representative’’ of the race.78 In the context of

lynching and the Birth of a Nation controversy, proper black behav-

ior became even more important. After all, Smith was arguing that

African Americans were not prone to uncivilized violence, so lynch-

ing was not needed to keep them in order. Such efforts to emphasize

black accomplishments and respectability should not be explained

away merely as a reflection of the class bias of bourgeois editors or

a desire to allay feelings of inferiority among middle-class blacks, as

E. Franklin Frazier has argued.79 Rather, they were part of a campaign

to mold and ‘‘shape public opinion about ourselves,’’ as JamesWeldon

Johnson put it.80

Smith hoped to counterGriffith’s attempt to portray a unity of inter-

est of northern and southern whites against blacks. Instead of depict-

ing the South as the victim of the North in the Civil War and Re-

construction, Griffith had portrayed the entire nation as the victim

of blacks and Radical Republicans, who formed an evil alliance and

seized power after the assassination of Lincoln.81 In contrast, Smith

portrayed the film, white supremacists, and the South as the enemies

of loyal Union soldiers, fundamental American ideals, and trueAmeri-

cans—black and white. Smith and Griffith were engaged in a struggle

over the meaning of key events in American history with direct bear-

ing on the character and meaning of America in the present.Whereas

the filmmakers set up a polarity in American life between civilized

whites and uncivilized blacks, Smith sought to establish a polarity be-

tween the true and the false America. On one side—humanistic, dem-

ocratic, and civilized—stood the North, the (loyal) Union, the Con-

stitution, the Declaration of Independence, and abolitionism; on the

other—inhuman, undemocratic, and violent—stood the South, the

(disloyal) Confederacy, racism, disfranchisement, and Jim Crow.82 At

least in the context of the state of Ohio, Smith’s vision seems to have

won out.

Nationally, however, the censorship campaign against Birth of a Na-

tion failed to achieve its major objective.83 Historian Thomas Cripps

sees the campaign, at least in its later phases, as misguided because

it put blacks in the dubious position of opposing free speech and be-

cause their protests actually boosted the popularity of the film.84 In

Oakland, promoters allegedly paid a group of blacks to boycott the

    



‘‘A Snake in the Grass.’’ A farmer in the background labeled ‘‘Uncle Sam’’ is

walking alongside a fence called the ‘‘Mason Dixon Line’’ saying, ‘‘Them

durn reptiles get thru this old fence right along.’’ Thomas Dixon, author

of the book that inspired Birth of a Nation, is the snake scaring the

‘‘Northern Public.’’ From Chicago Defender, February , .

film to generate publicity. Griffith predicted that the ‘‘silly legal oppo-

sition . . . will make me a millionaire if they keep it up.’’ 85 Some black

newspapers, including the Washington Bee and the Chicago Defender, op-

posed continued protest for this very reason—although not before

condemning the film and refuting its argument. Booker T. Washing-

ton and his followers adopted this stance early on, and his personal

secretary, Emmett J. Scott, put his energies behind the production of

Birth of a Race, a film that would present the opposing view.Underlying

these different tactics, however, lay a basic similarity—a belief in the

    



absolute necessity of answering Griffith. Black journalists could not sit

idly by and allow such a distorted statement on race relations to go un-

answered, so they sought to respond, even if only, as the Washington

Bee proposed, by letting ‘‘our conduct be of such a nature that [it] will

put a quietus on the indictment.’’ 86

Birth of a Nationmayhave had a devastating impact on race relations,

but the campaign against it did have amitigating effect. Important lib-

erals like George Foster Peabody reversed their early endorsement of

the film, Hollywood producers in the future shied away from negative

black roles, and southerners like Justice White and some of his con-

gressional friends came to be embarrassed by their initial sanctioning

of the film.87 Even PresidentWilson felt it necessary to leak to the press

the news that he disapproved of the ‘‘unfortunate production.’’ 88 Such

recriminations may have become necessary because the protests had

changed the climate andmade it unrespectable—or at least politically

inexpedient—to support the racist film. Black opposition may have

prevented Birth of a Nation from fully nationalizing southern race senti-

ment. At the very least, African Americans had their say, and Griffith’s

racist justification of lynching did not go unanswered.

AFFIRMING BLACK LOYALTY

The discourse about European atrocities and the battle over Birth of

a Nation in the black press—two parts of a crusade to mold public

opinion about the meaning and significance of lynching during the

years immediately preceding America’s entry into World War I—had

direct relevance to the coming struggle. One related lynching to the

war America was about to enter, and the other sought to establish the

meaning of the last war and the significance of African Americans’

participation in it before the nation embarked on another one.

As Smith and other black editors demonstrated that African Ameri-

cans had helped to preserve and perfect the Union during the last war,

they also sought to show that African Americans would loyally support

the government in the coming war—in spite of their intense skepti-

cism about America’s fitness to fight a war for democratic principles in

Europe or anywhere else. Therefore, despite his outspoken criticism

of President Wilson and the war, Smith, like most of the black press,

declined to resist America’s slow but inexorable slide toward war from

 to . From the start of the war in Europe, leaders began pre-

paring the nation for participation by calling for a military buildup

and promoting a definition of loyalty that urged individuals to place

national duty ahead of personal or group interests. Black editors’ sup-

    



port for these preparations ranged frommild to enthusiastic—but few,

if any, opposed them outright.

Shortly after the war started in Europe, leaders like Woodrow Wil-

son and Theodore Roosevelt began preaching self-sacrifice and undi-

vided loyalty and railing against selfishness and self-indulgence. Afri-

can Americans might have rejected the notion that they had a duty

to a nation in which they were granted second-class citizenship and

often lacked the protection of the law. Indeed, that response would

have been in keeping with their criticisms of foreign policy during this

same period. But such a strategy would have gone against the tradi-

tion of African American participation inU.S. wars andmight have led

to even greater oppression of blacks during this war. Black participa-

tion in the American Revolution had led the northern states to abolish

slavery, and black soldiers fighting for the Union Army had helped to

justify the Emancipation Proclamation. Again inWorld War I, African

Americans would contribute admirably to the war effort. It was not

clear, however, what reward, if any, they would receive in exchange.

At a time when Birth of a Nation was suggesting otherwise, the black

press hoped to show that African Americans conformed to a demand-

ing standard of loyalty that subordinated all other interests to national

duty. And yet, at the same time, they would demand something in

return.

Black newspapers sought to use notions from themainstreampoliti-

cal discourse about patriotism, loyalty, unity, and, in particular, Ameri-

canism and preparedness to advance the cause of racial justice. In

a sense, though, these notions would use them. After all, the white

leaders who coined the phrases that would lead America into war

nevermeant for them to advance the interests of weakminority groups

—quite the opposite.They hoped that members of such groups would

abandon their particular interests and channel all of their energies

into winning the war.

After the outbreak of war in Europe in August , some influ-

ential individuals and organizations began to worry about the loyalty

of the nation’s so-called hyphenated Americans, the approximately

 million first- and second-generation European immigrants, espe-

cially the million German Americans whomight refuse to fight a war

against their former homeland.89 Such worries added fuel to a cam-

paign that had been under way since the s to ‘‘Americanize’’ new

immigrants.90 Institutions as diverse as the Daughters of the Ameri-

can Revolution andHull House had guided the Americanization cam-

paign for a variety of motives, from eradicating radicalism among the

    



new population to helping immigrants adjust to their new home.Until

the start of the European war, the efforts of Americanization advo-

cates like Frances Kellor were focused mainly on offering night classes

in English to new immigrants and lacked broad popular support.

By the summer of , however, the divided loyalties of hyphen-

ated Americans had become a major concern, and Kellor headed

a new organization, the National Americanization Committee, sup-

ported by businessmen and political leaders and dedicated to ‘‘stim-

ulating naturalization, breaking the immigrant’s ties with the Old

World, and teaching himanAmerican culture.’’ 91 Since themid-s,

Theodore Roosevelt had been railing against members of groups who

acted politically as an ethnic bloc. Roosevelt and other nativist Ameri-

can reformers stepped up their attacks on hyphenism after ethnic

groups began to form political organizations to fight various reform

movements they believed to be opposed to their own interests—such

as immigration restriction, prohibition, and woman suffrage. Opposi-

tion to ethnic political blocs grew after  as the movement to re-

strict immigration gathered steam and German and Irish Americans

and other ethnic groups formed national organizations to oppose it.

The onset of the war brought these tensions to a head.92

‘‘There is no such thing as a hyphenated American who is a good

American,’’ Roosevelt told theKnights of Columbus at a speech at Car-

negie Hall in October . ‘‘The only man who is a good American

is the man who is an American and nothing else.’’ 93 Although some-

what less zealous, Wilson, too, sounded the alarm about hyphenates.

In his annual message to Congress in December , he warned that

foreign-born citizens ‘‘have poured the poison of disloyalty into the

very arteries of our national life. . . . Such creatures of passion, disloy-

alty, and anarchy must be crushed out.’’ 94 Congress applauded these

remarks enthusiastically.95

The issues of loyalty and Americanism becamemajor themes of the

presidential election of . First as a candidate himself and then

on the stump for Republican nominee Charles Evans Hughes, Roose-

velt advocated a military buildup, American entry into the war, and

an extreme brand of nationalist conformity. Roosevelt saw something

‘‘sinister’’ in identification with any nationality other than an Ameri-

can one and argued that ‘‘hyphenated Americans,’’ along with paci-

fists, war profiteers, and those who advocated peace at any price, came

‘‘perilously near being treasonable to this country.’’ He declared: ‘‘I do

not believe in hyphenated Americans. . . . We have a right to ask all of

    



these immigrants and the sons of these immigrants that they become

Americans and nothing else.’’ 96

Wilson also called for national unity. Just before the Democratic

convention in July, he outlined his definition of loyal citizenship in

a speech entitled ‘‘The American Spirit’’ presented to the Citizen-

ship Convention, ameeting organized by the Bureau of Naturalization

in Washington. Although Wilson was referring primarily to German

Americans when he criticized ‘‘certain men’’ who ‘‘draw apart in spirit

and in organization from the rest of us to accomplish some special ob-

ject of their own,’’ his message could be applied to any ethnic minority

with its own exclusive organizations and political aims. He asserted

that forming ethnic organizations

is absolutely incompatible with the fundamental idea of loyalty, and

that loyalty is not a self-pleasing virtue. I am not bound to be loyal

to the United States to please myself. I am bound to be loyal to the

United States because I live under its laws and am its citizen, and,

whether it hurts me or whether it benefits me, I am obliged to be

loyal. Loyalty means nothing unless it has at its heart the absolute

principle of self-sacrifice. Loyalty means that you ought to be ready

to sacrifice every interest that you have, and your life itself, if your

country calls upon you to do so. And that is the sort of loyalty which

ought to be inculcated into these newcomers—that they are not

to be loyal only so long as they are pleased, but that, having once

entered into this sacred relationship, they are bound to be loyal

whether they are pleased or not; and that loyalty which is merely

self-pleasing is only self-indulgence and selfishness.97

In a speech delivered a few days later at the Washington Monument,

Wilson added that such ‘‘disloyalty . . . must be absolutely crushed.’’ At

the same time, the Democratic National Convention adopted a plat-

form plank, drafted byWilson and conceived as the centerpiece of the

campaign, that promoted Americanism and denounced hyphenism.98

On some level,Wilson and Roosevelt’s formulation of national loy-

alty as incompatible with ethnic identity and superior to every other

interest was antithetical to the interests of African Americans—if not

downright impossible to implement. Oppressed as a group, they

needed to agitate for redress as a group. Set apart because of their

racial identity by whites, they could not renounce their blackness be-

cause whites would not ignore it. Still, black newspapers strove to

adopt the language of Americanism and loyalty so pervasive in Amer-

    



ica during the years before and during World War I. African Ameri-

cans, they argued, had no divided loyalties, no homeland other than

the United States to whom they owed allegiance, and no reason to be

disloyal. Journalist Ralph Tyler, writing in the Appeal, a black weekly

in St. Paul, told blacks to use the term ‘‘colored American’’ rather

than ‘‘Negro’’ or ‘‘Afro-American’’ as a way of de-emphasizing differ-

ence. ‘‘We are not Africans because we are native born and native sired

Americans.’’ The editor of the newspaper, John Quincy Adams, called

on all ethnic groups to ‘‘wipe out forevermore the hyphen inAmerican

citizenship.’’ 99 The Baltimore Afro-American speculated that, ‘‘in view of

the bad odor attached to hyphens,’’ it might soon have to rename the

paper ‘‘simply  .’’ 100

In general, however, the black press saw the hyphen issue not as

one requiring a change in black identity but as one that highlighted

the difference between recent European immigrants, with foreign lan-

guages and customs and attachments to European states, and Afri-

can Americans, who were ‘‘American[s] first, last and always.’’ 101 The

Norfolk Journal and Guide printed at the top of page  the governor of

Virginia’s statement that ‘‘in your race there is no such thing as a hy-

phenated American.’’ 102 The New York Age came out in favor of forc-

ing immigrants to learn English.103 European immigrants, the Chicago

Defender argued, had ‘‘sworn allegiance [to America] as a matter of

form and . . . would on the slightest provocation aid their fatherland

against their adopted home.’’ 104 African Americans, others argued,

were farther removed from Old World culture and politics and would

thus give their undivided loyalty to America. ‘‘Its language is our only

tongue, and no hyphen bridges or qualifies our loyalty,’’ one editorial-

ist wrote.105 Wilson probably felt safer with black soldiers guarding the

White House after his declaration of war in , the Richmond Planet

commented, than he would have felt with ‘‘white ones, who are made

up of so many nationalities.’’ 106 Also, unlike recent immigrants, Afri-

can Americans had proven their loyalty by participating in all of the

nation’s past wars, creating what the California Eagle referred to as ‘‘the

splendid illustrious record of the ‘black Phalanx’ fromCrispus Attucks

and Bunker Hill to Carrizal.’’ 107

Most black papers also supported the campaign for a military

buildup in preparation for American participation in the European

war. Although the campaign was led by the politically conservative

National Security League, which sought ‘‘to militarize American so-

ciety’’ by strengthening the army and navy and instituting universal

military training, some progressives, led by Roosevelt, also clamored

    



for preparedness.108 Roosevelt noted that abolitionists who had been

peace advocates had come to support the Civil War, and he com-

pared opponents of preparedness toTories in the Revolution, Copper-

heads in the Civil War, and even JohnWilkes Booth, Lincoln’s assassin.

Patriotism required preparedness. ‘‘Wemust prepare ourselves against

disaster by facing the fact that we are nearly impotent in military mat-

ters,’’ he warned.109

Initially opposed to an increase in military spending, Wilson

adopted in the summer of  a policy of ‘‘reasonable preparedness’’

that called for a million shipbuilding program, a small expansion

of the regular army, and the creation of a new reserve army—distinct

from the National Guard—of ,. His preparedness address of

November , , met with opposition from some leading progres-

sives and a group of about fifty congressmen, most of them former

Populists from the South and the West.110 In spite of their skepticism

about America’s moral fitness for fighting a war for democratic prin-

ciples in Europe, most editorialists in the black press supported pre-

paredness in one form or another, illustrating that the record of black

loyalty to the nation in time of war would continue.

Shortly after the president submitted his proposal to Congress, the

Western Negro Press Association issued a resolution ‘‘unqualifiedly’’

endorsing ‘‘reasonable preparedness.’’ The association also called for

the training of black officers and soldiers and promised that blacks

‘‘can be trusted to come to the Nation’s defense at any time.’’ 111 The

Savannah Tribune criticized whites in Savannah for organizing a pre-

paredness parade in June  that excluded blacks. The organizers

had forgotten the ‘‘important part’’ blacks had played in all past wars

and ‘‘must play’’ in any future war, the editor said. ‘‘TheNegro believes

in preparedness but not in any preparedness scheme which does not

take him into account.’’ 112 The New York Age, the Cleveland Gazette, and

the Chicago Defender all endorsed preparedness and accused some of

those who opposed it of un-American sentiments. Pro-preparedness

essays appearing in these newspapers focused their criticism on the

southern Democrats in Congress who threatened to block Wilson’s

plan.The Defender lumped the ‘‘non-American ‘solid South’ ’’ together

with ‘‘hyphenated Americans,’’ whose opposition to preparedness was

making the nation a coward in the eyes of the rest of the world.113

Similarly, the Cleveland Gazette claimed that the main opponents to

preparedness were southern Democrats and that only the ‘‘patriotic

action of the republicans in congress’’ would provide for the nation’s

defense. Editor Smith, who favored preparedness, argued that Wilson

    



himself lacked the patriotic fervor to challenge Congress and push

through the preparedness bill.114 Nonetheless, Congress passed Wil-

son’s preparedness legislation nearly intact the following summer.115

By standing on the side of military preparedness, these editorialists

situated themselves in a position of loyalty to the country while placing

their mostly southern enemies on the side of disloyalty, with ‘‘hyphen-

ated Americans.’’ At the same time, they ignored the fact than some of

their strongest northern allies, pacifists such as cofounderMary

White Ovington, opposed preparedness.These black writers were try-

ing to bend to their own purpose words that were intended to crush

dissent, bolster national unity, militarize the nation, and facilitate the

process of making war. They showed that blacks were more American

than most citizens, would fight and die to defend their country, and

had an unblemished record of loyalty that they intended to maintain

in the coming war. Yet although these words proved to be of use to

blacks in their fight for equal rights, they also retained some of the in-

tent of the white leaders who first spoke them by placing blacks who

‘‘revoiced’’ them (to quote James Weldon Johnson) squarely behind a

war they might legitimately have opposed and by inspiring some black

writers to put winning the war ahead of black freedom and civil rights.

Some editorial writers admitted that they felt compelled to support

the war completely even though they opposed America’s involvement

in it. Just before the declaration of war in , for example, the Appeal

expressed hope that America had the ‘‘wisdom’’ to stay out of the ‘‘hor-

rible, inhuman, unnecessary war.’’ But if it did not, the editorial con-

tinued, blacks would participate, ‘‘as they have never been disloyal to

their native land.’’ 116 Similarly, the California Eagle opposed the war but

promised that blacks would nevertheless be loyal. Even beforeWilson’s

declaration of war, the Eagle, which would later condemn Du Bois’s

editorial calling on blacks to postpone protest during the war, warned

that ‘‘this is not the time for adverse expressions of non-patriotic senti-

ments.’’ 117AfterWilson’s declaration of war, ReverendWilliamA. Byrd,

a frequent contributor, wrote in the Cleveland Gazette that the war was

being fought ‘‘not for national honor but for gain and sordid greedi-

ness’’ and that ‘‘the right or wrong of the matter has never entered the

consideration.’’ Yet, Byrd continued, African Americans ‘‘are going to

take our part in this damnable war . . . to keep this country in safety

from the foe without.’’ 118 The Chicago Broad Ax denounced the war as

economically motivated but, echoing Wilson’s ‘‘American Spirit’’ ad-

dress, endorsed a call for blacks ‘‘in this hour of peril’’ to ‘‘forget—all

thoughts of self or race.’’ 119

    



This call was in keeping with Wilson’s claim that a citizen had to

subordinate ‘‘every interest that you have’’ to national loyalty. Butmost

African American writers could not do that. A month after urging

blacks to forget all thoughts of race, the Broad Ax said that if blacks

were to fight in Europe, ‘‘we must be given some assurances of better

treatment at home.’’ 120 This dilemma dogged black writers through-

out the war. How could they live up toWilson’s demanding standard of

loyalty while continuing to work for the advancement of black human

rights?

The editors of some journals, including the New York Age, the Crisis,

and the Chicago Defender, who questioned America’s ability to fight for

democratic principles in Europe given the country’s dismal record

with blacks at home nevertheless supported the war from the begin-

ning and advocated unqualified black participation.121 Still, even these

publications could not ‘‘forget—all thoughts of self or race’’ (although

the Crisis advised doing so in the summer of ). They struggled

to distinguish their group’s advocacy of democratic reform from the

interests of disloyal hyphenates and unreconstructed southerners and

to justify their aims as compatible with the war aims and beneficial to

the nation. In fact, however, the two causes sometimes came into con-

flict, and the intimation that African Americans would not support

the war if their demands were not met was never far from the surface

of their editorial pages. Editorialists went to great pains to frame their

demands for democracy in a way that made them seem in harmony

with the interests of the nation.

Just before the election of , for example, the New York Age

seemed to violate Wilson’s principle of national unity and Roosevelt’s

dictum that to vote in an ethnic bloc was ‘‘to be a traitor to Ameri-

can institutions’’ when Johnson advised blacks to cast their votes solely

on the basis of racial interests. ‘‘Nevertheless,’’ Johnson explained, ‘‘in

taking up this issue, we are not guilty of hyphenism.We are not seek-

ing the advantage of any outside power at the expense of the United

States. We are simply seeking, as Americans of undivided loyalty, to

maintain our status and rights as citizens. If we do not succeed in doing

that, all other issues will be of no importance to us.’’ 122 Here, John-

son used clever reasoning to show that black group interests did not

contradict the prevailing definition of loyalty.

Elsewhere, he and other editors emphasized loyalty rather than

protest or democracy.When school officials in Des Moines, Iowa, sent

Hubert Eaves, a black eleven-year-old boy, to juvenile court for pro-

testing racial injustice by refusing to salute the flag, black editors who

    



‘‘Loyalty.’’ Although the Richmond Planet pledged to support the war effort in

spite of lynching, in doing so this cartoonist drew a striking parallel between

a black soldier’s loyalty and southern states’ lynching record in .

From Richmond Planet, June , .

thought it ‘‘risky’’ to display such disloyalty declined to defend him.123

The Appeal and the Chicago Broad Ax scolded the boy’s parents for

‘‘teaching treason.’’ 124 Johnson congratulated the judge for ordering

Eaves to go back to school and salute the flag.125 These editors dis-

agreed with the boy’s reasoning that because the law offered him no

protection, he essentially had no country. Eaves should distinguish be-

    



tween racists who failed to enforce the laws and the laws themselves.

‘‘Our laws are for the most part all right. It is the enforcement of them

that we find all wrong,’’ the Richmond Planet argued. ‘‘So long as we are

American citizens, it would be well for us to salute the flag.’’ 126

Throughout the nineteen-month period of America’s participa-

tion in the war, situations arose that highlighted the conflict between

blacks’ accommodationist pledge of national loyalty and their mili-

tant demands for democratic reform and showed how black journalists

could both use and be used by mainstream political discourse. Like

Johnson’s explanation of his voting strategy, the black press tried again

and again to reconcile the two impulses, sometimes achieving impres-

sive results but never fully eliminating the contradictions.

    



CHAPTER 3

DAMNABLE
DILEMMAS,
1917–1918

As Congress debated whether to issue a declaration of war against

Germany during the first week of April , federal agents claimed

to have uncovered a network of German spies working in conjunc-

tion with ‘‘professional’’ African American revolutionaries and Mexi-

can and Japanese agents to ‘‘set the country ablaze with a negro insur-

rection’’ in order to divert U.S. armed forces from the war in Europe.

According to the New York Tribune, which broke the story on April ,

German spies hadmet with blacks inGreensboro, North Carolina, and

New York City to discuss the ‘‘Plan of San Diego,’’ a plot devised two

years earlier in the California city by German spies, unnamed African

American leaders, and Mexicans to seize Texas and hand it over to

blacks. According to other published reports, federal officers in Ala-

bama had already arrested white and black German agents posing as

Bible salesmen to entice blacks in six southern states to flee to Mexico

on a special train scheduled to depart on April .1

Hollis Frissell, the white president of a black institute in Virginia

and a self-appointed spokesman for African Americans, and some

white publications like the Outlook, the Macon Telegraph, and the Mont-

gomery Advertiser dismissed the story and voiced ‘‘unhesitating confi-

dence in the loyalty of the Negro’’ while recalling the loyalty of slaves

to the South during the Civil War.2 When the New York Tribune asked

a black newspaper editor to comment on the alleged conspiracy, how-

ever, he did not simply dismiss it. Instead, George W. Harris, editor

of the New York News, affirmed the basic truth of the story and added

new information he had obtained ‘‘through subterranean channels.’’

Agents paid by the German government, he said, had been ‘‘stirring

up the Negroes against white people’’ in the South ‘‘for some time,’’



nearly causing ‘‘serious trouble’’ in Georgia and the Carolinas and in-

creasing the general discontent in Oklahoma and Texas.3

Harris by nomeans condoned the actions of the black ‘‘malcontents

and agitators’’ who had joined the plot, but he understood why south-

ern blacks might be receptive to such a plan.They had been robbed of

the vote and treated poorly by theWilson administration, and they ex-

pected to be ‘‘sacrificed at every turn’’ in the coming war. ‘‘The colored

people generally do not believe they have been treated fairly since the

Wilson administration has been in the saddle,’’ Harris continued. ‘‘No

one would be more loyal than the Negroes if they were treated fairly.

Their disloyalty, if there is any, is not to the country or to the flag,

but to the Wilson administration.’’ Harris thus used the story about

black disloyalty to direct white Americans’ attention to the legitimate

grievances of AfricanAmericans while at the same time affirming their

fundamental loyalty and patriotism. He walked a fine line at a danger-

ous time. Days earlier, during his war message to Congress, President

Wilson had said Germany had ‘‘filled our unsuspecting communities

. . . with spies,’’ and immediately after the speech, Attorney General

Thomas Gregory began rounding up suspects.4 Harris and other black

editors who commented on this story hoped to reassure federal offi-

cials that African Americans were loyal and should not be prosecuted

while simultaneously highlighting the need for government redress of

black grievances.

Black newspapers affirmed black loyalty in the face of the German

plot in a number of ways. They reported on mass meetings in which

African Americans pledged support of the war and quoted black lead-

ers—including W. E. B. Du Bois and William Monroe Trotter—who

had endorsed the war effort. The Baltimore Afro-American even quoted

a southern black attorney who repeated the dubious claim that blacks

had proven their loyal nature by refusing to rebel against the Con-

federacy during the Civil War. Other evidence that proved the loy-

alty of blacks included the recent selection of a black regiment to

guard the nation’s capital, statements by whites expressing confidence

in black loyalty, and black soldiers’ service in the recent conflict with

Mexico. The Boston Guardian said blacks would never fall for such a

‘‘far-fetched’’ plot.The Cleveland Gazette predicted that German agents

working among blacks in the South would ‘‘have found, and quickly

too, that ‘Negroes’ have too much pride in the flag, for which they

have given their life’s blood, to give such traitorous action any serious

consideration.’’ Blacks supported the war ‘‘because we stand for the

flag and our nation and because here is our home.’’ 5

  



Some black newspapers, including the Norfolk Journal and Guide and

the Richmond Planet, did not go beyond promising that blacks would

remain loyal and would never engage in ‘‘treasonable conduct.’’ 6 The

Crisis focused on affirming black loyalty in the face of the reports,

while also casting stones at the South. The whole story, Du Bois

claimed, was a plot by the ‘‘Bourbon South’’ to stop black migration to

the North. An estimated , to  million African Americans mi-

grated from the South to northern cities during the late s. Fearful

of losing its cheap labor supply, Du Bois argued, ‘‘the slave-thinking

South’’ hoped to persuade the nation that blacks were a menace and

that martial law must be declared to keep them in their place. Du Bois

then deflected the accusation of disloyalty back onto the white South,

saying blacks had been far more loyal to the national government than

white southerners. The African American ‘‘never has been a disloyal

rebel. He never fought for slavery in a land of Liberty. He never nulli-

fied the basic principles of democracy,’’ Du Bois wrote. Blacks would

remain loyal despite being ‘‘enslaved, raped and despised.’’ 7

The Baltimore Afro-American and the Cleveland Gazette took their re-

sponses to the reports of black disloyalty further than other news-

papers. Following Harris’s lead, they did not completely dismiss the

reports that some blacks had joined a rebellion in the South. Instead,

they argued that simmering resentments among blacks theremade the

German plot plausible, even understandable. ‘‘Underlying’’ the Ger-

mans’ plan ‘‘to stir up Southern ‘Negroes’ against the government,’’

Harry Smith wrote in his Gazette, ‘‘is the fact that they have not been

accorded near all to which they are entitled as American citizens.’’ If

blacks were the most loyal ethnic group in America, the Baltimore Afro-

American agreed, they were ‘‘also themost proscribed against’’ and had

more reason than any other group to rebel. The Afro-American listed

many potential causes of black disloyalty and even concluded that

‘‘some few colored men in Georgia and Alabama have grown sick and

tired of repression, and accepted the offer of the German agents to stir

up a rebellion in the Southern States with the hope of winning com-

plete franchise, freedom and political and social equality.’’ But the au-

thor quickly added that most African Americans remained loyal and

rejected the enticement ‘‘as far as can be ascertained.’’ 8

But blacks remained loyal not just out of love of country. Rather,

they recognized ‘‘the folly of a rebellion that is not sure of success’’ at a

time when evidence of disloyalty could be grounds for arrest. ‘‘Now is

the time to continue our insistence upon right, and now is the time to

demand guarantees before going to war willingly,’’ the Afro-American

  



editorial continued, ‘‘       .’’

Echoing the Afro-American and contradicting his own claim that blacks

would support the war out of ‘‘pride in the flag,’’ Smith agreed that

African American loyalty grew out of the desire for self-preservation

and group advancement. African Americans, he said, would not be ‘‘so

unwise as to allow discretion to be cast to the winds and seek an un-

propitiousmoment to show resentment.’’ Smith concluded that ‘‘every

Afro-American’’ viewed the war as an opportunity for ‘‘bettering our

position’’ by showing ‘‘the metal of which we are made’’ and thus shap-

ing public ‘‘sentiment.’’ The Baltimore Afro-American and the Cleveland

Gazette argued that blacks supported the war out of both national loy-

alty and group interest while at the same time implying that theymight

not support it at all if their grievances were not redressed.9

The responses of George Harris, the Baltimore Afro-American, and

the Cleveland Gazette to the reports of black cooperation with German

agents reflected an ongoing tension in the black press during World

War I between conditional and unconditional loyalty, between pledges

of national service and demands for redress of grievances. On the one

hand, reports of rebellion among blacks in the South threatened the

image of loyalty that the black press had always cultivated. On the

other hand, the story highlighted justifiable discontent amongAfrican

Americans and accented the need for the federal government to do

something to assure their full and enthusiastic cooperation with the

war effort. Indeed, these and other reports of black ‘‘unrest’’ would

finally lead the government to begin to redress some racial injustices as

a way of furthering the war effort. In the meantime, dilemmas similar

to the one posed by the story of the German plot would confront Afri-

can Americans repeatedly during the course of the war, and the black

press would continue to devise responses aimed at shaping the nation’s

war policy in ways that advanced black interests.The black press would

affirm black loyalty, especially in the face of evidence to the contrary;

argue that the government must redress some key grievances to as-

sure full black cooperation; turn accusations of disloyalty against its

own enemies—usually white southerners; show that participation in

the war would lead to advancement for African Americans; and, in

spite of continuing criticism of governmental policies, declare support

for the underlying principles of America and the idealistic justifica-

tion for the country’s entry into the war. As a whole, these responses

cannot be classified as either accommodation or protest, serving the

interests of the state or of blacks entirely. Black editors blended ac-

commodation with protest and in so doing advanced the interests of

  



both a modern industrialized state at war and a minority group living

within that state. The black press served as a link between the two,

providing a channel through which African Americans could make

their demands known and through which the state could reach and

propagandize African Americans. In the process, the black press also

prodded America to live up to its highest ideals.

EMBRACING A WAR FOR DEMOCRACY

The country had been inching toward war since , but Germany’s

resumption of unrestricted submarine warfare in  made belliger-

ency inevitable, and in January , Woodrow Wilson appeared be-

fore the Senate to outline his vision of what would become his stated

war aim: ‘‘Peace without victory.’’ Speaking ‘‘on behalf of humanity’’

and a nation that had been established to ‘‘show mankind the way to

liberty,’’ he plotted a path to a just and lasting peace, a peace between

equals, not one imposed by victors on the vanquished.UnderlyingWil-

son’s vision of a new world order was the principle that ‘‘governments

derive all their just powers from the consent of the governed.’’ Wilson

saw in these ‘‘American principles’’ ‘‘no breach in either our traditions

or our policy as a nation, but a fulfillment, rather, of all that we have

professed or striven for.’’ Three months later, on April , he appeared

before Congress again, this time with a declaration of war ‘‘for the ulti-

mate peace of the world and for the liberation of its peoples.’’ It was in

this speech that Wilson coined the phrase that would come to sum up

the best hopes for the war and become a measure of it failings. ‘‘The

world,’’ he said, ‘‘must be made safe for democracy.’’ 10 Between the

great hopes of April  and the bitter failures of the postwar world,

the black press would adopt these words of Wilson’s and do its best to

put them to work.

Despite serious Republican opposition to the notion of ‘‘peace with-

out victory’’ and Wilson’s plans to establish a League of Nations, most

Americans reacted favorably to both speeches. ‘‘Never before, it

seemed, had a single speech evoked such overwhelming and almost

unanimous praise in theUnited States,’’Wilson’s biographer, Arthur S.

Link, wrote of the first speech. ‘‘Never before, it seemed, had a single

speaker succeeded so well in enunciating the political ideals and prin-

ciples by which the American people in their better moments had

tried to live.’’ 11 Wilson had summed up, refined, and given eloquent

expression to the idealistic impulses that had been gathering momen-

tum since the outbreak of war in August  but had lacked focus

and clarity.

  



Although all black newspapers did not join in the ‘‘unanimous

praise’’ of Wilson’s vision, his war speeches helped them refine their

arguments and better articulate a vision of how the war would help

their own cause. Wilson’s speeches clarified the principles behind

America’s participation in the war and unified the nation, to a large

degree, behind these principles, which were compatible with their

own drive for racial justice. After initially expressing skepticism, many

black writers came to believe that Wilson’s humanistic idealism,

whether or not it was heartfelt, would lead to a readjustment of the

racial circumstances in America. The act of fighting a war for democ-

racy might in fact force America to see the contrast between its ideals

and its practices and lead to the establishment of true democracy

here. Like other groups, including progressives, conservative organi-

zations, and ‘‘special interest groups of all kinds,’’ in David M. Ken-

nedy’s phrase, black journalists ‘‘sought to invest America’s role in the

war with their preferred meaning, and to turn the crisis to their par-

ticular advantage,’’ and Wilson had given them a powerful weapon for

doing so.12 They were able to highlight the gap between Wilson’s war-

time ideals and the treatment of African Americans; draw parallels be-

tween the war against autocracy in Europe and their war against racial

oppression at home; paint the oppressors of blacks—especially white

southerners—as enemies of America no less than Germany and the

Central Powers; lay claim to being part of the America that upheld

true democratic principles and was the source of Wilson’s war aims;

and, most important, make a convincing case that the government

should take action to address the concerns of blacks—for example, by

legislating against lynching—as a war measure. As the federal govern-

ment assumedmore andmore power over more andmore areas of life

during the war, it became increasingly plausible that it might do some-

thing about race relations. Even many white Americans—some in the

South—began to accept that notion. Although some government offi-

cials would brand the black press as disloyal for pressing demands dur-

ing the war—for essentially arguing that blacks needed an incentive

to be loyal—theWilson administration would finally have to conclude

that the black press was loyal and its demands were legitimate.

In their responses to Wilson’s speeches, few white commentators

would make the same connection between democracy in Europe and

justice for blacks in America. Theodore Roosevelt, who had thought

a peace without victory would ‘‘set back the march of civilization,’’

called the war declaration ‘‘unanswerable’’ and on a par ‘‘with the

great state papers of Washington and Lincoln.’’ 13Conservative senator

  



‘‘Speak Out, Mr. President!’’ President Wilson holds a note in his hand

addressed to Bishop Alexander Walters that reads: ‘‘Count upon me for

absolute fair dealing; for everything by which I can assist in advancing the

interest of the Negro in the U.S.’’ The wording of the note is virtually the

same as the wording of a note Wilson wrote Walters during the 

presidential campaign that helped him win the support of Walters,William

Monroe Trotter, and other black leaders. From New York Age, July , .

Henry Cabot Lodge, also an opponent, in January, of both peace with-

out victory and the League of Nations, now thought Wilson had ‘‘ex-

pressed in the loftiest manner possible the sentiments of the American

people.’’ Only six senators and fifty representatives voted against the

declaration of war, despite opposition among the general population

that Link described as ‘‘deep and wide.’’ 14

  



White editorialists ignored or glossed over the contradictions—so

obvious to black writers—between America’s war aims and its treat-

ment of African Americans. The New Republic, in proclaiming in the

wake of Wilson’s war address that ‘‘the cause of the Allies is now un-

mistakably the cause of liberalism,’’ conceded that the Allied nations

‘‘have much to do before their own houses are put in order, and de-

mocracy is by no means secure among those who proclaim it.’’ But

the editorial did not dwell on or specify the Allies’ faults—much less

America’s. Instead, it predicted that the entry of the United States and

the participation of a Russia now rid of its autocratic czar would ‘‘be a

stimulus to democrats everywhere.’’ Wilson, the progressive magazine

gushed, had become theworld’s ‘‘most liberal statesman in high office’’

—notwithstanding his regressive race policies.15 The liberal Nation

agreed that the president was qualified to make the world ‘‘a fit place

for civilized man to live in.’’ 16 The New York Tribune, usually a critic of

Wilson, praised the declaration of war lavishly as approaching ‘‘the

ideal of the American people, the ideal of a President who should

lead.’’ 17 The World’s Work compared the world war to the American

Civil War, describing both as struggles for human freedom.18

African Americans, however, saw irony in the prospect of the

United States fighting a war for democracy. Disfranchisement, lynch-

ing, and Jim Crow, along with Wilson’s own dismal record on race,

made the administration’s war aims dubious, if not laughable. Black

newspapers’ editorials exposed the irony of Wilson’s messages by

pointing out the hypocrisy of exporting to Europe democratic free-

doms thatWilson himself had a hand in denying to African Americans

at home. AfterWilson’s January ‘‘peace without victory’’ speech, some

black newspapers noted the discrepancy between Wilson’s pledge to

bring government by consent of the governed to Europe and the dis-

franchisement of blacks in the American South. ‘‘ ‘Physician heal thy-

self,’ ’’ the Baltimore Afro-American prescribed. Wilson himself held

office, the editorial noted, ‘‘because in more than a dozen states col-

oredmen [who could be expected to vote Republican] were prevented

from casting their ballots.’’ 19 The Chicago Defender scolded Wilson for

pledging democracy to peoples in foreign lands instead of applying it

‘‘locally,’’ where he actually had the power to enforce it. ‘‘Somehow it

doesn’t seem quite consistent to wash someone else’s clothes and leave

your own soiled.’’ 20

Southern lynchings continued to hamper America’s ability to fight

for justice and democracy abroad, writers warned. Wilson’s claim to

speak for ‘‘humanity’’ rang hollow in light of his failure to ‘‘utter one

  



word against this outraging of humanity within the territory over

which he presides,’’ the New York Age said.Wilson and other Americans

deserved censure for their ‘‘smug hypocrisy’’ in expressing ‘‘horror at

German ‘atrocities’ ’’ or theTurks’ ‘‘treatment of the Armenians’’ while

they ignored the lynchings of blacks in the South.21

After the president’s April  war message, some black papers con-

tinued to express skepticism aboutWilson’s humanitarianism and even

to oppose the war. ‘‘When President Wilson uses fine words about

going to war for the protection of humanity abroad, thinking Ameri-

cans recall the humanity at home that craves protection,’’ the Balti-

more Afro-American said immediately after the declaration of war.22 The

Richmond Planet, like the Cleveland Gazette, usually functioning as a

partisan Republican newspaper, criticized every move Wilson made

toward war. Just days after Wilson’s message, Richmond Planet editor

John Mitchell pointed out that the president ‘‘was elected on the as-

sumption that he kept us out of war.’’ Mitchell said little aboutWilson’s

ideals one way or the other, however.23 The gruesome fatal burning

of Ell Persons in Memphis in May spurred an investigation by James

Weldon Johnson on behalf of the  and led some black editors to

wonder about America’s commitment to Wilson’s ideals. ‘‘This nation

cannot escape bearing the brunt of the shame of such a disregard

of law and the rights of humanity while it is ‘fighting for humanity,’ ’’

William Byrd wrote in the Gazette.24

Yet black writers also began to embrace theWilsonian idea of a war

for democracy.Three weeks after its initial critical response to the war

message, the Baltimore Afro-American called Wilson’s promise to fight a

war to establish democracy in Europe ‘‘a beautiful theory.’’ ‘‘It is well

that [at] the close of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twenti-

eth century such noble words should be uttered, and that the fetters

of those people who have been bound hand and foot for centuries

should be stricken off and that the reign of freedom should begin; that

every man should have the chance to be an[d] to do and to assist in

the government under which he lives; that all men should have the

‘inalienable right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.’ ’’ Still,

from all appearances,Wilson did not believe this theory should be ap-

plied here at home. He would need to recognize that to credibly carry

this fight to Europe, America itselfmust practice ‘‘real democracy.’’ For

those unsure of the meaning of democracy, the Afro-American printed

a lengthy dictionary definition. A week later, the paper predicted that

the act of fighting a war to make the Central Powers democratic might

force America to confront its own demons at home.25 The black press’s

  



response to the American war effort, then, was characterized by a criti-

cal optimism.

Some black newspapers began to include a picture of the Ameri-

can flag on their editorial pages each week. In the New York Age, John-

son called Wilson’s war message a ‘‘convincing’’ and ‘‘inspiring’’ docu-

ment, one that if followed up with action could heal racial and ethnic

divisions. ‘‘We, as a race, might take the President up on some of the

references to ‘humanity,’ and point out their inconsistencies, as we so

well know them; but, for the present, we pass that over.’’ Wilson’s mes-

sage struck ‘‘a responsive chord in the great American public,’’ John-

son argued, and the war would provide a ‘‘great trial’’ to determine if

the nation could live up to its democratic ideals.26 The Chicago Defender

seemed won over by Wilson’s rhetoric. Roscoe Conkling Simmons—

columnist, orator, and newspaper promoter—wrote in November that

‘‘the white man can’t break his own chains without loosening mine.’’ 27

The Cleveland Gazette, more reluctant to praiseWilson on any account,

argued that of all the Allied nations, ‘‘America must be the leader in

real democracy.’’ But to accomplish that, the Gazette and other black

newspapers argued, the South would have to be made democratic.28

Despite voicing some reservations, then, black editorialists advised

African Americans to support the war for a range of reasons, from

patriotic loyalty to sympathy with Wilson’s war aims and a belief that

support would advance group interests. Mitchell advocated support-

ing the war to advance black interests, placing little faith in Wilson’s

ideals. He predicted that by heeding the motto ‘‘our country, right or

wrong,’’ blacks would turn ‘‘antipathy to the Negro’’ into ‘‘plaudits.’’ 29

The conservative Norfolk Journal and Guide opposed U.S. entry into the

war and complimented Wilson for keeping the nation out as long as

he did. Once war was declared, the paper advocated total support for

the war effort without commenting on the merits of Wilson’s ideals.30

Others seemed to focus more on ideals than on practical consider-

ations. The Crisis demonized Germany, embraced the war effort en-

thusiastically, and urged blacks to ‘‘join heartily in this fight for even-

tual world liberty.’’ An editorial drafted by an  conference of

May –, , claimed that ‘‘permanent peace’’ depended on the

‘‘extension of the principle of government by the consent of the gov-

erned, not simply among the smaller nations of Europe but among

the natives of Asia and Africa, theWestern Indies and the Negroes of

the United States.’’ The editorial acknowledged that blacks, of course,

had a right to resent their treatment in America and to feel ambiva-

lent about participating in the war but that they should ‘‘never forget

  



that this country belongs to us evenmore than to those who lynch, dis-

franchise, and segregate.’’ 31 The Chicago Defender agreed that German

autocracy was ‘‘the greatest enemy civilization has known’’ and had to

be stopped. Simmons acceptedWilson’s view that the war was a ‘‘world

battle for liberty,’’ in which black Americans should take part.32

More frequently, editors offered a number of different reasons for

their support, including group interests and endorsement of Wilson’s

ideals. The Savannah Tribune, for example, asserted that all African

Americans would back the war out of patriotism and a belief in the

cause. ‘‘We entertain no thought save the supremacy of our nation’s

loftiest traditions and ideals—to these we subordinate all else, every-

thing.’’ Yet theTribune also offered self-interest as a reason for support-

ing the war. By fighting side by side with white Americans, the Tribune

predicted in another editorial, blacks would build ‘‘ineffaceable ties

of blood-bought liberty.’’ 33 At the New York Age, Johnson said blacks

should fight to defeat theGermans’ idea that force could triumph over

right, but at the same time, he noted that doing so would strengthen

their claim to full citizenship rights.34

INDECISION OVER THE OFFICER-TRAINING CAMP

The determination of most African American newspaper editors to

fully support the war created an uncomfortable dilemma even before

the declaration of war over whether to support the formation of a seg-

regated officer-training camp. Early in , white  chairman

Joel Spingarn, who had become a major in the army intelligence ser-

vice, persuaded the military brass to establish a camp to train African

Americans as army officers. Promoting the camp in letters to black

newspapers, Spingarn reasoned that the army was not likely to inte-

grate the officer corps in time for the war, so blacks had to choose

between segregated training of black officers or no training at all.

As a leader of America’s most influential black civil rights organiza-

tion, Spingarn opposed segregation, but he believed the advantages

of the camp outweighed the evils of establishing one more separate

institution. Blacks could not afford to miss out on the opportunities

for advancement that came with military service, he argued. He re-

assured militant integrationists like Harry Smith that ‘‘common sense

and patriotism need not be inconsistent with the most radical concep-

tion of the rights of every group of American citizens.’’ 35 Editors who

criticized the camp denounced it as a separate institution, but they

were even more incensed that it had been proposed by blacks them-

selves and their representatives.

  



Like Spingarn,DuBois and others—including three southern black

editors—defended the camp as an imperfect means to a worthwhile

end and advised blacks to sign up. African Americans regularly made

such bargains, Du Bois and the Norfolk Journal and Guide argued, by

participating in ‘‘Jim Crow’’ institutions when they were banned from

white ones. ‘‘We continually submit to segregated schools, ‘Jim Crow’

cars, and isolation because it would be suicide to go uneducated, stay

at home, and live in the ‘tenderloin,’ ’’ Du Bois wrote. In this case, the

choice was between the ‘‘insult of a separate camp and the irrepar-

able injury’’ of having no black officers. Another reason for accepting

the camp was to bolster claims of black loyalty by countering rumors

that African Americans were plotting with German spies. Opposition

to the camp would ‘‘add treason and rebellion to the other grounds

on which the South urges discrimination against’’ blacks.36

Yet Du Bois and other black supporters of the camp, including the

Norfolk Journal and Guide, the Richmond Planet, and the Savannah Tri-

bune, accepted it only reluctantly, acknowledging the ‘‘discrimination

which this proposed training camp implies.’’ 37 The camp presented a

‘‘damnable dilemma,’’ as Du Bois put it, which characterized nearly

every attempt by African Americans to participate in the American

war effort.Whether they tried to join the army as soldiers or officers,

serve in the Red Cross as nurses or doctors, or take part in the Liberty

Loan program, blacks faced segregation and discrimination. On the

one hand, why should they subject themselves to such humiliations to

support a war against a distant enemy? On the other hand, how could

they lay claim to self-sacrificing loyalty if they did not participate in the

war fully? And as Du Bois pointed out, the rumors of rebellion made

it even more important to affirm such loyalty.38

But the camp controversy involvedmore than the principle of when

and how to accept segregated institutions. Individuals who generally

agreed in their opposition to segregation disagreed over the issue

of how to respond to the camp proposal. Most of the mainstream

race advocates (includingmost black editors) were integrationists who

nonetheless supported some separate black institutions. All could

agree, for example, that public transportation and government offices

should be integrated. But no one denounced the black press or black

colleges as Jim Crow institutions. Other institutions caused greater

contention, however. Both Smith and Trotter denounced the estab-

lishment of black s and hospitals in northern cities.39 Most other

integrationists, including Robert Abbott of the Chicago Defender, James

Weldon Johnson of the New York Age, and even Agitator Calvin Chase

  



of the Washington Bee, like Du Bois, usually supported the formation of

such institutions as necessary evils that would contribute to the quality

of black life as long as African Americans were excluded from white

institutions.40

But some of the black newspapers that usually tolerated separate

black institutions demurred in this case. The Chicago Defender re-

sponded to Spingarn’s proposal with an editorial entitled ‘‘ ‘Jim-Crow’

Training Camps—No!’’ But the emphatic ‘‘No!’’ masked a keen ambi-

guity. Less than a year earlier, the paper had supported the ‘‘lesser

evil’’ of training black officers for black troops, and throughout ,

it called on blacks to volunteer for military service in the segregated

army. The newspaper even chastised blacks for not showing more en-

thusiasm. Yet in April , the Defender not only rejected Spingarn’s

‘‘Jim Crow’’ camp but also condemned separate black regiments led

by white officers. Since the paper did not urge blacks to oppose the

war or refuse to participate, it is unclear what the editorial intended

black men to do.41 In fact, the Defender’s position was more strategic

than heartfelt. It let white America know that African Americans op-

posed this kind of segregation.

The Chicago Defender and the Cleveland Gazette both suggested that

if blacks declined to enroll in the officer-training camp, the govern-

mentmight end segregation in the armed forces once casualties began

to mount and black help became more crucial.42 Smith also argued

that instead of training new recruits, the army should promote black

career soldiers to the ranks of officers.43 But Smith opposed the camp

mainly because he did not want blacks to be perceived as endorsing

segregation. It was ‘‘bad enough to have segregated . . . military train-

ing camps  on us by the government, but infinitely worse to

 for them,’’ he reasoned.44 Like the Defender’s opposition to the

camp, Smith’s was inconsistent with his often strong support for the

war. He backed preparedness fully, cheered Ohio’s army recruitment

campaign, and publicized evidence of black loyalty, including partici-

pation in the military and the purchasing of war bonds.45 Smith had

openly discussed his dilemma at the beginning of  when he ex-

pressed a ‘‘lack of desire to plead’’ withWilson for a greater number of

black regiments and a reluctance to see black troops participate inWil-

son’s war withMexico.Yet, he noted, if they did participate in that war,

he would be proud if they performed well, and he was not inclined to

oppose the’s efforts to expand black participation in the army.46

In fact, the Gazette came to accept and support the camp once it was

established, calling it ‘‘historic’’ and predicting that it would give each

  



participant a ‘‘proud heritage to pass down to one’s children’s chil-

dren.’’ 47

Another initial critic of the camp, the Baltimore Afro-American,

seemed to take its opposition a step further, comparing the situation of

blacks faced with a segregated camp to that of American colonists be-

fore the Revolution. ‘‘England disfranchised her colonies, so to speak

and treated them in much the same way that Uncle Sam treats his

colored citizens,’’ the Afro-American argued in March. The revolution-

ary generation had proclaimed: ‘‘ ‘We have no duties where we have no

rights, it were cowardly to believe otherwise.’ . . . In the spirit of those

same patriots, whose children we are, we say the Negro who speaks

of duties where he has no rights, places himself in the position where

he may deserve the name—amoral coward.’’ Until they obtained their

rights, blacks’ only duty would be to fight for their own freedom.48Like

the Chicago Defender and the Cleveland Gazette, the Afro-American pre-

dicted that when the nation needed blacks badly enough, it would be

forced to give them equal opportunity in the military service.49 The

newspaper seemed to be advocating rebellion, but after the declara-

tion of war, it backed off that radical position, supporting graduates

of the camp and dropping its threat to disavow duties not matched by

rights. If black officers fought for democracy in France and then re-

turned home to fight for it in the South, an editorial conceded, ‘‘then

the ‘Jim Crow’ camp will not have been tolerated in vain.’’ Again, the

real problem with the camp had been that blacks and their advocates

had asked for it themselves: ‘‘Better to be forced into it than to ask for

it. The people will accept this sub-citizenship, not because they want

to, but because they must.’’ 50

Similarly, the Washington Bee, the New York News, the Appeal, the Indi-

anapolis Freeman, and the New York Age objected less to the camp itself

than to the fact that blacks themselves or their white friends would

advocate segregation. ‘‘We do not deem it wise on our part to volun-

tarily segregate ourselves or permit our white friends to segregate us,’’

theNew York Age explained. A recentWar Department bulletin onmili-

tary training had said nothing about segregated training and neither

should the , the paper claimed. Those opposed to the camp

seemed to fear that if they asked for segregated officer training them-

selves, they would be helping to legitimize Jim Crow. Black writers

responded to the ‘‘damnable dilemma’’ by opposing the camp rhe-

torically while supporting it in practice, thereby lodging their protest

against segregation while maintaining their loyalty to the country.51

By May ,  black college men had applied for admission

  



to the segregated officer-training camp located in Des Moines, Iowa.

Prominent black colleges like Hampton Institute and Fisk University

cooperated with the call for volunteers, and the camp opened in July

with , candidates.52 Like the Baltimore Afro-American, most oppo-

nents seemed to back the camp after it had become a reality. Even

Trotter’s Boston Guardian, which bitterly opposed all segregated insti-

tutions, including the camp, proudly announced later in the war that

 black men, from nearly every state, had received commissions.53

Even the camp’s biggest promoter praised the black press’s dualis-

tic response to the camp. Spingarn said newspapers’ ‘‘bold andmanly’’

denunciation of the camp was necessary. ‘‘I should not want the first

reaction to be anything else than what it is,’’ he told Du Bois during

the heat of the controversy.54 The critical response let America in gen-

eral and the federal government in particular know that blacks did

not accept unequal status and opposed the principle of segregation

and that the segregated camp was no favor of America to blacks but

rather the other way around. In light of this clearly stated opposition,

the black press’s eventual support of the camp provided an example of

self-sacrificing loyalty—the kind demanded by Wilson in his ‘‘Ameri-

can Spirit’’ address of .

IDENTIFYING THE ENEMY AT HOME

At the same time that African American newspapers were displaying

blacks’ patriotism, they were pointing out ways that lynchers, race

rioters, racists, and the unreconstructed South lacked patriotism, loy-

alty, and enthusiasm for the war effort. During the war, AfricanAmeri-

can writers frequently portrayed their own enemies as unpatriotic or

akin to the nation’s enemies in Europe. Most of those portrayals—at

least in northern newspapers—focused on the South, which could be

shown to be an enemy of the nation in at least four ways.

First, the South had once rebelled against the federal government

and still opposed federal authority inmany instances.TheNew York Age

suggested that the ‘‘spirit of secession’’ still reigned in the South, where

‘‘fossils of the rebellion’’ now sought to help the German cause by at-

tacking loyal blacks.55 The Chicago Defender claimed that white south-

erners hated President Lincoln; the Baltimore Afro-American called anti-

black politicians ‘‘Southern copperheads,’’ a termused in theCivilWar

to describe Confederate sympathizers in the Union; and the Cleveland

Gazette repeatedly returned to the theme of the rebel South.56

Second, some southern whites seemed not to fully support the war

effort. Although southern black newspapers did not emphasize this

  



point, the SavannahTribune lumped southern politicians like Benjamin

Tillman Jr., who opposed black recruitment, together with ‘‘anti-con-

scriptionists and anti-draft agitators.’’ 57Other newspapers highlighted

opposition tomeasures deemed necessary for the war effort.The Balti-

more Afro-American criticized as ‘‘obstructionists’’ southern congress-

men James K. Vardaman, John Sharp Williams, and J. Thomas Heflin

when they opposed a measure giving women the vote that President

Wilson ‘‘regarded as necessary for the quicker winning of the war.’’

‘‘Usually it is the Negro problem in the national Congress that so in-

flames Southern copperheads that they cease to be patriotic,’’ but this

time it was woman suffrage.58 The Cleveland Gazette found southern

states’ recruitment of soldiers to be lagging behind, and the Chicago

Defender noted that blacks in many southern towns were enlisting in

greater numbers than white southern ‘‘loafers.’’ 59

A third piece of evidence of the South’s disloyalty was the fact that

southern racial practices interfered with black support of the war ef-

fort. African Americans subscribed to the Liberty Loan drive, volun-

teered for the Red Cross, and enlisted in the armed forces, often at

higher rates than white Americans.60 Not only did southerners some-

times hinder these efforts, but they also threatened to weaken the

morale of blacks and turn them against the war effort. Every time a

black person was lynched, Jim Crowed, or otherwise discriminated

against, it reduced black enthusiasm for the war effort and thus dimin-

ished America’s fighting force, black editors argued. Even Birth of a

Nation, created by two southerners, had a ‘‘baneful effect upon the en-

thusiasm, patriotism and loyalty of the Afro-American whom it harms

greatly wherever it is exhibited,’’ Smith argued.61 Thus, antiblack ac-

tivity was antiwar and anti-American.

White southerners were unpatriotic and certainly discouraged

black participation in the war, according to the Cleveland Gazette, when

they treated black contributors to the Liberty Loan drive and heroes

on the battlefield—including Sergeant Henry Johnson, the first Amer-

ican to be awarded the French croix de guerre after almost single-

handedly fighting off a German raiding party—as second-class citi-

zens.62 America’s greatest heroes could ‘‘cease to be citizens when they

cross Mason and Dixon’s line going South,’’ the Gazette lamented.63

Not all blacks could be expected to continue to act as patriots under

such circumstances, and in fact, the Chicago Defender noted, southern

blacks were right to remain aloof from the Jim Crow Red Cross there.64

A Baltimore Afro-American article entitled ‘‘South Opposes Negro Sol-

diers’’ noted that southern congressmen had pledged to ‘‘bitterly op-

  



‘‘Contraband Goods.’’ Satan seeks to deliver to France a box of ‘‘contraband

goods’’ made in Dixie. From Chicago Defender, February , .

pose’’ including blacks in the armed forces ‘‘despite the fact that Uncle

Samwill need the services of the coloredmen, as well as white.’’ 65 Such

a stand by the South clearly hampered the country’s war effort and

highlighted the disloyalty of some white southerners.

Johnson saw treason in SouthCarolina representative Samuel Nich-

olls’s promise of a war on the home front if the government tried to

integrate southern white soldiers and black men from the North.66

Johnson and another New York Age editorialist also argued that the

South placed preservation of ‘‘ ‘Jim Crow’ Democracy’’ ahead of pro-

war measures; that white Houstonians demonstrated the disloyalty of

the South when they goaded black soldiers into mutiny; that a south-

ern colonel made ‘‘seditious utterances’’ when he claimed blacks were

unfit for military duty and should be drafted solely for manual labor;

and that ridicule of black soldiers amounted toGerman propaganda.67

Johnson argued that lynching ‘‘and other aggravated forms of hatred

and prejudice against the Negro’’ were ‘‘nothing less than a certain

degree of treason’’ because such actions caused divisions within the

  



nation’s fighting forces and threatened to deny the service of blacks

for the war effort.68

Black newspapers also accused the South of the unpatriotic use of

black labor.The war and the northward migration of blacks had led to

a shortage of agricultural laborers, and in some localities, including

Memphis, ‘‘work or fight’’ vagrancy laws imposed fines and imprison-

ment or military service on people without work. Although the laws

supposedly applied to both blacks and whites, the black press noted

that southerners enforced them only against blacks.When a Baltimore

woman tried to use the laws to force black women to work as domes-

tic servants, the Baltimore Afro-American charged her with putting ‘‘her

own convenience ahead of winning the war’’ and labeled her ‘‘a traitor

of the rankest kind.’’ 69

A fourth body of evidence showed the South to be as inhumane

and undemocratic as America’s European enemies. Black newspapers

connected the South to the Central Powers, first, by simply using the

same language the nation had employed to dehumanize its enemies on

the battlefield. ‘‘American ‘Huns’ ’’ committed violence against blacks

in the South. Smith used the terms ‘‘southernism’’ and ‘‘Prussianism’’

interchangeably.70 The Chicago Defender called Jim Crow railroad cars

the ‘‘Kaiser on wheels’’ and southern politicians the ‘‘Kaisers of Amer-

ica.’’ The ‘‘mailed fist and iron heel of crazed southerners have borne

down just as mercilessly on our women and children’’ as the ‘‘mailed

fist and iron heel of the kaiser,’’ a columnist argued.71 Several news-

papers described southerners as ‘‘mobocrats,’’ a play on ‘‘autocrats,’’

the term used to denote leaders of the Central Power governments.72

Black editorialists cited numerous examples to support their com-

parison of European and southern ‘‘Huns.’’ The South practiced au-

tocracy by denying blacks a say in their own government. Editors

borrowed language from both the American Revolution (‘‘taxation

without representation’’) and Wilson (rule without ‘‘consent of the

governed’’) to condemn this practice.73 Southern governments im-

posed autocratic controls on individuals by mandating racial segrega-

tion in public places. And most important, as African Americans had

contended before America entered the war, lynching was as bad as any

of the alleged atrocities of Germany and its allies.

Statistical evidence released by Tuskegee Institute during the war

showed that in spite of African Americans’ loyal participation in the

war effort, lynchings continued virtually unabated, declining slightly

in , then rising dramatically in . A recent study suggests that

  



the number of lynchings in  and ——declined significantly

from the total for the previous two years—. Statistics released at

the time, however, indicated a less significant decline, from  to ,

suggesting that more blacks were lynched in  than in any year

since .74 Lynching seemed as bad as ever when Tuskegee released

its statistics to the press every six months and newspapers continued

to carry accounts of particularly horrifying lynchings. After the Per-

sons lynching in May, two more victims died at the hands of Tennes-

see mobs, this time tortured with hot pokers before being burned

to death: Ligon Scott in Dyersburg on December , , and Jim

McIlherron in Estill Springs on February , . The most disturb-

ing lynchings of the war took place in Brooks and Lowndes Counties,

Georgia, where lynchers murdered as many as ten victims, including

Mary Turner, a pregnant woman whom they disemboweled. Editorial-

ists used these incidents to condemn both the South and the nation.

William Byrd warned that ‘‘the downfall of this nation if it comes will

be due to southern wickedness,’’ and he advised southern blacks to

pack up their belongings and head north.75

As part of their appeal to the national government to act to end

lynching, black writers increasingly focused on the damage lynching

did to the national reputation and denounced the government’s fail-

ure to do anything about it. ‘‘Race prejudice and bias have warped our

national conscience,’’ Byrd said, and ‘‘America, having learned to be

unjust toward colored people with impunity is now ready to follow its

habit with other nationalities.’’ 76 The release of annual lynching statis-

tics showing  in  moved Johnson to remark that as long as any

lynchings took place, ‘‘the United States stands as a lawless and barba-

rous land.’’ 77 A widely circulated open letter toWoodrowWilson from

Kelly Miller, a leading black intellectual and dean of Howard Univer-

sity’s College of Arts and Sciences, called lynching an evil that was

‘‘national in its range and scope’’ because northerners and the federal

government did nothing to stop it.78

The tendency of black newspapers to view violence against blacks

as a national crime gainedmomentum after a race riot broke out in an

Illinois city just three months after America entered the war. Yet most

black papers refrained from using the race riot in East St. Louis as evi-

dence that northern whites deserved equal blame with southerners.

In May and June , the resentment of white unionized laborers

in East St. Louis erupted in scattered violent incidents against the city’s

black population, which had been growing during the war as rural

southerners migrated north, pushed by the declining cotton economy

  



‘‘Virginia’s Black Star!’’ ‘‘World opinion’’ gazes at a star placed within the

outline of the state of Virginia that reads: ‘‘One Negro lynched,

Nov. , ’.’’ From Richmond Planet, December , .

of the South and pulled by a boom in northern wartime manufac-

turing. When the Aluminum Ore Company broke a strike in April,

workers blamed blacks for having crossed the picket lines. Although

most of the strikebreakers had been white, black scabs provided easily

recognizable scapegoats.Tensions continued to mount until the early-

morning hours of July , when two police officers were shot to death

in their squad car as they drove through a black neighborhood. Local

news reports depicted the shooting as an act of naked aggression by

  



a crowd of ‘‘ rioting negroes.’’ In fact, a car resembling the squad

car had previously driven through the black neighborhood, firing into

homes along the way, and those who shot at the police car were acting

in self-defense. Parked in front of city hall, the bullet-ridden cruiser

served as a rallying point for a crowd of angry white laborers the next

morning.79

For more than twelve hours that day, bands of marauding rioters

attacked, beat, and shot black residents, burning others out of their

homes. An estimated  blacks and  whites (some killed by errant

shots from white rioters) died in the rioting; well over  were in-

jured. The rioters destroyed  buildings, most by fire, and burned

 freight cars.80

Even some white commentators could not help but notice the irony

of the riot, coming as it did merely three months after Wilson had

launched his war to promote democracy and the rule of law in Europe.

A cartoonist for the New York Evening Mail asked, ‘‘Mr. President, why

not make America safe for democracy?,’’ and the New York Evening Post

saw parallels between the riot and alleged German atrocities.81 The

Nation concluded from the affair that Americansmust ‘‘show that when

they say democracy, they mean it.’’ 82

Black newspapers also sounded this theme. If the federal govern-

ment did nothing to address the problems revealed by the riot, the

Norfolk Journal and Guide argued, it ‘‘should renounce its purposes for

entering the world war and stand convicted among the nations of the

earth as the greatest hypocrite of all times.’’ 83 The Chicago Defender

added: ‘‘We sympathize with the Belgians and with the Armenians,

then proceed to lynch and burn at the stake one or more of the most

loyal citizens the country affords, simply because of color.’’ The paper

declined to blame the riot on the immigrants who participated and in-

sisted that they had learned to riot from ‘‘real Americans.’’ 84 The Balti-

more Afro-American called East St. Louis a ‘‘Little Belgium,’’ and theNew

York Age warned that unless the government acted against the rioters,

lawlessness would spread.85

But some editorialists struck a surprisingly optimistic note after

the riot. These editors seemed to believe the riot would force white

America to confront the contradictions between the war aims and the

treatment of black citizens at home.They were bolstered in their opti-

mism when Congress agreed to hold hearings on the riot, Theodore

Roosevelt denounced the ‘‘brutal infamies imposed on colored peo-

ple’’ at amuch-publicizedmeeting in CarnegieHall, and variousmain-

stream publications recognized the disparity between the riot and the

  



democratic war aims.TheNew York Age proclaimed: ‘‘Public sentiment,

under the stimulus of the public utterances of Theodore Roosevelt,

has been roused as seldom before to the growing spirit of lawlessness

in this country. The necessity for the enforcement of law and order

at home, while fighting for the democracy of the world abroad, is

realized by most thinking people.’’ The Baltimore Afro-American praised

‘‘thoughtful men’’ who had come to see that ‘‘ ‘America must be made

safe for Americans.’ ’’ 86

Alternately, the East St. Louis riot might have led black writers

to conclude that northern whites were no better than their southern

counterparts. Indeed, the Richmond Planet seemed to take that posi-

tion, seconding the view of a white Jacksonville, Florida, paper, the

Florida Times-Union, that saw the riot as evidence that blacks who had

migrated out of the South were no better off in the North.87 Para-

doxically, John Mitchell did not oppose the northward migration of

southern blacks, but theNorfolk Journal and Guide, a conservative south-

ern paper that persistently opposed migration, did not see the riot

as proof against migration. Illinois, the paper argued in rebutting the

arguments of two white Norfolk newspapers, was neither northern nor

southern in its ‘‘make-up,’’ and the riot was not ‘‘ ‘directly traceable to

the migration of Negroes from the South.’ ’’88

Northern black editors evenmore forcefully rejected the arguments

of white southern newspapers that viewed the riot as evidence of rac-

ism in the North and saw it as a reason to halt the migration.89 Some

editors went so far as to blame the catastrophe on the South. Smith

said ‘‘southern sympathizers’’ who wanted to discourage ‘‘the exodus

of our people from the South to this section of the country’’ had

started the riot and recalled that the city had been ‘‘strongly pro-

southern during the Civil War.’’ 90 The Chicago Defender alleged that the

riot had been started by a ‘‘southern cracker’’ who taunted a black resi-

dent about the Persons lynching.91 Johnson defended the North and

white northerners against an attack by Senator Ben Tillman of South

Carolina, who cited the East St. Louis riot as evidence of the unity

of all whites—North and South—against blacks. Johnson disagreed,

pointing to ‘‘the thousands of northern communities in which colored

people are not abused’’ and the ‘‘mutual respect and kindly feelings’’

that had existed between northern whites and southern blacks.92

In the face of a bloody pogrom in a northern state, these black edi-

tors still saw blacks’ problems as originating in the South and looked

to the North for solutions. The migration of black workers from the

South to the North, for example, was generally seen as a positive solu-

  



tion to southern oppression. Indeed, black writers sometimes over-

stated their case, as when the syndicated column ‘‘Afro-AmericanCull-

ings’’ quoted Kelly Miller’s comment that the North was ‘‘a section of

complete public and civil freedom.’’ 93 The Cleveland Gazette called on

northerners to view Dixie as a foreign enemy. America should make

one of its war aims the democratization of the South, William Byrd

argued in July , calling the southern white man ‘‘America’s worst

enemy.’’ In a pre-election front-page editorial in the fall of , Byrd

cataloged the South’s un-American qualities and equated a defeat of

the southern-based Democratic Party with a defeat of the European

enemy. The South must be repudiated in the election, he argued, be-

cause it did not respect the Constitution, was ‘‘themost barbarous spot

in Christendom,’’ had opposed the administration’s war effort, had a

poor grasp of governmental and legal matters, and was ‘‘unfit to gov-

ern a country that is now the ruling nation of the world.’’ America

and the South became two separate and opposed entities. ‘‘If America

defeats the south,’’ Byrd argued, ‘‘the world will believe what we are

preaching, a world made safe for democracy.’’ 94 Smith made similar

arguments, longing for the ‘‘happy day . . . when the territory south

of Mason and Dixon’s line, as well as foreign territory, is made safe for

its down-trodden Democracy.’’ 95 Adapting Wilson’s words, Smith and

Byrd depicted the South—no less than Germany—as foreign territory

requiring democratization and defeat.

Other black newspapers similarly placed the South outside the pale

of American civilization and equated it with German autocracy. The

Baltimore Afro-American argued that ‘‘real democracy’’ had existed in

the South for only a brief time (presumably during Reconstruction)

and that the leadership of individuals from this section in the federal

government had created the nation’s poor record on race.96 ANew York

Age editorial argued that the South had ‘‘no civilized order of govern-

ment,’’ was ‘‘ruled by an oligarchy or mob,’’ and ‘‘gravitates between a

state of autocracy or anarchy.’’ 97 The Chicago Defender, perhaps more

critical of the South than any other black newspaper, constantly urged

black readers to leave the South for the more hospitable North.98 An

editorial called the South ‘‘the land of the barbarians’’ whose great-

est contributions to world civilization were ‘‘ ‘Jim Crow,’ disfranchise-

ment, and lynching.’’ 99

Southern papers pointed to the ways in which lynching and the East

St. Louis riot contradicted the war aims, but they tended not to lay

so much of the burden on the South. The Norfolk Journal and Guide

blamed the riot on recent European immigrants rather than native

  



‘‘As We Bow Our Heads in Prayer.’’ President Wilson tells a black nurse,

‘‘We can use your money—but not your services,’’ while a black soldier lies

wounded in France and another black man has been burned to death by

a southern lynch mob. From Chicago Defender, March , .

white Americans—northerners or southerners—living in the city.The

lynchings in Dyersburg and Estill Springs,Tennessee, led the Savannah

Tribune to condemn not just the South but all America: ‘‘America has

been as harsh and as bloody and as unjust to the Negro as any power

on earth ever was to its subjects.’’ 100

Black editorial writers therefore sought to show how America’s

poor treatment of African Americans—especially in the South—con-

tradicted President Wilson’s stated idealistic war aims. And although

they sometimes seemed to let the North off the hook while depicting

southern whites as enemies no less vile than the ‘‘Huns,’’ they point-

edly implicated the whole nation in the crimes of lynching, disfran-

chisement, and racial discrimination.Yet black writers also seemed to

find room for hope in the ideals of America, Wilson’s articulation of

themupon entering the war, and what seemed to be a growing outrage

among whites against wartime lynchings and the East St. Louis riot.

  



Clearly, some white Americans—including the white northern friends

mentioned by Johnson and the ‘‘better class’’ of southernwhites, which

Mitchell repeatedly invoked—had the will to do something to bring

about racial justice. Not only would the parallels with Europe push

them in that direction, but so would the continuing example of the al-

most superhuman loyalty and patience of African American soldiers

and citizens in spite of the continued violence and proscription against

them.

The Savannah Tribune’s editorial on the lynchings in Dyersburg and

Estill Springs conjured up a powerful image of loyal black recruits on

their way to military training camp who passed ‘‘the bloody pyre of a

burned Negro’’ and breathed in the ‘‘putrid fumes which rose from

the seared flesh’’ yet nonetheless ‘‘went on cheerfully and patriotically

to fight for ‘Democracy’ which to them has been but a mocking fic-

tion.’’ 101 This vision of long-suffering black loyalty as a background

to violence and oppression wherever they took place pervaded black

newspapers, North and South.

THE HOUSTON MUTINY

In reality, African Americans’ patience and patriotism had limits. Be-

fore the dust had settled in Illinois, a group of black soldiers, fed up

with police brutality and rigidly enforced Jim Crow laws in Houston,

Texas, staged a mutiny against their commanding officers and took up

arms against local white citizens. This apparent example of black dis-

loyalty would put the black press on the defensive andwould challenge

its ability to continue to present its message to the nation.

On the evening of August , , about  black soldiers

marched in formation from Camp Logan toward downtown Houston,

intent on revenge.102 Since they had arrived in the city on July  to

guard the camp during a construction project, the  black mem-

bers of the Third Battalion, Twenty-fourth Infantry, had chafed at the

racist epithets hurled by workers at the camp, Jim Crow restrictions in

streetcars and other public facilities, and, especially, police brutality.

On the afternoon of August , a black soldier was badly beaten and

arrested after he tried to rescue a black woman from an assault by a

notorious police officer, Lee Sparks.When Corporal CharlesW. Balti-

more, a provost guard and ‘‘model soldier,’’ inquired about the arrest,

Sparks struck him over the head and then fired his gun as the soldier

tried to run away (Sparks denied striking Baltimore and said he had

fired into the ground).103

The story of the two soldiers’ arrests—embellished by rumors that

  



Baltimore had been killed—quickly filtered back to camp and ignited

resentments that had been smoldering for weeks. After Baltimore re-

turned to camp, the officer in charge, Major Kneeland S. Snow, or-

dered all troops confined to camp until morning.When Snow ordered

them to turn in their weapons, some refused, seized ammunition, and

began firing in the air. Fearful that a mob of white rioters was ap-

proaching, the soldiers fell in line behind Sergeant Vida Henry and

marched out of camp.

Unlike the white rioters in East St. Louis a month earlier, the sol-

diers did not wantonly destroy property but marched deliberately into

town with a specific purpose in mind—to take revenge on police offi-

cers and streetcar conductors.104 Before themarch finally ended in dis-

array, the rioters killed several unintended victims, including a teen-

age boy and  white soldiers mistaken for uniformed police officers;

 police officers, including Sparks’s partner, Rufus Daniels; and  civil-

ians who were acting as police. In two hours of marching and shoot-

ing, the soldiers killed  whites and seriously injured  others, one

of whom, another policeman, later died.105 When the mutineers dis-

banded, some slipped back into camp, while others found shelter

in black homes or otherwise sought cover. Eventually, authorities

rounded up all of the soldiers and sent the entire battalion by train to

a camp in Columbus, New Mexico, to await courts-martial.

Some of the soldiers were unrepentant. Anonymous notes dropped

from the train on its way to Columbus, picked up by dutiful citizens,

and passed on to military authorities expressed righteous satisfaction

at having shot up Houston. ‘‘We done our part in Houston and are on

our way to Columbus, New Mexico,’’ read one note. Another warned:

‘‘The people of Houston—Remember the rd of August, . At

: theTwenty-fourth Infantry gaveHouston their firstmilitary blow-

out. The citizens didn’t know what a volley was until that night. They

didn’t know that a  U.S. magazine rifle could shoot so hard. Vol-

ley fire! Volley fire!’’ 106 It is easy to imagine that African Americans

throughout the country, accustomed to reading in sickening detail

about white attacks on blacks or regularly subjected to the same kinds

of insults that Camp Logan soldiers encountered in Houston, might

have shared the satisfaction expressed in these notes.

The white American media, however, condemned the soldiers’ ac-

tions. Even nominal allies of African Americans saw the Houston riot

as ‘‘one of themost disgracefulmutinies of American troops in our his-

tory.’’ TheOutlook, ‘‘Theodore Roosevelt’s editorial spokesman,’’ urged

that the offending soldiers be executed swiftly so as to obtain themaxi-

  



mum deterrent effect.107 The journal also advised ‘‘Negro leaders’’ to

‘‘visit upon these Negro mutineers the same unanimous condemna-

tion which the white race, North and South, visited upon the white

rioters of East St. Louis.’’ If black leaders failed to ‘‘vindicate their

loyalty,’’ America might decide against entrusting the defense of the

nation to black officers and soldiers.108 EvenOswald Villard’sNation as-

serted that the conduct of local authorities did not justify theHouston

mutiny and called for the ‘‘severest punishment.’’ 109 Lamenting that

‘‘innocent persons were slaughtered,’’ the New York Times advised the

government to show ‘‘no sign of leniency’’ toward the mutineers. Al-

though the Times offered mild criticism of the South for persecuting

black soldiers, it recommended avoiding the problemby sending black

troops to camps in the North, a solution offered frequently by whites

and sometimes by blacks.110

In formulating a response to theHoustonmutiny, black newspapers

encountered one of the most excruciating dilemmas of the war. ‘‘It is

difficult for one of Negro blood to write of Houston,’’ Du Bois ago-

nized. On the one hand, black soldiers had demonstrated the kind

of defiant militancy that many newspapers had advocated in theory.

On the other hand, their actions seemed to belie the papers’ persis-

tent claim that the loyalty of black citizens in general and black sol-

diers in particular could be utterly relied upon. Du Bois only obliquely

dared to suggest that African Americans might approve of the killings

of innocent whites for a change. ‘‘Our hands tremble to rise and exult,

our lips strive to cry,’’ he wrote. But to exult in the mutiny of a bat-

talion of American soldiers would certainly undermine the image of

loyalty Du Bois and others wanted to foster. Thus he added: ‘‘And yet

our hands are not raised in exultation; and yet our lips are silent.’’ 111

Most editors in the black press knew that commenting on the mu-

tiny would be for them a dangerous proposition and thus treated it

gingerly. After the execution of thirteen of the mutineers in Decem-

ber in San Antonio, Texas, Smith expressed what must have been the

sentiment ofmany African Americans: ‘‘We simply dare not start to try

to express our feelings and those of our people as a result of that ter-

rible affair.’’ 112 It was a wise choice. When the Baltimore Afro-American

referred to the soldiers executed inDecember  asmartyrs, the Jus-

tice Department forced editor John H. Murphy to promise to ‘‘elimi-

nate such stuff hereafter from his paper.’’ 113 The only case of a black

publisher jailed under the Espionage Act occurred as a result of an

article on the Houston affair. In the November , , edition of

  



the San Antonio Inquirer, editor G.W. Bouldin published a letter from a

black Austin,Texas, woman in support of the soldiers. C. L.Threadgill-

Dennis, a student and sometime instructor in domestic science at Til-

lotsen College in Austin, urged the soldiers to ‘‘rest assured that every

[Negro] woman in all this land of ours . . . reveres you, she honors

you.’’ The letter continued:

We would rather see you shot by the highest tribunal of the

United States Army because you dared protect a Negro woman

from the insult of a southern brute in the form of a policeman, than

to have you forced to go to Europe to fight for a liberty you can not

enjoy.

Negro women regret that you mutinied, and we are sorry you

spilt innocent blood, but we are not sorry that five southern police-

men’s bones now bleach in the graves of Houston, Tex.

It is far better that you be shot for having tried to protect a Negro

woman, than to have you die a natural death in the trenches of

Europe, fighting to make the world safe for a democracy that you

can’t enjoy. On your way to theTraining Camps you are jim-crowed.

Every insult that can be heaped upon you, you have to take, or be

tried by court-martial if you resent it.

The author went on to list a number of recent instances in which

blacks were insulted by whites in Austin and could have used the pro-

tection of the Twenty-fourth Infantry. She reassured the condemned

soldiers that they were dying for ‘‘the most sacred thing on earth to

any race[,] even the southern white man, his daughter’s, his wife’s,

his mother’s[,] his sister’s[,] his neighbor’s sister’s protection from in-

sult.’’ 114 Like other blacks who commented on the riot, Threadgill-

Dennis expressed regret at the loss of innocent life.Unlike them, how-

ever, she ignored Du Bois’s warning against exultation. Crossing this

boundary proved too much for the authorities. The newspaper’s edi-

tor, Bouldin, was charged with making ‘‘an unlawful attempt to cause

insubordination,’’ a violation of Title I, Section , of the Espionage

Act, andwas eventually sentenced to two years in the Leavenworth fed-

eral penitentiary. His plight likely served as a warning to other black

editors.115

For the most part, the black press suppressed the impulse to praise

the mutineers or laud their actions. Nor, however, did black writers

unanimously condemn the mutineers. Instead, they walked a narrow

line between condemning the mutiny and justifying it. Some news-

  



papers, including the Chicago Broad Ax, the Richmond Planet, and the

Cleveland Gazette, declined to condemn the mutiny, but most echoed

the white press’s denunciation of it. As Du Bois put it, ‘‘We ask nomiti-

gation of their punishment. They broke the law. They must suffer.’’ 116

The Chicago Defender, so eager to praise blacks who fought back against

lynchers or rioters, condemned the soldiers’ actions and counseled

blacks in general to turn the other cheek. ‘‘Because a whiteman stoops

to throw mud at us is no reason why we should roll in the mire with

them,’’ an editorial advised. Foreshadowing Du Bois’s ‘‘Close Ranks’’

editorial, the Defender called on blacks to ‘‘put our whole heart and

soul into the task of aiding our government to crush the enemy.’’ 117

Unlike most of the black press, the Pittsburgh Courier did not object

to the execution of thirteen of the accused mutineers. ‘‘Mutiny and

murder are crimes that merit death upon conviction,’’ an editorial

proclaimed. ‘‘Soldiers who participate in lawlessness must take the

consequences.’’ 118 Even the militant socialist Messenger, while arguing

that ‘‘taunts, insults and abuses’’ had been ‘‘unsparingly heaped upon’’

black soldiers, added: ‘‘We do not advocate or condone criminality or

lawlessness among Negroes.We condemn it.’’ 119

But along with their obligatory condemnations of the mutiny, black

editors printed explanations of why the soldiers rebelled and tried

to reconcile the mutiny with their claims of utter loyalty. Editorialists

and reporters sought to show that the soldiers had been pushed to a

point at which any normal person would have retaliated. It was ‘‘re-

grettable that the soldiers so far forgot themselves as to spill innocent

blood,’’ theBaltimore Afro-American conceded, ‘‘yet there is another side

to the controversy.’’ The participation of so many soldiers illustrated

‘‘how great the provocation must have been.’’ 120 A Cleveland Gazette re-

porter felt the need to invent more provocations than actually existed

by claiming that themutiny had been preceded by the killing of a black

soldier by a white mob.121 The Chicago Defender speculated that if white

soldiers had suffered the same insults as black soldiers in Houston, the

response would have been much more ‘‘horrible and ghastly.’’ Blacks

could tolerate more than most men because they had ‘‘a bigger and

more generous heart.’’ But despite the Defender’s attempt to reassert

the press’s claim of black tolerance and almost superhuman loyalty

and patriotism, that paper and several others had to concede that Afri-

can Americans were ‘‘just human’’ after all and that their national loy-

alty and tolerance of indignities had limits. ‘‘A man,’’ the New York Age

pointed out, ‘‘whether he be black or white, is a human being before

he is a soldier.’’ 122

  



If black soldiers had been somercilessly provoked, greater condem-

nation should be heaped on the provokers than on the soldiers. Black

newspapers tried to pin the guilt for the mutiny on racists or poorly

trained police.TheRichmond Planet and theNorfolk Journal and Guide ar-

gued that Houston police were more to blame than the black soldiers

for the violence. The Planet absolved the South, saying that ‘‘officious

police officers’’ caused trouble ‘‘in Northern communities as well as in

Southern ones.’’ Editor Mitchell even argued that ‘‘the better class of

white people’’ in the South (a group on which he frequently pinned

his hopes) did not approve of the ‘‘drastic punishment’’ of the Hous-

ton soldiers. As late as September , he continued to argue that

the police were ‘‘really responsible for the Houston riot.’’ 123

Black papers in the North, however, tended to blame southerners,

who had opposed the calling up of black soldiers and had goaded

black troops in a number of places.124 In a long editorial on the Hous-

ton riot, the Chicago Defender linked Houston’s provocateurs to those

in the South who had failed to reconcile themselves to the Union’s

victory in the Civil War. These southerners were not only hostile to

blacks’ rights but also lacked loyalty to the federal government. ‘‘The

true patriots are found in the north; the south has a handful.’’ It was

this lack of true patriotism that led southerners to goad into mutiny

‘‘one of the most efficient and orderly forces in the regular service.’’ 125

The Pittsburgh Courier argued that black soldiers suffered ‘‘unbearable

abuse’’ in every southern town in which they were stationed.126 The

Cleveland Gazette, one of the least apologetic papers in responding to

the riot, blamed it on a ‘‘Texas mob of lynch-murderers.’’ Editor Smith

even blamed the executions, carried out by the federal government,

on the South, which was ‘‘determined to drive every bit of loyalty and

patriotism from us with all these ‘military hangings.’ ’’ 127 ‘‘Quarter-

ing Negro troops in the South is equivalent to sending them into the

enemy’s country with the difference that they are forbidden to exer-

cise the right of self-protection,’’ the New York Age added. Persecution

of black soldiers was a result not only of the South’s hatred of blacks

but also of its lingering hatred, dating back to the Confederacy, of the

federal government.

There is no use in seeking to disguise the fact that the United States

uniform is not held in high favor in all parts of the South. Despite

recent protestations of patriotism there remains a remnant of the

spirit of Secession, carefully fostered, which cannot abide the flavor

of Federal authority.When that authority is embodied in the black

  



soldier, the combination brings to the surface all the venom and bit-

terness of the unreconstructed rebel and domineering slave driver

of the past assiduously instilled into the present generation.128

Clearly, the South had not sacrificed ‘‘every interest’’ to the national

good, as Wilson had demanded in the presidential campaign of .

Thus, at least for northern black newspapers, Houston became not an

attack of black soldiers on American citizens but an attack by the unre-

constructed and disloyal South on both the Union and African Ameri-

cans. As they sought to reinterpret the war to show black loyalty, some

black editors sought to reinterpret Houston to show the disloyalty of

the South.

SIGNS OF PROGRESS

As racial violence mounted at home and American soldiers began to

participate in the war for democracy in Europe, editors and writers in

the black press increasingly called on Wilson to apply his lofty ideals

to problems at home. In October , the Savannah Tribune called

onWilson to condemn lynching, discrimination, and racial prejudice

because thousands of black citizens had gone to Europe to fight for

liberty and democracy. ‘‘In the winning of democracy and freedom for

the world, we shall certainly expect to win it for ourselves,’’ the paper

added two months later. ‘‘We shall accept nothing less than full eman-

cipation from the brutal and humiliating ills of discrimination and

proscription.’’ 129 The following April, the Chicago Defender argued that

America would have to live up to its own ‘‘preachments’’ of democ-

racy if it wanted to win over other nations. In addition, national unity

was necessary for the winning of the war, and there could be ‘‘no unity

without justice to all classes.’’ 130

Meanwhile, in the summer of , two New York City protests

called attention to lynching and the East St. Louis riot. A rally at

Harlem’s St. Philip’s Church attracted over  participants in the

early summer, and the Silent Protest Parade on July  drew nearly

, people and gained national attention. These demonstrations

of outrage over violence against blacks were part of the ’s evolv-

ing antilynching campaign. Early in , the  had established

a special committee on lynching and began stepping up efforts to

gather information about lynching, promote antilynching publicity,

organize whites and blacks especially in the South, establish local com-

mittees to identify and prosecute lynchers, and prepare state and fed-

  



‘‘The Dawn of a New Day.’’ Uncle Sam pledges to unlock an African

American man from the chains of lynching, segregation, and prejudice with

a key labeled ‘‘.’’ Black editorial pages began to express optimism

that the war would lead to progress in racial equality.

From Richmond Planet, June , .



eral antilynching legislation.The war accelerated the group’s organiz-

ing efforts, spearheaded by Johnson. Membership mushroomed from

, in  to , by the end of , emboldening and em-

powering the group.

On February , , Johnson led an  delegation to theOval

Office to appeal for clemency toward theHouston soldiers and request

action on lynching.Wilson seemed receptive, asking for further details

on the Estill Springs murder and promising to ‘‘seek an opportunity’’

to speak out against lynching.131 Increasingly, the  and the black

press began to demand a federal law against lynching as a warmeasure.

Within a month of the East St. Louis riot, the  had organized a

meeting with Wilson’s secretary, Joseph Tumulty, to ask that lynching

bemade a federal crime.132 In April , CongressmenLeonidas Dyer

of Missouri andMerrill Moores of Indiana introduced separate bills to

involve the federal government in preventing lynching. Dyer’s bill set

penalties of five years in prison and , in fines for any state or local

official who failed to prevent a lynching or refused to prosecute lynch-

ers. It also allowed for prosecution of mob members in federal courts

and required county governments to pay reparations to families of vic-

tims lynched within their jurisdictions.133 The Baltimore Afro-American

saidWilson should promote antilynching legislation to save theUnited

States from the ‘‘disgrace of crimes for which we are now condemn-

ing Germany’’ and to enhance morale. ‘‘Continued mob outrages may

affect the morale of the troops in the camps and in France and the

patriotism of the colored people at home.’’ At the very least, Wilson

should speak out against lynching.134 In the late spring of , Rep-

resentative Warren Gard of Ohio agreed to introduce legislation rec-

ommending action against lynching as a war measure, and on June ,

theHouse Judiciary Committee heard testimony fromMajor Joel Spin-

garn of army intelligence (who was also chairman of the ) in

favor of the measure.

Spingarn used the black press as a key component of his argument

to convince the committee, which included several southerners, to ap-

prove the bill. In his opening statement, he affirmed the loyalty of

most African Americans but said that intelligence had uncovered ‘‘evi-

dence of a great deal of bitterness among the colored people as a result

of lynching.’’ That bitterness, he added, was being spread primarily

by ‘‘some  colored newspapers.’’ Rather than suppress the news-

papers, he argued, Congress should get at the root of it by making

lynching a capital federal crime. Such a measure, he argued, would

be justified under the war powers clause because lynching interfered

  



with ‘‘the success of the United States in the war’’ when soldiers or

potential soldiers were lynched or when they worried about family

members who might be lynched. Congress had already passed other

legislation, he said, based on ‘‘the principle that a soldier can not [sic]

fight properly or efficiently if he is worrying about the condition of his

family at home.’’ Spingarn read several passages fromblack periodicals

that contrasted black service overseas and lynching at home. ‘‘We have

a great many articles following that general tone,’’ Spingarn added.

Three representatives from southern states—including the chairman

of the committee—seemed to oppose the measure, suggesting that it

violated states’ sovereignty. Representative Robert Y. Thomas of Ken-

tucky even argued that lynching was justified ‘‘in many cases,’’ includ-

ing rape. The proposal would never make it past the committee, but

at least national leaders were confronting the issue—and on terms de-

fined by black editors.135

From the summer of  to the early summer of , in spite of a

series of disturbing events, including the East St. Louis riot, the execu-

tions of black soldiers convicted in the Houston case, a surge in lynch-

ings during the last year of the war, and ‘‘Bulletin ,’’ a military edict

ordering stateside black soldiers not to challenge segregated public

accommodations, the optimism of the black press seemed to grow.The

Nashville Globedeclared that ‘‘thewar had brought to theNegro a better

chance for national self-expression than any event in history.’’ 136ANew

York Age editor thought the Silent Protest Parade showed that ‘‘the

psychological moment’’ had arrived ‘‘to wake the public conscience.’’

Blacks across the country should organize similar protests, the editor

advised, because ‘‘the public conscience is uneasy’’ and it was time to

‘‘set it working in the right direction.’’ 137

Other promising signs appeared. Amonth after themet with

Tumulty to request antilynching legislation, Boston’s mayor, James

Michael Curley, sent a bill toWashington that would havemade lynch-

ing and interference with the northward migration of blacks federal

crimes.138 Although that bill got nowhere, Dyer introduced his just a

few months later. In September , Secretary of War Newton Baker

appointed Emmett Scott, who had been BookerT.Washington’s secre-

tary, as special assistant on race matters, revealing ‘‘a more liberal and

sympathetic policy on the part of the national administration toward

its twelvemillion loyal Negro citizens,’’ according to theNew York Age.139

Evidence also suggests that the migration of blacks out of the South

had led whites there to seek greater interracial cooperation to pre-

serve the regional labor force. A study found that the blacks in Nash-

  



‘‘Real Democracy.’’ Uncle Sam prepares to serve a dish of ‘‘real democracy’’

to a black man already drinking the ‘‘wine of prosperity’’ thanks to

‘‘unprecedented industrial opportunities.’’ Also on the table are ‘‘ Negro

officers in U.S. Army.’’ From New York Age, November , .



ville made ‘‘noticeable progress during the war’’—gains that were not

reversed after the Armistice.140

Even the Savannah Tribune’s gloomy editorial about the black sol-

diers who saw the burned lynching victim in Tennessee struck a cau-

tiously optimistic note about ‘‘America’s changing heart’’ and pointed

to a number of encouraging signs, including the admission of black

laborers into the American Federation of Labor. Americans would

grant justice, if not voluntarily, then because they had no choice. ‘‘We

believe we see the dawning of a new day on earth,’’ the paper con-

cluded.141 Other editorialists observed that the war was creating unity

between blacks and whites as they worked toward the common goal of

victory. The war and the migration had shown southerners that ‘‘the

colored people are the best friends of the Southern white people,’’ the

Richmond Planet argued. ‘‘The feeling of antipathy toward us has given

way to expressions of general sympathy.’’ 142

In spite of the nation’s mounting intolerance of dissenters during

the war, black writers saw a growing spirit of democracy. ‘‘Strange in-

deed it will be if a new society does not emerge from this democratic

spirit that is being evidenced more and more as the war goes on,’’ the

Chicago Defender wrote in the early summer of .143 Even the gen-

erally pessimistic Cleveland Gazette finally saw reason to hope that Wil-

son’s ideals could be applied at home. SinceWilson had said that every

action of the nation must serve the good of man and contribute to so-

cial justice, ‘‘our people have reason to expect help from him in the

way of justice and service to their humanity,’’ Smith wrote.144

One of the most hopeful signs was what seemed to be a growing

revulsion throughout the country—evident even in the editorials of

some southern newspapers—toward lynching among whites who now

saw the practice in the light of American war aims. In the spring and

summer of , the Baltimore Afro-American pointed to antilynching

groups formed by white southerners and editorials in white southern

papers that argued that lynching did not fit with ‘‘our battle cry, ‘a

world safe for Democracy.’ ’’ 145 The New York Age even noted an ‘‘anti-

lynchingmovement’’ among southern newspapers. It was ‘‘evident that

there has come a change over the spirit of the South,’’ an unsigned

editorial commented. Johnson observed that the Florida Times-Union’s

recent defense of lynching stood out as an exception among southern

newspapers, which now were condemning the practice in unqualified

terms.146 A growing chorus supported banning Birth of a Nation, a film

‘‘worse than poison gas,’’ in order to preserve national unity, according

to Smith.The ‘‘ready response of the coloredmen at the time of the call

  



‘‘The Old Mob and the New Keeper.’’ A black man kneeling on a copy of

‘‘Wilson’s speech’’ is protected by Lady Liberty, who is banishing

segregation, yellow journalism, social privileges, barbarism, and cruelty,

among others. Her newspaper reads: ‘‘Freedom for All, Says President.

Democracy Must Rule.’’ Abraham Lincoln’s image is visible in the

background. The optimism of the black press grew in the last year of the

war. From Chicago Defender, February , .

to arms did more to convince the American people of the outrageous

slanders contained in that play than anything else,’’ said Mitchell.147

Editors saw that the more the nation needed black help to win the

war and the greater black participation, the more of their demands

could be met. As Mitchell bluntly put it in October , ‘‘The longer

the war and the bloodier, the better it will be for the colored folk.’’ 148

Optimism would continue to grow through the late summer and early

fall of  after the Wilson administration began to respond to a

series of demands presented by a group of black editors in June. Un-

  



fortunately—from Mitchell’s perspective—the war would come to a

speedy conclusion only eighteen months after American entry and

long before substantive racial progress had been made.

From the beginning of America’s entry into the war, the black press

sought tomaintain a balance between promoting black loyalty and de-

manding that the government take action to secure that loyalty. In

responding to Wilson’s war message, reports of German plots among

blacks, the segregated officer-training camp, and the Houston riot,

black writers had to strike a balance between loyalty and protest. Each

writer and each newspaper devised a unique response to each situa-

tion, yet the black press as a whole followed a discernible pattern.Most

editors pledged to support the war even when they were critical of

Wilson’s motives; moved toward embracing the war for democracy in

spite of being skeptical about it; affirmed the loyalty of blacks while

showing that they had every reason to be disloyal and entertain rebel-

lion; resisted segregation by the army but ultimately embraced the Jim

Crow officer-training camp and applauded those who signed up; and

condemned the Houston mutiny but portrayed those who provoked

it as more disloyal than the mutineers themselves. Outside observers

might have viewed these responses as either loyal or disloyal. It might

have seemed legitimate to invokeWilsonian ideals in criticizing white

supremacists or demand antilynching legislation as a warmeasure, but

doing so might have exacerbated sectional disunity at a time when the

nation needed to present a common front or it might have appeared

to be placing conditions on black cooperation with the war effort.The

black press seemed optimistic about the war and supportive of Wil-

son’s ideals, but then again, it seemed to bemeasuring success in terms

of what the war would do for blacks rather than how the nation as a

whole fared.

Different black newspapers balanced protest and accommodation,

demands and loyalty, in different ways. Southern papers appear to

have been more conciliatory toward the South, but their approach

still blended protest and accommodation.TheNorfolk Journal and Guide

placed far greater emphasis on cooperation with the war effort and the

loyalty of blacks than on demands for wartime readjustment of race

relations, but it still expressed dissatisfaction that the officer-training

campwould be segregated, argued that the East St. Louis riot exposed

the hypocrisy of Wilson’s war aims, and blamed the Houston riot on

police brutality. One of the most militant black papers in the North,

however, Harry Smith’s Cleveland Gazette, claimed that blacks were un-

  



conditionally loyal to undermine suspicions generated by the ‘‘Plan of

San Diego,’’ endorsed participation in the officer-training camp, ex-

pressed wariness about condemning the execution of Houston muti-

neers, and accepted the notion that America could lead a war for

democracy.

Less important than the fine distinctions among the positions of

black newspapers is the way the black press functioned as a link be-

tween African Americans and the federal government—as an instru-

ment of political power serving the interests of both the black popu-

lation and the federal government. The black press displayed the

loyalty of blacks to the state while at the same time conveying to blacks

the importance of supporting the war effort, including the draft, the

Liberty Loan, and in some cases the segregated officer-training camp.

It showed the government why Wilsonian ideals had to be applied at

home and informed black readers of the ways in which the war was

generating racial progress. It sought to explain apparently disloyal ac-

tions of blacks like the Houston mutiny or the ‘‘Plan of San Diego’’

while encouraging blacks not to engage in such disloyalty. Most of

these links were apparent rather than tangible, but in some cases, the

connections between the black press and the state were reinforced by

important back channels, as when Johnson met with the president or

Spingarn used the advocacy of black newspapers as another reason to

enact antilynching legislation in Congress.

Congress’s receptiveness to antilynching legislation suggests that by

the spring of , the black press’s strategy of adaptingWilson’s ideal-

istic war aims to its own issues may have begun to work—that progress

on race issues might result from the war. Other evidence, however,

suggests that the state was successful in making the black press an in-

strument of control of African Americans during the war. Black news-

papers had almost unanimously pledged loyalty to the cause, most

embracing Wilson’s ideals enthusiastically, all advocating black parti-

cipation in the military and other war work. Even opponents of the

war came to support it, and black writers treaded lightly on the issue of

the Houston mutiny, most condemning it in spite of their empathy for

the mutinous soldiers. The positive inducements of Wilson’s war for

democracy and the willingness of black newspapers to accommodate

mainstream politics had much to do with the press’s determination to

support the war effort—but these were not the only factors involved.

In addition, the threat of censorship provided an important incentive

that must be considered in arriving at an understanding of the black

press during World War I.

  



CHAPTER 4

A FINE
PHILOSOPHY OF
DEMOCRACY,
1917–1918

When the Richmond, Virginia, postmaster, Hay T. Thornton, picked

up a copy of the Richmond Planet on Thursday, August , , a letter

to the editor on the front page caught his attention. The country had

been at war for four months, and since mid-June,Thornton and every

other postmaster had been instructed to forward to the Postmaster

General’s Office in Washington any ‘‘unsealed matter’’—newspapers

and other publications with second-classmailing status—that was ‘‘cal-

culated . . . to cause insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of

duty, or in any other way to embarrass or hamper the Government.’’

Federal law required postal officials to revoke the second-class status

of any publication matching this description.

The author of the letter in question, twenty-eight-year-old Howard

University graduate Uzziah Miner, said that he would not volunteer

for service in the armed forces because the East St. Louis riot showed

that the ‘‘ ‘World Democracy’ which President Wilson preaches’’ did

not apply to blacks. ‘‘I fail to see how I can conscientiously volunteer to

fight for a ‘World Democracy’ while I am denied the fruits and bless-

ings of a Democracy at home,’’ Miner wrote.

Thornton decidedMiner’s letter could be construed as fostering re-

sistance to the war effort or at least as an attempt to embarrass the fed-

eral government. He showed the newspaper to Richmond’s assistant

district attorney, Hiram M. Smith, who deemed Miner’s letter ‘‘a clear

violation’’ of the Espionage Act, a law Congress had passed that spring

to prevent sabotage of the war effort by enemy agents. Thornton for-

warded a copy of the paper to Post Office Solicitor William H. Lamar,

who would rule from Washington on whether the issue could be de-

livered. Meanwhile, Thornton said nothing to Mitchell, and eighteen



sacks of the Planet sat idle in the Richmond Post Office as the August 

publication date approached.1

On Saturday morning, when subscribers should have been receiv-

ing their papers, Mitchell finally discovered that something had gone

wrong and called the Post Office for an explanation. Angered that his

newspapers could be ‘‘confiscated . . . without due process of law,’’ he

sent a wagon to pick up the undelivered bundles. A clerk refused to

release the papers, and Mitchell’s driver returned with the news that

‘‘they were being held pending further instructions fromWashington.’’

Mitchell would have to wait until Monday to resolve the matter. He

spent theweekenddistributing a press release about the incident, pon-

dering whether the Planet had already ‘‘been held for such a length of

time as to make the entire edition worthless,’’ and worrying that ad-

vertisers would demand refunds if the paper was never delivered. On

Monday, he drafted two letters pleading for redress, one to Postmaster

General Albert S. Burleson and another to Virginia senator Thomas

Martin. On stationery of the Merchants Savings Bank, an institution

hemanaged as president from  to , the publisher asserted his

loyalty and support for the war, distanced himself from Miner’s letter,

and decried the unfairness of Thornton’s action. ‘‘It is needless to say

to you that I have done everything to aid the present administration

in its present attitude,’’ Mitchell wrote to Martin. ‘‘I have published

free of charge communications from the Recruiting Service, United

States Agricultural Department, War Department and am at present

chairman of the local Liberty Bond Committee of the Colored People,

which raised approximately ,. in subscriptions to the Liberty

Bonds.’’ He said Miner spoke only for himself and in fact had criti-

cized the Planet editor in a letter written ‘‘severalmonths ago.’’ Mitchell

even appealed to ‘‘the southern spirit of fair-play in the upper classes

of the people’’ (Burleson was a Texan). Martin forwarded his letter to

the postmaster general without any recommendation.

The next morning, Mitchell boarded a train forWashington, where

he hired a lawyer ‘‘to look after the interests of the Planet’’ and visited

the U.S. Senate chamber. The following day,Wednesday, he talked by

phone with J. Milton Waldron, who offered to bring up his case at a

meeting of William Monroe Trotter’s National Equal Rights League

that night. Finally, on Thursday morning, apparently on orders from

Washington, Thornton allowed the August  Planet to be delivered—

almost a full week after it had arrived at his office.2

In the following week’s newspaper, Mitchell asserted that Miner’s

letter did not violate the law but added that the young man had dem-

     



onstrated ‘‘more zeal than judgement’’ in composing it. He also de-

clared that ‘‘colored folks are loyal to the national government and

will not do anything to embarrass it in its efforts to win a war.’’ Yet he

pledged to continue to speak out against racial injustice as long as the

nation was not under martial law. In October, he vowed that Ameri-

cans would never ‘‘tamely submit’’ to the loss of basic constitutional

rights. Like Mitchell, the nearby Norfolk Journal and Guide believed the

Richmond Planet’s run-in with the Post Office was no reason to stop agi-

tating for racial justice. In fact, it stated, President Wilson could look

forward ‘‘from now on’’ to hearing protests ‘‘from millions of Ameri-

cans, white and black, who believe that this country should set its own

house in order before going to fight the battles of civilization ‘march-

ing in blood-stained clothes.’ ’’ 3

The story of the August  Richmond Planet offers striking insight into

the ways in which the government handled black newspapers during

World War I. In this case as in others, low-level officials found the

paper objectionable and believed it violated the law, but higher-ups

disagreed and ordered the paper sent out. Censors like Postmaster

Thornton thought the ‘‘bitter tone’’ of many newspapers indicated a

lack of patriotism, but they—or, more important, their superiors—

had to concede in most cases that these newspapers supported the

national government and the war effort and that their criticisms were

usually ‘‘too subtle’’ to warrant censorship. As one critic of the Chicago

Defender put it, black newspapers pushed their case right to ‘‘the limit,’’

but it was difficult to tell whether they went over it or not. In most

instances, officials decided they did not.

At the same time, black editors became aware of the dangers of cen-

sorship and sought to moderate their tone, but usually not at the ex-

pense of making demands for racial justice. Thus, most black news-

papers, including an accommodationist paper like the Norfolk Journal

and Guide, continued to protest for racial justice during the war yet

did not suffer the kind of wholesale repression that put many social-

ist publications out of business because they neither caved in to gov-

ernment demands for unconditional participation in the war nor re-

fused to accommodate those demands at all. Most black newspapers

fell somewhere between capitulation and unequivocal protest. They

emphasized the loyalty and patriotismof black folks yet noted the vola-

tility of the black population; they praised American ideals and criti-

cized continuing racial injustice not as a failure of those ideals but as

a betrayal of them by unpatriotic, disloyal Americans. Although it of-

fendedmanywhite Americans, this approach seems to have succeeded

     



not only in heading off government persecution of African Americans

and the black press but also in forcing the nation to take their de-

mands seriously.Worried about the unrest of African Americans, the

federal government called a conference of three dozen black editors

to give them an opportunity to present their demands and to assure

their continued loyalty. The editors interpreted black unrest as a de-

mand for federal action, and the government responded. Although

the early end of the war prevented the government from fully carry-

ing out its promises, high-level officials, including Secretary of War

NewtonBaker and the president himself, accepted the notions that the

loyalty of black Americans combined with their unrest required some

acts of good faith by the nation and that lynching reduced America’s

credibility as the self-professed guardian of world democracy. By the

fall of , the editors understandably thought their strategy had suc-

ceeded.

Thus, in a dangerous time, the black press served as a mediating

forum between blacks and the white-controlled government. Black

editors and writers used it to present black demands and arguments

and to interpret black ‘‘unrest’’ to white America in the waysmost likely

to be heard and answered positively. At the same time, government

officials sought to promote black loyalty to the war by threatening the

mailing privileges of black newspapers, delivering verbal and written

warnings to black publishers, and calling black publishers to Wash-

ington.

The government tried to use the black press as a means of domina-

tion during the war, and African Americans sought to use it as a tool of

resistance. Although federal officials employed coercive measures to

silence a few black publications, most black newspapers avoided per-

secution and continued their efforts to bend the war to their own pur-

poses. Finally, with the editors’ conference of June , the govern-

ment actually seemed to acquiesce to black demands.

CENSORSHIP DURING THE WAR

All publishers faced the dangers of censorship during the war. Under

the Espionage Act, which became law in June , persons convicted

of interfering with the conduct of the war could be fined up to ,

and sent to prison for up to twenty years. More significantly, those

convicted of using the mails for seditious purposes faced fines of up

to , and five years’ imprisonment. In addition, Title XII of the

law made it illegal to use the mails to send materials ‘‘advocating or

urging treason, insurrection, or forcible resistance to any law of the

     



United States.’’ An amendment known as the Sedition Act broadened

the scope of governmental powers to enforce loyalty in May .This

act prohibited ‘‘any disloyal, profane, scurrilous, or abusive language

about the form of government of the United States, or the Constitu-

tion of the United States, or the flag of the United States, or the uni-

form of the Army or Navy.’’ Armed with Title XII of the Espionage

Act,U.S. Postmaster General Albert Burleson, who had initiated racial

segregation in federal offices in , immediately ordered the sur-

veillance of all publications suspected of disloyalty, especially immi-

grant newspapers, socialist publications, and the black press. Social-

ist and German-language publications fared the worst at the hands

of the censors. In the summer of , the Post Office banned more

than a dozen socialist publications from the mails, and of the seventy-

five publications that faced government interference of one kind or

another during the war, as many as forty-five were socialist organs.

German American newspapers probably suffered more from public

pressure than from official censorship, but a requirement of the Trad-

ing with the Enemy Act of  that German-language newspapers

supply the government with an English translation of every issue drove

many smaller publications out of business. Between  and , the

number of German American publications was cut in half. Neither the

German American press nor the socialist movement ever fully recov-

ered after the war.4

Meanwhile, although the black press was suspected of disloyalty,

few black publications lost second-class mailing privileges, and the

publisher of only one minor black periodical received a prison sen-

tence as a result of the Espionage and Sedition Acts. Black newspapers

faced several different kinds of censorship. The Justice Department

could arrest and prosecute editors for violation of the Espionage or

Sedition Act; the federal Post OfficeDepartment could revoke second-

class mailing privileges, a devastating blow to publications like the

Richmond Planet that relied on the mails for distribution; local postal

officials like Thornton could delay or even prevent the mailing of a

publication deemed disloyal; and military, postal, and Justice Depart-

ment authorities could issue verbal or written warnings to African

American editors to try to control the content of their newspapers.

Most black newspapers did not encounter censorship directly, yet all

knew of the danger of censorship. At the very start of the war, in April,

the Baltimore Afro-American noted that two blacks had been arrested

for expressing ‘‘anti-American sentiments’’ and warned that during

the war it would be ‘‘necessary that everybody watch his tongue.’’ The

     



Cleveland Gazette advised against expressing ‘‘our feelings’’ about the

executions of the Houston mutineers. Even Mitchell wrote on page 

of the same issue of the Richmond Planet that was withheld by the post-

master that although the law did not prevent individuals from think-

ing as they pleased, it did penalize ‘‘putting your thoughts in a word

form. The best way to do is to tell your troubles to God, but go into

your closet and shut the door while so doing else some one else than

God may hear you and arrest you when you come out.’’ 5

Only two black publications faced serious legal consequences under

the Espionage and Sedition Acts during the war. San Antonio Inquirer

editor G.W. Bouldin received a jail sentence after the war for printing

C. L.Threadgill-Dennis’s praise of the Houston mutineers. According

to prosecutors, she went too far when she excused the actions of the

soldiers, called on other black soldiers to imitate them, and derided

the notion that blacks should defend Europe.The Justice Department

said her letter ‘‘advocated insurrection and forceful resistance to the

laws of the United States’’ while attempting to ‘‘cause insubordination,

disloyalty, mutiny and refusal of duty in the military forces.’’ 6

Like many other socialist publications, the Messenger forthrightly

opposed the war, criticized America’s motives, and called for peace.

It denounced military spending and war profiteers; printed statisti-

cal evidence that blacks opposed conscription; and said that black

leaders who supported the war, likeW. E. B. Du Bois and Kelly Miller,

should sign up for service themselves. ‘‘We would rather make Geor-

gia safe for the Negro’’ than fight for democracy in France, the Messen-

ger concluded. Thus, unlike most black editorialists, Messenger editors

A. Philip Randolph and Chandler Owen opposed the war and sup-

ported and encouraged black opposition to it without equivocation.7

Unlike other black newspapers that embraced the war and connected

it to the elimination of racism, Randolph and Owen used racism as a

reason for blacks to oppose the war and even questioned the legiti-

macy of the war machine’s methods. Agents broke into the Messenger’s

Harlem offices, confiscated back issues, and ransacked files. In August

, the U.S. Justice Department seized Randolph and Owen in the

midst of a speaking tour and charged them with violating a section of

the Espionage Act that imposed a twenty-year sentence for inspiring

disloyalty or interfering with the military. After they spent two days

in jail, a judge threw the case out.When they finished their speaking

tour, the army drafted Owen into service, the Post Office revoked the

Messenger’s second-class mailing privileges, and the journal suspended

publication until March . Ultimately, the Messenger’s suppression

     



may have had more to do with its being a socialist publication than its

being a black publication.8

The Messenger explicitly opposed black participation in the war ef-

fort. But support of the war—the policy of most other black news-

papers—did not guarantee immunity from government surveillance

and coercion, as several editors found out,most conspicuouslyW. E. B.

Du Bois.

CLOSING RANKS AT THE CRISIS

Government attention toDuBois’sCrisis, combinedwith his ownpatri-

otic enthusiasm, led him to abandon his defense of protest in June

. Du Bois perhaps confronted greater and more persistent pres-

sure to moderate his approach than any other black editor. He faced

not only military censors but an  censorship committee as well.

His famous ‘‘Close Ranks’’ editorial in the July  Crisis advised

blacks to stop agitating for their own rights and concentrate on win-

ning the war. ‘‘It is necessary in the time of war to be careful of one’s

utterances,’’ Du Bois confessed to a correspondent that summer. ‘‘

 will never say anything that it does not believe: but there are a

great many things which it does believe which it cannot say just now.’’ 9

The War Department kept a detailed file of Crisis editorials dating

back to . The file included material that might have come from

any black weekly: criticisms of Wilson administration policies; denun-

ciations of lynching; pleas for equal treatment of blacks during the

war; a comparison of Wilson’s eloquent denunciations of German

atrocities with his silence on lynchings of African Americans in the

South. Even after Du Bois published ‘‘Close Ranks,’’ the official who

assembled the file held the Crisis ‘‘responsible for a great deal of the

present negro unrest and disaffection.’’ The magazine, he concluded,

aimed at ‘‘exciting the colored races to acts of violence against the

whites.’’ 10

Others also accused the journal of inciting blacks to violence against

whites.  officials at Camp Gordon, Georgia, banned the maga-

zine for allegedly inciting a riot between black and white soldiers there

in the spring of . A Justice Department investigator in Waco

thought the publication had had something to do with the Houston

riot the previous year. Assistant U.S. Attorney Earl B. Barnes said he in-

tended to ‘‘prevent propaganda’’ in the magazine that was ‘‘calculated

to create a feeling of dissatisfaction among colored people’’ and asked

to be sent a complete run of the Crisis since the previous April, as well

as all future issues.11 Despite Du Bois’s decidedly pro-Allied slant, the

     



chief of the Justice Department’s Bureau of Investigation, A. Bruce

Bielaski, believed the Crisis was a tool of German propagandists.12

Pressure on the journal became greatest around the time Du Bois

composed ‘‘CloseRanks.’’ Both theDepartment of Justice and themili-

tary met with  officials in May , threatening censorship if

the rhetoric of Crisis editorials was not toned down.13 Colonel Marl-

borough Churchill, head of the Military Intelligence Division (some-

times ‘‘Branch’’) () of the army, warned white executive board

member Charles H. Studin that the government would ‘‘not tolerate

carping and bitter utterances likely to foment disaffection and destroy

the morale of our people for the winning of the war.’’  officials

agreed to appoint Studin to review each issue before it went to press ‘‘to

eliminate all matter that may render the paper liable to suppression in

the future.’’ 14 ‘‘No pains will be spared to make all future issues of this

magazine comply with the wishes of the Government,’’ Studin assured

Churchill. Helping to win the war had become the Crisis’s ‘‘paramount

purpose.’’ 15 Around the same time,  board chairman Joel Spin-

garn had offeredDuBois an appointment toworkwith him in the army

intelligence service in the rank of captain. Spingarn and Du Bois be-

lieved that in that capacity they would be able to work from within the

government to bring about measures for the improvement of racial

conditions.

A host of factors converged in the late spring and early summer of

 to inspire Du Bois to compose his infamous accommodationist

editorial, ‘‘Close Ranks,’’ for the July Crisis. In addition to pressures

from the and Studin’s committee, Du Bois was subject to all of the

same forces leading to optimism among other black editors. The offer

of a captaincy in the army was likely aminor inducement since Du Bois

seemed to be lukewarm about the prospect of military service. But the

fact that he would consider such an offer indicates that he had come to

see cooperation with the war effort as the only viable option for blacks

during the war. He stated in the editorial:

We of the colored race have no ordinary interest in the outcome.

That which the German power represents today spells death to the

aspirations of Negroes and all darker races for equality, freedom

and democracy. Let us not hesitate. Let us, while this war lasts, for-

get our special grievances and close our ranks shoulder to shoulder

with our white fellow citizens and the allied nations that are fight-

ing for democracy. We make no ordinary sacrifice, but we make it

gladly and willingly, with our eyes lifted to the hills.16

     



When the Crisis hit the newsstands in late June, Spingarn sent a

copy to Churchill as ‘‘evidence of the effect of M. I. B. policy.’’ Chur-

chill found it ‘‘very satisfactory.’’ 17 The government had managed to

effect a change at the Crisis without using direct force. A combination

of friendly persuasion and implied threats did the trick. In the cases

of the Messenger and the Crisis, government officials silenced black de-

mands that the war be accompanied by fulfillment of black rights. In

the former case, they simply arrested or drafted the journal’s editors

and hampered distribution efforts. In the latter, they convinced the

editor, through a combination of threats and enticements, which ap-

pealed to his own predilections, that he should stop agitating.18

‘‘A LITTLE TOO SUBTLE’’

Among black publications, the Crisis was unique because of the con-

trol of white  executives and Du Bois’s close personal relation-

ship to the superpatriot Spingarn. Censorship did not have as much

effect on more typical black newspapers, owned and operated by

blacks and removed from direct white influence. Most did not, like Du

Bois, forget their ‘‘special grievances.’’ Instead, they made a case for

black rights that was just provocative enough to raise concerns among

government officials that blacks might not participate fully in the war

yet not quite provocative enough to warrant censorship. Postal, Jus-

tice Department, and military officials responded to and argued with

what they read in the black press, literally entering a dialogue about

race, America, and the patriotic duty of black citizens.19 This dialogue

reveals the nature and size of the gulf separating dominant white con-

ceptions from subordinate black conceptions.What may seem to our

eyes like reasonable comments on racism, lynching, and the unrecon-

structed South seemed ‘‘vile, nefarious,’’ and seditious to white censors

in .20 Thus, the black press tested the limits of acceptable racial

discourse in America, while at the same time generally avoiding sup-

pression and prosecution.

The Post Office Department’s New York Translation Bureau, or Bu-

reau M-, staffed largely by patriotic volunteers, watched closely over

black weekly newspapers, especially the New York Age and the New York

News. Offended by the ‘‘unbridled bitterness’’ of the papers, bureau

readers passed along to the local U.S. assistant district attorney and

Post Office Solicitor William H. Lamar a series of memos making the

case that these two newspapers were disloyal, had violated the Sedi-

tion Act, and ought to be ‘‘suppressed.’’ 21 But these officials were frus-

trated in their attempts to find a smoking gun—statements that clearly

     



amounted to sedition and justified censorship. Although one issue of

the News may have been kept out of the mails, neither it nor the Age

lost its second-class mailing privileges during the war.22

The head of the Translation Bureau, Robert A. Bowen, and his em-

ployees seem to have been offended by black newspapers that chal-

lenged their own attitudes about race. Bowen objected to a page  Age

article protesting the barring of black soldiers’ wives from sleepers on

Pullman railroad cars, saying, ‘‘The matter boils itself down to the de-

gree of reluctance or its reverse, onemay feel in sleeping with and after

negroes. Chacun a son gout! [everyone to his own taste].’’ Another New

York censor sympathized with those who ‘‘do not relish’’ ‘‘contiguity’’

with African Americans. Comments like these suggest that the New

York censors shared the racist assumptions of most white people of

the day.Their memoranda on the Age and the News read like a defense

of those assumptions combined with a generally hostile attack on the

black press and, by extension, the African American population.

Regardless of whether or not black newspapers violated any laws,

Bowen and other censors held a negative opinion of them. ‘‘I do not

often have the pleasure of reading the negro papers,’’ Bowen wrote

with contempt, ‘‘and the denial is the greater pleasure.’’ 23 Bowen de-

scribed the attitude of the black press toward the South as ‘‘very offen-

sive’’ and Age editorials on the South as ‘‘preposterous’’ and full of

‘‘sweeping assertions.’’ 24 A frequent censor, referred to in documents

as L. How or simply ‘‘LH,’’ called the News ‘‘bitter and vicious on the

race question’’ and belittled its advocacy of basic justice and human

rights by saying authors of protest articles wanted to be ‘‘treated more

politely.’’ 25 If the newspapers could not be shown to have violated the

law, they could be portrayed as substandard or ridiculous. In one re-

port quoting the News, How penciled the letter ‘‘u’’ over an ‘‘i’’ in ‘‘in-

sidious,’’ which he had inadvertently spelled correctly on his own type-

writer, so the word would bemisspelled as ‘‘insiduous’’ as in the article,

followed by ‘‘[sic].’’ 26 That he would take the time to make this minor

adjustment suggests that he was no neutral observer making objective

reports but a combatant in hostile dialogue with the black press, using

any weapon at his disposal to discredit black newspapers. Yet despite

his generally negative view of these newspapers, How referred to the

Age once as ‘‘reasonable enough’’ and another time as ‘‘decidedly patri-

otic.’’ 27 At least compared with the readers of the News, he added in

another letter, Age readers tended to be ‘‘rather decent.’’ 28 Bowen had

to admit that he agreed with black newspapers that lynching was ‘‘a

     



very lamentable situation.’’ 29 Such statements reflect a tone of reluc-

tant concession, not hearty agreement.

Given their intense hostility, New York censors sought persistently

to build a case of sedition against both of these newspapers. One cen-

sor accused the New York News of sedition for urging the federal gov-

ernment to act against lynching ‘‘as a measure for winning the war’’—

a charge that could have been leveled at almost any black newspaper.

The plea implied that blacks would not give their full support to the

war ‘‘except under certain conditions,’’ the censor wrote. ‘‘This is no

time for bargains. This is the time for suppressing newspapers that

maintain such an attitude.’’ 30 Censors occasionally found what they

regarded as veiled encouragement of black retributive violence or re-

bellion in the News. An August  editorial observed that on returning

from the war, ‘‘brave black bayonet fighters’’ would be ready to fight

more boldly for their rights at home. Such ‘‘incendiary’’ statements

were deemed ‘‘legally objectionable’’ by How, U.S. Assistant District

Attorney George L.Thompson, and others, but no action was taken. A

fewmonths later, Bowen told the solicitor’s office that two black papers

were ‘‘deserving of censure if not suppression’’ because of ‘‘their covert

threat of violence when the negro soldiers return.’’ He continued: ‘‘I

know that they [black newspapers] are very influential among their

readers, and I wish there might be found some way in which their en-

tirely wrong attitude could be rectified.’’ Yet Bowen did not hold them

up in themails because somuch other,more ‘‘obnoxious . . . Bolshevik-

revolutionary stuff ’’ required immediate action.31 Bowen’s comments

reflect the sentiment common among government monitors who were

rubbed the wrong way by black newspapers and thought they were dis-

loyal but ultimately did not judge them disloyal enough to suppress.

Usually, complaints about the News and the Age came down to the

vague notion that theywere ‘‘stirring up race antagonism,’’ which inter-

fered with the war effort. Emphasizing the racial element of news

stories tended to perpetuate antagonistic feelings between the races,

according to How, as did reprinting racist screeds by white south-

erners; describing the war for democracy as a two-front campaign in

Europe and the South; portraying black people as better than whites;

equating southern whites with ‘‘Huns’’; dwelling on the horrors of

lynching; and criticizing ‘‘Bulletin ,’’ in which a general ordered his

black troops not to challenge Jim Crow accommodations outside their

training camp.32

Even in weeks when the New York News was ‘‘less blatantly objection-

     



able,’’ How wrote, its editors continued ‘‘to adopt an attitude which

cannot but nourish the [bad] feelings between white races and the

colored race.’’ He worried that ‘‘some chance white readers of these

papers might have their feelings against the colored people vividly

stirred up,’’ if by nothing more than the papers’ habit of ‘‘contemptu-

ously ignoring the white race.’’ 33 A story about a crowd of white on-

lookers who were unable and unwilling to assist a black man who had

collapsed at an elevated train station was ‘‘calculated to irritate’’ be-

cause it implied ‘‘that the non-colored crowd was both heartless and

incapable.’’ 34 How even argued that the newspaper’s attacks on lynch-

ing, which stirred ‘‘feeling[s] of hatred and envy,’’ might ‘‘almost di-

rectly’’ have caused the recent rise in lynchings.35 Evenmore troubling

to How was the black press’s potential for arousing black ‘‘prejudice’’

against whites.TheNew York Age, for example, printed a story on page 

about a white soldier’s attack on a black girl and boy, How said, ‘‘purely

for the purpose of arousing race prejudice.’’ 36

In some cases, censors were clearly grasping at straws in searching

for reasons to ban the two newspapers. One censor even listed the bi-

ennial lynching statistics (a state-by-state accounting with no commen-

tary) released by Robert R. Moton, Booker T.Washington’s successor

at Tuskegee Institute, as a potentially seditious item, although he did

not elaborate.37 Other censors filed reports on items they admitted did

not violate the law but were ‘‘of interest.’’ 38 Often, they seemed to sug-

gest that black newspapers were speaking in some kind of code, hiding

disloyal sentiments behind patriotic words. How wanted to suppress

the March , , New York Age on the basis of three objectionable

editorials that violated the Espionage Act in spirit, he said, if not in

fact. In one of them, JamesWeldon Johnson said blacks had ‘‘never lost

faith in . . . the Government of the United States.’’ Its spirit had been

‘‘often thwarted and defeated’’ but could never be destroyed. Never-

theless, ‘‘our faith in the spirit of the country will not deter us from

pointing the accusing finger at those individuals and groups of indi-

viduals who are striving to defeat and destroy that spirit,’’ Johnson con-

tinued. No one should doubt the African American’s loyalty during

the present crisis, Johnson said, but everyone should know that he

would do ‘‘his duty with his eyes wide open; and when that duty is done

he will demand that this nation live up to the protestations of democracy

that it is now making.’’ How quoted the last sentence disapprovingly but

had to admit that Johnson’s editorials were ‘‘a little too subtle perhaps

to object to.’’ 39

Comments of the censors about theChicago Defender and some other

     



black newspapers reveal stillmore ambivalence. Army intelligence offi-

cer Roy F. Britton described a May , , editorial in the St. Louis

Argus as ‘‘insidious and dangerous propaganda’’ because it sowed

‘‘seeds of discontent’’ and ‘‘coupled’’ the buying of liberty bonds with

support for a federal antilynching bill. But Britton had to admit that

the editorial advocated the use of only ‘‘legitimate, legal and patriotic

means’’ of protest. Britton visited Argus city editor Herbert Meadows

and ‘‘warned him about saying anything in his paper that would make

the negroes discontented or make them want to avoid service.’’ Mead-

ows asserted the Argus’s ‘‘loyalty and patriotism’’ and assured Britton

‘‘that his paper was behind the government.’’ 40 Britton may have been

persuaded by the arguments that appeared in the newspaper. In June,

he responded to an article about a black draftee ejected from a train

in Arkansas by suggesting to his supervisor that the incident be inves-

tigated.41

Government officials called the Chicago Defender ‘‘the most danger-

ous of all Negro Journals,’’ yet they could not agree on whether it

needed to be censored.42 Distribution of the first mass circulation

black newspaper reached deep into the South, and some believed it

had caused the migration of hundreds of thousands of blacks from

South to North during the war. According to government estimates,

Robert Abbott sold , issues in Chicago each week by mid-

and thousands more throughout the country, including , in New

Orleans alone.43 Abbott may have been somewhat less vulnerable to

threats of lost mailing privileges because he distributed many of his

newspapers through a network of black Pullman porters who dropped

off bundles of papers at railroad stations for local agents.

Most of the critiques of Abbott’s paper came not from postal cen-

sors in Chicago but from southerners who accused the Defender of

stirring up trouble in their neighborhoods. M. E. Nash, postmaster

of Belcher, Louisiana, wrote the Post Office solicitor in Washington

that every issue of the Defender ‘‘contains a libel on the South. . . .

The sentiments expressed in it were unknown in this section previous

to its appearance’’ and threatened to ‘‘inflame’’ a ‘‘heretofore peace-

ful section’’ where ‘‘the negroes have always been well and equitably

treated.’’ Just as the black press portrayed southern racism as unpatri-

otic, these white southerners portrayed the black press as hindering

the war effort. The newspaper’s advocacy of migration threatened to

deplete the South’s supply of agricultural labor, Nash wrote, and ‘‘any-

thing that interferes with the agriculture of the South is a menace to

the whole Nation and such influences should be closely watched.’’ 44

     



Whites from Denison, Texas; Tucson, Arizona; Little Rock and Pine

Bluff, Arkansas; NewOrleans; Jacksonville, Florida;Memphis,Tennes-

see; and Mobile, Alabama, argued that the Defender had threatened

wartime national unity by poisoning otherwise harmonious race re-

lations.45 The Denison postmaster tried to convince the solicitor that

the Defender inspired ‘‘rank race hatred,’’ was involved in a ‘‘German

conspiracy,’’ and showed signs of ‘‘anti-Americanism.’’ Beyond that,

the rural postmaster took issue with the newspaper’s interpretation

of racial violence. ‘‘Inhumanities,’’ he wrote, did not occur ‘‘only be-

tween the white race and the negro race’’ but among people of the

same race as well. Thus, ‘‘the occurrence of trouble occasionally be-

tween the two races is no special sign of exclusive inhumanity from

one or the other.’’ 46

Government officials were sympathetic to southerners’ view of

reality and in agreement with their opinions of black newspapers like

the Defender. A federal postal official agreed with Nash that the June 

and , , issues of the paper should be barred from the mails be-

cause they interfered with the supply of southern labor and intensified

‘‘racial prejudices and animosities.’’ 47 Colonel Ralph H. Van Deman,

Churchill’s predecessor as head of the , regarded the Defender as

‘‘undoubtedly disloyal in most of its utterances’’ because it contained

‘‘repeated attacks on the Government’’ and tended to encourage ‘‘dis-

loyal acts’’ among blacks. Yet he did not recommend any particular

actions against the paper.48

Most other officials concluded that theDefender, however objection-

able, had done nothing illegal, and likeVanDeman, they could find no

particular reason to censor it during the war.The PostOffice ruled that

the page  story, ‘‘Southern Stunts Surpass Hun,’’ which the Denison

postmaster had criticized, did not warrant suppression, although it did

tend to ‘‘stir up race hatred and race prejudice’’ and encourage mob

violence.49 The Justice Department investigated charges that Germans

were conspiring to distribute the newspapers to all African Americans

in Tucson and concluded late in  that ‘‘since the war began, [the

Defender] has been loyal to the core. There is nowhere connected with

it the slightest evidence of German influence.’’ 50

Even two southerners whohoped to silence the journal had to admit

that it generally stayed within (or at least did not go far beyond) the

bounds of acceptable discourse. Bolton Smith, a white Tennessee

banker who had formed the prowar, antilynching Law and Order

League in his state, said the Defender should be suppressed because it

stirred up ‘‘violence and strife’’ but acknowledged that the newspaper

     



probably did ‘‘no harm.’’ He could not decide whether it stayed within

or went ‘‘a little beyond the limit.’’ 51 Mississippi’s segregationist sena-

tor, John Sharp Williams, conceded that his quarrel with the Defender

sprang from conflicting views of the truth. He complained to Postmas-

ter General Burleson that theDefender’s ‘‘lies [were] all intended to cre-

ate race disturbance and trouble. . . . If there is any provision of law

whereby you can exclude a paper from the mail on the ground that it

is a liar, of course, you can exclude this one, but I don’t know of any

such provision.’’ 52

Although the government did not take official action against theDe-

fender, agents from three different branches met with Abbott between

April  and the summer of .The publisher assured Justice De-

partment agents just after the start of the war that he was actively sup-

porting the war effort and that ‘‘the colored people throughout the

country’’ would be loyal.53 An employee of the postal solicitor’s office

warned Abbott to avoid printing material that tended to ‘‘cause fric-

tion between the two races’’ or suggested that blacks had ‘‘no part in

the struggle against the Imperial German Government.’’ 54 He also,

however, expressed ‘‘no doubt as to the loyalty of ’’ theDefender and cer-

tainty that Abbott would performhis patriotic duties in the prescribed

manner.

Major Walter H. Loving, a black  agent, met with Abbott to in-

form him ‘‘officially that the eye of the government is centered upon

his paper’’ and that ‘‘he would be held strictly accountable.’’ 55 In a re-

markable reply to Loving, Abbott cast himself as absolutely loyal to the

federal government and supportive of the war effort and explained

that the Defender had been outspoken only ‘‘from a southerner’s point

of view.’’ Abbott pointed out that he had vigorously supported the war

by subscribing to the Liberty Loan to the tune of ,, speaking

for the Committee on Public Information, and contributing a regi-

mental flag to the th Infantry Division. Additionally, ‘‘in exposing

the injustices done our race in’’ the South, the Defender had tried ‘‘in

every case . . . to avoid placing our criticism on the national adminis-

tration.’’ Abbott said he had ‘‘more than once advised my staff writers

to refrain from expressing their views on problems that would pre-

cipitate national strife, or inculcate in the heart of any member of my

race the spirit of revolt against the laws of the national or state govern-

ments.’’ Clearly, Abbott concluded, his enemies were ‘‘taking undue

advantage’’ of his delicate wartime position.56

Abbott’s strategy generally followed that of many other black edi-

tors and publishers from the beginning of the war. Although the pres-

     



sure of censorship may have reduced the Defender’s criticism of the

federal government, his staunch and active support for the war was a

natural and uncoerced response. Meanwhile, he continued to equate

the South with the enemy, demand civil rights for African Americans,

and advocate blacks’ migration out of the South. Government offi-

cials who actually read the Defender and other black newspapers may

not have agreed with them, but they found little basis for suppres-

sion. Indeed, a few seem to have been swayed ever so slightly by black

newspapers’ arguments. More important, their reports on black news-

papers reached the highest levels of government, where officials were

persuaded to respond not with censorship but by addressing black de-

mands partly out of concern over the unrest among the black popu-

lation and partly as an acknowledgment of the legitimacy of those

demands.

WASHINGTON CONFERENCE OF BLACK EDITORS

OnMay , , Loving wrote Argus publisher J. E. Mitchell that ‘‘the

officials at Washington are being daily acquainted with facts of the real

grievances of the American negro through the colored press, private

letters and such a great journal as the New York World.’’ 57 The war, it

seemed, had created an opportunity for black concerns to be heard

by major media outlets and in the halls of power, and the key chan-

nel was the black press. Eight days after Loving penned his letter to

Mitchell, Joel Spingarn and Emmett Scott met to plan a conference

of black editors in Washington to impress on them the importance

of leading ‘‘Negro public opinion . . . along helpful lines rather than

along lines that make for discontentment and unrest.’’ But this state-

ment, made in a letter to George Creel, chairman of the federal war-

time propaganda agency, the Committee on Public Information, did

not reveal the whole purpose of the conference. Scott and Spingarn,

both advocates of African American equality, hoped not to silence

the black press but to give it a hearing with the federal government.

They hoped the conference would make black editors better boosters

of the war effort, but they also hoped it would lead the federal gov-

ernment to alter its policies on race. Spingarn explained to the new

head of the, Colonel Marlborough Churchill, that ‘‘constant com-

plaints from Intelligence Officers and others’’ had indicated ‘‘that the

colored press was spreading disaffection among negroes.’’ The confer-

ence would modify the ‘‘bitter tone’’ of the newspapers while at the

same time stimulating ‘‘negromorale.’’ It would also provide ‘‘informa-

tion [from the editors] in regard to the negro situation and the means

     



of improving it.’’ 58Hadblack newspapers beenmilitant enough to war-

rant outright censorship or accommodationist enough to avoid close

scrutiny, the conference would not have been necessary and Spingarn

and Scott would never have opened this channel of communication

between African Americans and the federal government.

The government paid the travel expenses of between twenty-seven

and thirty-three editors and ten other black leaders from all over the

country to gather at the Interior Building at th and F Streets from

June  to , , for three private four-hour sessions. Participants

included publisher Fred Moore and editor W. E. King of the New York

Age, John Murphy of the Baltimore Afro-American, Harry Smith of the

Cleveland Gazette, Robert Abbott of the Chicago Defender, W. E. B. Du

Bois of the Crisis, George Knox of the Indianapolis Freeman, Calvin

Chase of the Washington Bee, Robert Vann of the Pittsburgh Courier,

George Harris of the New York News, John Mitchell Jr. of the Richmond

Planet, J. E. Mitchell of the St. Louis Argus, P. B. Young of the Norfolk

Journal and Guide, andHenry Allen Boyd of the Nashville Globe.William

Monroe Trotter was invited but did not attend, and the publishers of

the Savannah Tribune, the California Eagle, and the Chicago Broad Ax

were not invited.59The editors listened to speeches by Secretary of War

Newton Baker, Committee of Public Information chairman George

Creel, Assistant Secretary of the Navy Franklin D. Roosevelt, a gen-

eral and two majors from the French army, and representatives of the

Shipping Board and the Food Administration. Clearly, the govern-

ment succeeded in scoring propaganda points with the editors. Simply

holding the conference and giving the editors a chance to ‘‘ ‘let off

steam,’ ’’ as Spingarn put it, may have siphoned off some of their anger.

Baker presented evidence to disprove rumors that black soldiers were

being sacrificed to save white soldiers in France. The presentation by

the French officers on the treatment of African troops by their country

‘‘made a very deep impression’’ and generated ‘‘enthusiasm’’ among

the editors. Spingarn concluded that the conference ‘‘conformed’’ to

the military’s ‘‘original plan,’’ noted that the demands of the editors

required no ‘‘fundamental social readjustments,’’ and predicted ‘‘an

excellent effect on the colored press.’’ 60

A ‘‘Liberty Congress’’ held later that week by Trotter, Hubert Har-

rison, radical publisher of theNegro Voice, and othermavericks scorned

the government-sponsored conference as an attempt to buy off the

black press. Editors were ‘‘wined and dined at the government’s ex-

pense for the sole purpose of muzzling them,’’ said one Liberty

Congress speaker.61 But the more conciliatory editors’ conference un-

     



About forty-one African American leaders—most of them newspaper

editors—met with government officials in Washington in June .

Depicted in the front row, from left to right, are P. B. S. Pinchback,

Charles W. Anderson, Emmett J. Scott (flanked by two French officers),

R. R. Moton, Robert H. Terrell (with Robert S. Abbott over his left

shoulder),W. E. B. Du Bois, Joel Spingarn (in uniform), Philadelphia Tribune

editor Christopher J. Perry, and an unidentified man. Harry C. Smith is

wearing a black bow tie, directly above the French officer to the right of

Scott. Courtesy Special Collections and Archives,W. E. B. Du Bois Library,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

doubtedly accomplished more than the militant Liberty Congress. In

spite of his sympathy for the aims and methods of the Liberty Con-

gress participants, Harry Smith argued that there was ‘‘no possibility

of comparison’’ between the two in terms of results.62

The editors’ conference participants were not acting as merely sub-

jects of governmentmanipulation.Their pledge of national loyalty and

support for the war did not contradict their long-standing positions,

and they presented their case as well as listening to presentations from

government and military officials. A defining moment of the confer-

ence, which made a strong impression on Secretary of War Baker,

occurred when Moton argued that unrest among African Americans

was the result of ‘‘the apparently increasing frequency of lynchings of

brutal and barbarous character’’ and ‘‘every negro at the conference’’
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agreed. ‘‘Several conferees’’ shrewdly suggested that German agents

might have incited recent lynchings as a way of ‘‘producing a danger-

ous feeling among the colored people of the country.’’ 63

In Spingarn’s and Churchill’s reports to their superiors, the con-

ference’s official declaration, and press accounts, the editors’ wartime

themes surfaced: African Americans were loyal and patriotic citizens,

but the failure of the government to address their legitimate griev-

ances, particularly over lynching, could prevent them from giving

their best effort. A statement drafted by Du Bois and endorsed by

the editors masterfully walked the line between declaring loyalty and

making demands. The statement began by expressing the ‘‘belief that

the defeat of the German government . . . is of paramount purpose’’

and recalling African Americans’ ‘‘untarnished record’’ of national

loyalty.Their goal at the conference, the editors said, was to find a way

to keep black patriotism ‘‘at the highest pitch, not simply of passive

loyalty, but of active, enthusiastic and self-sacrificing participation in

the war.’’ The editors deftly affirmed black patriotismwhile at the same

time illustrating the need for the government to address black griev-

ances. They continued: ‘‘We believe today that justifiable grievances

of the colored people are producing not disloyalty, but an amount of

unrest and bitterness which even the best efforts of their leaders may

not be able always to guide unless they can have the active and sympa-

thetic cooperation of the National and State governments.’’ ‘‘German

propaganda among us is powerless,’’ the editors continued, making a

telling point, ‘‘but the apparent indifference of our own Government

may be dangerous.’’

The statement then enumerated three ongoing problems the edi-

tors asked the federal government to address. ‘‘First and foremost,’’

they wanted ‘‘a strong, clear word on lynching from the President of

the United States’’ and legislation that would allow the federal govern-

ment to use its war powers ‘‘to stamp out this custom which is not only

holding our Nation up to just criticism, but is seriously affecting the

morale of ,, Americans.’’ Second, the editors called for an

end to discrimination against blacks who offered their services to the

nation as Red Cross nurses and physicians, stenographers and clerks

in the federal government, and seamen in the navy.Third, they sought

an end to Jim Crow travel restrictions on railroads, which were now

controlled by the government. All of the demands were important, but

the plea for action against lynching stood out, mirroring the editorial

emphasis of black newspapers.64

The head of military intelligence, Churchill, got the message. After

     



the conference, he concluded in a memorandum to the army chief of

staff that ‘‘the leaders of the race are intensely loyal, but feel keenly

their inability to carry the great mass of their race with them in active

support of the war unless certain grievances receive immediate atten-

tion. The most important of these is lynching.’’ Churchill also sent

along to the chief of staff a ‘‘Bill of Particulars,’’ including fourteen

demands adopted by the conference. Attention to them ‘‘would stimu-

late negro morale to an extraordinary degree,’’ Churchill wrote. The

bill was ‘‘to be submitted privately to bureau heads in Washington.’’ 65

It listed the following demands:

. National legislation on lynching

. Colored Red Cross nurses

. Colored able seamen

. Colored volunteer soldiers to the extent of their volunteering

. Colored physicians for colored troops

. Training of larger number of colored officers

. Unlimited promotion of colored officers according to proven

efficiency

. Utilizing the services of Colonel Charles Young (retired)

. An attempt to equalize among black and white troops the

proportion of draftees assigned to stevedore regiments,

service battalions, etc.

. Systematic getting and dissemination of news of Negro troops

at home and abroad

. Systematic attempt to correct ridiculous and [sic]

misrepresentation of the Negro and omissions of his

achievement in the white press

. The consideration of a Government loan to the Negro

Republic of Liberia, now actively aligned with the Allies

. Executive clemency for the Negro soldiers recently tried and

sentenced at Fort Sam Houston, Texas

. Condition of travel among colored people 66

News of the conference finally reached PresidentWilson. Creel had

told the chief executive about the conference of ‘‘loyal and enthusi-

astic’’ editors beforehand.67 Recalling ‘‘several delegations of negroes’’

who went away dissatisfied frommeetings with him (Trotter, no doubt,

among them), Wilson declined Creel’s invitation to meet informally

with the editors.The program, he said, should go on without him until

he could ‘‘act in a way that would satisfy them.’’ 68 After the conference,

     



Wilson received letters from Creel and Scott. Scott enclosed the con-

ference resolution and asked for ‘‘a word from you . . . addressed to

colored Americans.’’ 69 Around the same time, Baker told Wilson of

his growing ‘‘anxiety’’ over what he considered unprecedented unrest

among the black population. He passed along the judgment of edi-

tors’ conference participants that the cause of the unrest was the in-

crease in frequency and barbarity of lynchings. He then asked Wilson

to take action.Two weeks later, Baker again prodded Wilson to act on

the matter, at least by replying to Scott.70

In the wake of the conference, black editors were guardedly opti-

mistic. Not since Reconstruction had the federal government devoted

so much attention to blacks’ concerns. Since war had proved to be a

catalyst for black progress, it seemed reasonable to assume that an-

other major advance might accompany this war.71 Chicago Defender col-

umnist Ben Baker called the conference ‘‘one of the greatest events

in the history of the Race’’ and believed it marked ‘‘an epoch in Race

progress.’’ 72

The editors’ optimism became a little less guarded a month after

the conference as some of their demands began to be met. The Balti-

more Afro-American reported that the Department of War had ordered

the employment of black nurses by the Red Cross and was about to

reinstate Colonel Charles Young, the highest-ranking black officer in

the army, who had been discharged because of an alleged health prob-

lem at the beginning of the war. ‘‘Given the continuation of the war

every possible avenue for the rending of service will be opened to all

Americans white or black,’’ the paper predicted.73

Hope surged afterWilson issued a long-awaited statement on lynch-

ing on July , which was published in major newspapers across the

country the following day. Although Wilson’s statement has been

linked to the lynching of German American Robert Prager in Collins-

ville, Illinois, on April  and the president did not mention blacks spe-

cifically or single out the South for special condemnation (in fact, he

took care not to blame ‘‘any single region’’),Wilson followed black edi-

tors’ practice of comparing lynching to lawlessness in Germany and

depicting it as a threat to ‘‘the honor of the Nation’’ and a contradic-

tion of the principles America was fighting for in Europe:74

We are at this very moment fighting lawless passion. Germany has

outlawed herself among the nations because she has disregarded

the sacred obligations of law and has made lynchers of her armies.

Lynchers emulate her disgraceful example. . . . We proudly claim

     



to be the champions of democracy. If we really are, in deed and in

truth, let us see to it that we do not discredit our own. I say plainly

that every American who takes part in the action of amob or gives it

any sort of countenance is no true son of this great Democracy, but

its betrayer. . . . How shall we commend democracy to the accep-

tance of other peoples, if we disgrace our own by proving that it is,

after all, no protection to the weak? Every mob contributes to Ger-

man lies about the United States what her most gifted liars cannot

improve upon by the way of calumny.They can at least say that such

things cannot happen in Germany except in times of revolutions,

when law is swept away.

Had a black editor made this statement,Translation Bureau readers or

Post Office monitors might well have classified it as seditious because

it likened the United States to Germany.Wilson went on to ‘‘earnestly

and solemnly beg’’ governors, local law enforcement officials, and all

Americans to work ‘‘to make an end of this disgraceful evil.’’ 75

It is not clear howmuchWilson’s statement was influenced, directly

or indirectly, by the black press and the editors’ conference. But in a

letter written a week after the speech, he said he had been impressed

by the ‘‘fine philosophy of democracy’’ expressed by the editors at the

conference and conceded that the problems they enumerated were

‘‘grave and weighty’’ and deserved the ‘‘frank and calm consideration’’

of the American people.76 A week later, he told a white correspondent

that he hoped his ‘‘colored fellow citizens’’ were ‘‘beginning to believe’’

that he was glad to ‘‘serve’’ them.77

At the end of August,Wilson made another move aimed at winning

the loyalty of African Americans. He commuted ten of the Houston

soldiers’ death sentences to prison terms in ‘‘recognition of the splen-

did loyalty of the race to which these soldiers belong and [as] an in-

spiration to the people of that race to further zeal and service to the

country.’’ 78 Although disappointed that Wilson had allowed the exe-

cution of six other black soldiers to go forward, the Richmond Planet

thought ‘‘something has been gained in the way of recognition on the

part of the colored people, when this great statesman, in the midst

of manifold and momentous duties, stops to assign reasons for his ac-

tions and to say a word of commendation of the brave colored men

who are fighting and dying for this country on the other side of the

Atlantic.’’ 79OnOctober ,Wilsonmet face-to-face with a delegation of

blacks to accept a memorial from the National Race Congress signed

by publisher Calvin Chase, among others. AlthoughWilson counseled

     



patience, he promised the group that ‘‘everything that I can do will be

accomplished.’’ According to the Planet, Wilson was moved to tears by

the group’s plea.80 It seemed the president had been won over by the

ambiguous assertions of the black press that African Americans were

loyal but that the government had to meet their demands to assure

their full cooperation in the war effort.

Some black editors were convinced that their efforts had moved

Wilson to speak out against lynching. The Baltimore Afro-American re-

ported that his statement had ‘‘grown directly out of the recent con-

ference of editors.’’ Columnist William H.Weaver assumed a connec-

tion. ‘‘If the conference had effected nomore than this, it would have’’

done enough to ‘‘justify its assembling,’’ he wrote.81 In the Cleveland

Gazette, Harry Smith observed that Wilson had not simply condemned

the lynching of opponents of the war or the lynching of Prager (as the

Associated Press had predicted he would) but had denounced ‘‘mob

action of all sorts.’’ Thus, Smith asserted, the statement must have per-

tained to and been inspired by blacks. Smith marveled that ‘‘a south-

ern Democratic president, surrounded in the two other coordinated

branches of government by men of the same political faith and place

of residence [the South],’’ could make such a statement. It surprised

‘‘even the most sanguine members of that great Race Conference that

brought it about.’’ 82

Writers in the New York Age and the Chicago Defender thought Wilson

had been persuaded by them to speak out. Just seven weeks earlier,

the Defender had printed on page  an open letter from a black soldier

asking Wilson to make a statement against lynching.83 ‘‘The Chicago

Defender deserves the conscientious thanks of all liberty-loving mem-

bers of our Race for its continual and unceasing fight to secure an ex-

pression from the chiefmagistrate of the nation againstmob violence,’’

wrote reporter A.N. Fields. ‘‘Embodied in the President’s appeal to the

country can be found the principles enunciated by this paper for the

past twelve months.’’ The Defender, Fields said, had consistently ‘‘laid

down one fundamental principle’’ (whichWilson now accepted)—that

to carry democracy to other nations, ‘‘we must cease to burn men and

women at the stake.’’ 84

TheNewYork Age also sawWilson’s statement as a reflection of its edi-

torial policy.The Age had ‘‘taken this position ever since the war began

and has sought to open the eyes of those in authority to this view of

the case,’’ an editor wrote.85 Johnson reiterated this point a week later.

‘‘For the past year The Age has been pointing out that the torturing

and lynching of black Americans by Americans laid the country liable

     



to the charge of hypocrisy in its pronouncements about democracy;

and here President Wilson has said the same things.’’ 86 These com-

ments by Fields, Johnson, and the other Age editorialist reveal a con-

ception of the black press not simply as an arena for communication

among blacks but as a way ‘‘to open the eyes of those in authority.’’ In

this case, with the help of an important back channel, the conference,

and well-placed allies behind the scenes, including Spingarn, Scott,

Moton, and, perhaps, Loving, it worked.87

Wilson’s speech led to a peak in the wartime optimism of black

editors, which had begun to mount shortly after the declaration of

war in . After all, the St. Louis Argus editorialized, Americans had

‘‘responded nobly’’ to every other request Wilson had made of them

during the war. Surely they would respond to this plea, too.88 Even

before Wilson’s statement, some southerners had spoken out against

lynching. Tennessee Law and Order League secretary, Bolton Smith,

a self-proclaimed liberal from Memphis and reader of the Chicago De-

fender, publicly stated that lynching could prolong the war effort and

that his fellow southerners should exhibit ‘‘self-control’’ by allowing

accused blacks to be tried in court.89 Similarly, the Conference on

Charities and Corrections, the Atlanta Constitution, the Houston Post,

the Little Rock Gazette, the Christian Science Monitor, Outlook magazine,

and the University Commission on Southern Race Relations had all

recently condemned lynching.The Little Rock Gazette had said that bar-

baric lynchings in the South did not ‘‘fit’’ with ‘‘our battle cry ‘A World

Safe for Democracy.’ ’’ The Baltimore Afro-American quoted this article

at length. ‘‘This is just what almost everyNegro newspaper in the coun-

try has been saying all the time,’’ it commented. ‘‘When the editor of

an Arkansas newspaper comes to the same conclusion we look forward

in hope that . . . our Southern white friends will be able to see the error

of their ways and repent.’’ 90

After the president’s message, more white newspapers began to

come out against lynching. Wilson had ‘‘awaken[ed] the conscience’’

of the Chicago Tribune, said Fields.91 Johnson noted that the Florida

Times-Union, which had defended lynching a few weeks earlier, now

praised and supported Wilson’s statement.92 By the end of the year,

even white Mississippians had formed a group, the Mississippi Wel-

fare League, that opposed lynching.93 The combination of the presi-

dent’s statement and the fulfillment of a few of the demands listed in

the Bill of Particulars, including the appointment of a black war cor-

respondent, Ralph W. Tyler, in September, along with the perception

of a groundswell of mainstream antilynching sentiment, understand-

     



ably fed the hopes of black editors, reporters, and publishers. ‘‘Per-

haps after all,’’ the Chicago Defender dared hope, ‘‘we are on the eve of

true democracy.Who knows?’’ 94

Such feelings naturally led to a greater willingness to cooperate with

the war effort, although still not completely at the expense of blacks’

special grievances. The Richmond Planet defended Du Bois’s ‘‘Close

Ranks’’ editorial. ‘‘Conditions are improving,’’ the paper explained,

‘‘and the attitude of Southern white men towards us recently has been

so gratifying that we feel disposed to do everything in our power to aid

them in particular and the country in general.’’ Yet the Planet thought

Du Bois might have ‘‘ ‘leaned a little too far backward.’ ’’ Wartime, in

fact, was the best time to make demands. Emancipation had been ac-

complished as a war measure and now woman suffrage, prohibition,

and better wages were coming about because of war. Mitchell pro-

posed revising ‘‘Close Ranks’’ to read: ‘‘Let us while this war lasts,

forget our special personal prejudices and innate antipathy to the

Negroes, and close our ranks shoulder to shoulder with our black fel-

low citizens and the allied nations that are fighting for democracy.’’ 95

At that moment, in the late summer and early fall of , the

war seemed to be evolving in the way that black leaders had hoped

it would. Although lynchings and other extralegal violent acts against

black individuals were rising significantly in , the federal govern-

ment was beginning to act in the interests of black Americans, and it

seemed that public opinion might finally turn against lynching. Most

important, AfricanAmericans had apparently convinced themanwith

the greatest access to the American public to speak out against lynch-

ing. They had won all this not through passive accommodation or ex-

trememilitancy but with ameasured approach combiningmilitant de-

mands with accommodating assurances. In short, they wielded what

power they had but not heedless of the dangers they faced. ‘‘All things

come to him who will but wait,’’ the Baltimore Afro-American’s pub-

lisher, John Murphy, concluded after Wilson’s statement. But Smith

corrected him and in so doing encapsulated the approach of the black

press toWorld War I: ‘‘Yes, wait, but only because you have to, and be

sure to contend in a proper way for what you are entitled to while you

wait.’’ 96

Wilson’s war for democracy had come full circle. Black editors had

seized his rationale for war and applied it to the situation of blacks,

particularly in the American South. Now the president himself had

been forced to admit that his own principles were unfulfilled at home.

     



Although he did not single out the South as the perpetrator or Afri-

can Americans as the victims, his statement certainly encompassed

within its view the lynching of blacks in the South. Prodded by top

advisers, Wilson had come to see the need to recognize black loyalty

and undermine black unrest. The black press did not bring this about

single-handedly. Leaders like Scott, Spingarn, andMoton also had sig-

nificant influence within the government and, in the cases of Scott

and Moton, directly onWilson.97 More important, however, the black

population acted in ways that worried officials in charge of mobiliz-

ing for war. The Houston riot was only the most extreme example of

black soldiers lashing out against racism. In several other cases, black

soldiers retaliated against white soldiers and civilians who were tram-

pling on their rights.98 Southern blacks began rebelling against restric-

tions in the South by standing up to white oppressors, migrating to the

North, and joining militant organizations. Some black men resisted

conscription.99

The black press did not create this wave of ‘‘unrest,’’ as govern-

ment officials thought, but rather interpreted and placed it in the con-

text of the loyal actions of African Americans.When Creel and Baker

sought to understand black unrest, they monitored black newspapers

and then called black editors toWashington.The black press became a

channel throughwhich blackAmerica communicatedwith the highest

levels of authority. It portrayed African Americans in a favorable light,

announced their demands, and made a convincing case that those de-

mands had to be met sooner rather than later. Although many white

readers resisted the black press’s approach, top federal officials be-

came convinced that lynching was to blame for black unrest. In actu-

ality, lynching had been going on for decades. It had declined from

 to , and the statistics that showed an increase for  would

not be made public until after the Armistice. Clearly, other factors—

such as black participation in the war effort and expanded opportu-

nities in wartime industry—played a greater role in generating un-

rest. But by convincing Wilson that lynching was the main cause and

that African Americans were fundamentally loyal, the black press per-

suaded him to make his statement of condemnation, in which he en-

dorsed the notion that lynching contradicted the nation’s war aims.

Ultimately, Wilson’s statement on lynching stopped far short of

fulfilling African Americans’ highest hopes. He never supported fed-

eral antilynching legislation, and in the following year, the number

of lynchings would rise dramatically, making it the worst year for

lynchings since . In addition, with the end of the war in Novem-

     



ber, the government’s willingness to address the demands listed in

the Bill of Particulars, most of which had to do with the war any-

way, evaporated.100 Yet the antilynching sentiment that had begun to

emerge in the South during the war did not vanish. Public opinion—

even in the South—now sustained organized opposition to lynching.

The first major organization of the white South to oppose lynching—

the Southern Commission on Interracial Cooperation—was formed

in , and during the s, the annual number of lynchings de-

clined significantly.101 But the end of the war by no means meant the

end of lynching, interracial conflict, or white interest in the black

press. In fact, during the tumultuous year following the war, all three

intensified.

     



CHAPTER 5

THE NEW
NEGRO’S MESSAGE

TO AMERICA,
1918–1920

While riding in a racially segregated streetcar in Memphis,Tennessee,

one day during the war, Bolton Smith was alarmed to see an elderly

black couple walk by and sit in two of the seats in front of him—in the

white section of the car. Just a week earlier, Smith, a white investment

banker who had formed an antilynching league but supported disfran-

chisement of blacks and separation of the races, had read a newspaper

account of the killing of a blackman after a similar incident in the city.

He decided to prevent the same climax in this case by offering to trade

places with the couple.

The two streetcar episodes troubled Smith because they seemed

part of a larger disturbing pattern. During a recent visit to New York

City, Smith had stopped on a street corner to listen to a black orator

who stood on a stepladder condemning racial injustice and declaring

that ‘‘every white man is an enemy of the Negro.’’ These incidents and

other stories relayed by friends and acquaintances convinced Smith

that the war had brought a change over African Americans. ‘‘The

Negro is not as jolly, care-free, and good-natured as he once was,’’

Smith concluded. ‘‘His leaders—especially of the North through the

Northern Negro press—are shaming him into a new attitude.’’

As the war came to an end in the fall of  and in the following

turbulent year, an increasing number of white Americans would notice

the change in blacks’ attitudes and would frequently blame it on the

black press. But these observers probably exaggerated the role of black

newspapers in creating the phenomenon that would become known

as the ‘‘New Negro,’’ an African American consciousness character-

ized by confidence, assertiveness, andmilitancy that seemed to emerge

after World War I. Although black newspapers may have had a hand

in shaping this new consciousness, the northward migration and par-



ticipation in the war effort probably had a greater impact. Smith, too,

noted that ‘‘the war has shown the Negro that he has some power.’’ 1

Rather than serving as the creator of theNewNegro, the black press

acted as its publicist—announcing its arrival, explaining its origins,

and shaping the public’s perception of it. Black writers and activists

like James Weldon Johnson thought that even more important than

the impact of the war on black Americans was its effect on whites

like Bolton Smith who had become more aware of black concerns.

‘‘Mr. Smith now notices some things to which he has hitherto been

blind,’’ Johnson wrote.2While white Americans were paying greater at-

tention to race, Johnson and his colleagues in the black press took the

opportunity to educate them. In the year after the end of thewar, black

newspapers sought to present the New Negro to white America in a

particular way. If the emphasis during the war had been on loyalty and

cooperation with the war effort, militant demands now overshadowed

reaffirmations of patriotism and denunciations of radicalism.

In the year or so after the end of the war, white Americans were

eager to listen to these messages. Federal government surveillance

did not end with the cessation of hostilities but expanded, and it was

matched by increasing interest among white citizens, ranging from a

former president to white residents of numerous rural southern com-

munities. Following the war, the black press became the subject of a

speech on the floor of Congress and a book by a professor of English

in Virginia. Major dailies commented on the threat of ‘‘radical’’ black

publications, and local and state law enforcement officials joined at

least four federal agencies in watching over black periodicals.The rise

of interest in the black press coincided with one of the most turbu-

lent years in American history, marked by the signing of a controver-

sial peace treaty in Europe, growing fear of radicalism at home and

abroad, a devastating influenza epidemic, a dramatic rise in lynch-

ings, and a series of bloody race riots in twenty-five American cities

and towns. Although the increasing scrutiny of black newspapers pre-

sented significant dangers at a time when mob violence was on the

rise and the government was cracking down on dissenters, publishers

welcomed the opportunity to educate white America concerning the

moral implications of racism for the nation and to plead with enlight-

ened whites to align themselves with justice, democracy, and Ameri-

can ideals rather than the undemocratic ways of white supremacists.

In addition to reiterating these themes from the war years, black jour-

nalists conveyed new messages about how blacks had helped the war

effort, blacks’ rising self-respect and willingness to stand up for their
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‘‘Wake Up Uncle or You Are Going to Fall.’’ Blacks who fought in the war

were now more insistent on demanding their rights, according to this

cartoonist. From Baltimore Afro-American, August , .

own rights, and the dangers white hooligans faced when they initi-

ated violence against the NewNegro. All this andmore, they believed,

‘‘America must be told.’’

AMERICA ENCOUNTERS A NEW NEGRO

In spite of the end of hostilities in Europe on Armistice Day in Novem-

ber , the war would not officially end until , and federal offi-

cials would continue to enforce the Espionage and Sedition Acts and
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monitor black publications even after . Officials feared that Afri-

can Americans were particularly susceptible to the radicalism that

seemed to threaten everyWestern nation after the devastation of world

war and the Bolshevik revolution in Russia in . In America, work-

ers organized , strikes in , including a general strike in Seattle

and a police strike in Boston, and terrorists sent mail bombs to a U.S.

senator and the attorney general. Government and corporate leaders

retaliated by brutally suppressing strikes, deporting Russian aliens,

and harassing radical organizations like the Industrial Workers of the

World () and the Socialist Party. Repression culminated in the so-

called Palmer raids of January , , when federal marshals and

local police raided the headquarters of allegedly radical organizations

in  cities, arresting , people, of whom  were eventually de-

ported.

Officials in the government often lumped African Americans with

 members, socialists, anarchists, and labor agitators as danger-

ously prone to radicalism.Woodrow Wilson himself believed African

Americans would be the ‘‘greatest medium in conveying bolshevism to

America.’’ 3 EvenWalter Loving, the black military intelligence agent,

reported that AfricanAmericans were ‘‘themost radical of all radicals’’

and blamed a race riot in Chicago on ‘‘vicious and well-financed pro-

paganda’’ in the black press.4Officials were especially concerned about

NewYork City’s new crop of militant journals, including the Messenger;

Marcus Garvey’s mass circulation daily, the Negro World; and two short-

lived incendiary monthlies, the Challenge and the Crusader, and they

directedmuch of their energies toward investigating and harassing the

publishers of these periodicals. But officials often grouped genuinely

radical journals with generally conservative weeklies like the New York

Age or the Chicago Defender, which either opposed or ignored radical

ideologies while focusing on racial issues. Although the Baltimore Afro-

American, the Richmond Planet, the St. Louis Argus, and the Pittsburgh

Courier escaped close scrutiny after the war, agents continued tomoni-

tor and occasionally interfere with the Boston Guardian, the New York

News, the New York Age, the New York Amsterdam News, the Chicago Whip,

the Chicago Broad-Ax, and especially the Chicago Defender and the Crisis.

Again, the federal agencies investigating these mainstream black

newspapers imposed no serious negative sanctions against them, and

most of the publishers were probably unaware of the extent of govern-

ment scrutiny. Post Office Solicitor William Lamar repeatedly ruled

against subordinates who recommended banning these black news-

papers from the mails. The Crisis suffered the most serious conse-
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quence of postwar militancy among these more conservative journals

when the Post Office Translation Bureau chief, Robert Bowen, held

the May issue at the New York Post Office because of an editorial he

deemed ‘‘seditious’’ and ‘‘insolently abusive of the country.’’ In ‘‘Re-

turning Soldiers,’’ W. E. B. Du Bois seemed to be making up for his

‘‘Close Ranks’’ editorial. Calling America a ‘‘shameful land’’ for lynch-

ing, disfranchising, and otherwise abusing African Americans, he

urged blacks to ‘‘return fighting’’ from Europe ‘‘against the forces of

hell in our own land.’’ Although Lamar thought the editorial ‘‘unques-

tionably violent,’’ he conceded that it was directed against ‘‘deplorable

conditions’’ rather than the ‘‘constitutional authority of the United

States government.’’ After a delay of six days, the Post Office released

, copies of the magazine.5

Throughout  and into the next decade, government reports

continued to question the patriotism of even conservative black news-

papers and to charge them with encouraging racial conflict. The most

influential report on the black press, produced by Bowen on July ,

, singled out the New York Age while warning that the black press

‘‘increasingly employed the tone of menace and the threat of violent

resistance’’ and had become aligned ‘‘with the most destructive forces

of our political life today.’’ 6 A passage from Bowen’s ‘‘Radicalism and

Sedition among the Negroes’’ quoted by the Chicago Commission on

Race Relations claimed that characteristics common to many black

periodicalsmade the black press a ‘‘persistent source of a radical oppo-

sition to the government, and to the established rule of law.’’ These

included advocacy of retaliation against mob violence; demands for

social equality; strong opposition to the Wilson administration, the

South, and the League of Nations; and an emphasis on ‘‘race con-

sciousness.’’ A fifth characteristic, identification with radical organi-

zations and bolshevism, applied only to a minority of black publica-

tions.The Justice Department submitted Bowen’s report to the Senate

in November  and to the House of Representatives in May of the

following year.7

One of the most spirited attacks against the black press in 

came in late August, when Representative James F. Byrnes of South

Carolina interrupted a debate on teacher pensions in the House of

Representatives to blame the recent race riots on ‘‘incendiary utter-

ances of the would-be leaders of the [black] race now being circulated

through negro newspapers and magazines.’’ Although Byrnes, who

would later serve as Harry Truman’s secretary of state, quoted mostly

WilliamMonroe Trotter and articles from the Crisis and the Messenger,
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he repeatedly denounced the ‘‘negro press’’ as a whole, and indeed,

the sentiments he found so objectionable—like advocacy and praise

of armed self-defense—could be found in many black weekly news-

papers. Byrnes read excerpts from black publications on the floor of

Congress to warn ‘‘the white men of America . . . of the efforts that are

being made to induce the negro to resort to violence.’’ He attributed

immense power to black newspapers, saying they were stirring up an

otherwise contented black population, inciting them to violence and

rebellion. In addition to warning whites, he hoped to convince black

leaders to ‘‘tell their people that in seeking political and social equality

they are cherishing false hopes that are doomed to disappointment.’’

He also refuted the black press’s claim to pure Americanism. Byrnes

thought criticism of white supremacy in the South amounted to criti-

cism of the government, the flag, the nation as a whole, and ‘‘the white

man of the North and of the South.’’ He presentedmilitant statements

of black soldiers as evidence of the disloyalty and lack of fitness for

military duty of African Americans and warned that the ‘‘Bolsheviki

of Russia’’ might be ‘‘using the negro press of America to further their

nefarious purposes.’’ Byrnes sought to dash black people’s hopes that

theymight find racial justice in theNorth or obtain it from the national

government. He asserted that blacks were doing better in the South

than in the North, quoted Abraham Lincoln’s opposition to social

equality of the races, and predicted that now that so many blacks had

moved North, all whites would unite in opposition to racial equality.

For these reasons, he said, black peoplemust know that violencewould

not further their cause.They must ‘‘realize that there are in this coun-

try ,, white people determined not to extend political and

social equality to the ,, negroes, and a resort to violence

must inevitably bring to the negro greater suffering.’’ 8 This flew in the

face of a growing optimism in the black press that armed self-defense

and war-bred assertiveness would reduce violence against blacks and

increase their political influence.

Byrnes accused the black press of driving black readers to inter-

racial violence. Yet in the one case in which a black newspaper di-

rectly provoked a riot in —in Longview, Texas—the paper stimu-

lated white readers to initiate violence. A July  Chicago Defender article

claimed that a married white woman had declared that she loved and

wanted to marry Lemuel Walters, a black man, before he was lynched

on June  in Longview. On July , three white Longview men con-

fronted S. L. Jones, the Defender’s local agent, accused him of author-

ing the article, and beat him with a wrench. Jones escaped, but later
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that night, amobmarched to his house intent on lynching him or driv-

ing him out of town. In an ensuing riot, whites killed one black man

and burned several homes and stores. The sheriff destroyed copies of

the Defender and banned its future circulation. After Jones and some of

his allies fled the state and order was restored, leading white citizens

condemned the Defender’s ‘‘scurrilous article’’ and pledged they would

never again ‘‘permit the negroes of this community and country to in

any way interfere with our social affairs or to write or circulate articles

about the white people of our city or country.’’ 9 To these whites, the

black press mattered not merely for the way it affected black readers

but also for what it said about whites.

Longview was not the only community where whites kept their eyes

on black publications. White readers from across the South com-

plained to federal authorities about the Defender and other black news-

papers. Five hundred citizens of Atlanta unanimously approved a reso-

lution denouncing the Defender and the Atlanta Independent, another

black newspaper, for ‘‘abuse of our citizens, civilization and its insti-

tutions’’ and for ‘‘engender[ing] bad feelings and an evil spirit in the

hearts andminds of the Colored People of this City toward theirWhite

neighbors.’’ 10 Again, they felt a need to set the record on white people

straight. Whites from Pine Bluff, Monticello, and Helena, Arkansas;

Greenville, North Carolina; Macon, Missouri; Marks, Mississippi; and

Baldwin, Louisiana, among others, asked the Post Office Department

to ban from the mails the Chicago Defender, the Pittsburgh Courier, the

New York Age, the Boston Guardian, and the Indianapolis Freeman.11 A Jus-

tice Department agent in Memphis reported that he heard a ‘‘good

deal of criticism’’ of the Chicago Defender in the South during the sum-

mer of .12 Letter writers accused the black press of printing ‘‘wild

and exaggerated’’ accounts of whites’ crimes against blacks.13 Two of

the Defender’s southern agents were killed, according to Robert Ab-

bott’s biographer, and more than a dozen others were driven from

their homes.The state of Mississippi made it a misdemeanor ‘‘to print

or circulate or publish appeals or presentations or arguments or sug-

gestions favoring equality or marriage between the white and Negro

race,’’ and one county in that state banned the Defender altogether.

Some communities reportedly charged prohibitively excessive licens-

ing fees to distributors of black newspapers; in Birmingham, Alabama,

the Ku Klux Klan warned the black Baptist Leader to stop criticizing the

Klan; in Houston, the Klan allegedly stole the circulation list of the

black Houston Informer; a correspondent for a black newspaper was

lynched in Athens, Georgia; and across the South, according to the
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New York Age, white authorities scanned black newspapers ‘‘with a criti-

cal eye.’’ 14

White Arkansans, including Governor Charles H. Brough and the

Arkansas Gazette, based in Little Rock, claimed that black newspapers

had incited blacks in Phillips County to plot a massacre of local white

plantation owners. As it turned out, whites in Phillips County would

massacre perhaps hundreds of poor blacks that fall. On October ,

a posse rounded up and killed members of the Progressive Farmers

and Household Union of America, recently formed by poor black ten-

ant farmers and sharecroppers to demand fair treatment from land-

owners. In a letter to Postmaster General Albert Burleson, Governor

Brough claimed the posse had thwarted a plot incited by the Chicago

Defender. He said the paper had molded ‘‘the sentiment out of which

this recent conspiracy’’ emerged.TheDefender, theCrisis, ‘‘and all other

similar publications should be suppressed’’ in order to preserve racial

harmony, he concluded.

In a second letter, this time to the new postal solicitor, H. L. Don-

nelly, Brough attempted to further prove the ‘‘incendiary andmislead-

ing character’’ of the Defender. He enclosed a copy of the November 

issue, which published  investigator Walter White’s report on

the Arkansas riot. After conducting his own investigation in Phillips

County,White had formulated a version of events totally at odds with

the account given by Brough, the Arkansas Gazette, and the Commit-

tee of Seven (white citizens who had investigated the riot).White’s re-

port, which also appeared in several northern dailies, described the

exploitative plantation system that kept black farmers in a state of vir-

tual peonage by forcing them to purchase supplies from plantation

stores, denying them itemized account statements, and paying them

well below fair market prices for their crops. Sixty-five black farmers

had contacted a sympathetic local attorney, O. S. Bratton, about chal-

lenging elements of this peonage system in the courts, and others were

planning to refuse to harvest cotton unless the landowners agreed to

pay market prices.White found ‘‘no basis’’ for claims that the farmers

had planned a massacre of plantation owners and argued that the two

white men who were shot by blacks in the incident that precipitated

the riot had first fired into a black church without provocation.

According to Brough, Arkansas had no peonage system, black farm-

ers were treated fairly, and the union’s demands were unreasonable.

Further, the governor claimed to possess ‘‘documentary evidence’’ of

a plot to massacre white planters. Investigators had found ‘‘twenty-one

highpowered rifles and several thousand rounds of ammunition’’ in
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the office of a black dentist thought to be a leader of the conspiracy,

and the two white men had not shot into the church, he claimed.

Brough went beyond refuting White’s story, however, and attempted

to counter the black press’s portrayal of African Americans as dis-

contented and increasingly militant. Except for the unionists, black

Arkansans were peaceful, law-abiding, and ‘‘thrifty.’’ He praised their

‘‘splendid patriotic services to our government’’ and cited a resolution

that some black citizens presented to him after the riot ‘‘deploring the

attitude of the rioters of their race’’ and asserting that ‘‘the Governor

of Arkansas and the white people generally, are giving them a square

deal.’’ 15

Given the content of the Defender and the fact that no massacre

of whites ever took place, Brough’s claim that the newspaper incited

blacks to plan a bloody attack seems unlikely to say the least. But the

Defender and other black publications probably did contribute to the

emergence of a more militant attitude among black readers in Phillips

County, thus nurturing activism and encouraging armed self-defense.

At the same time, assertive black newspapers may have spurred whites

to launch their massacre of African Americans.16 The organization of

black tenant farmers and the inflammatory rhetoric in black news-

papers, of which white Arkansans were apparently aware, might well

have added to escalating fears of rebellion in a county where blacks

outnumbered whites by three to one. One white reader from the

county warned the Defender that its rhetoric led whites to kill blacks.

‘‘You are agitating a proposition through your paper which is causing

some of your good Bur heads to be killed and the end is not in sight

yet, but you have not got sense enough to see it,’’ the letter writer ex-

plained. ‘‘You think you have won but the price is being paid still, and

will continue so long as you Bur heads keep this . . . propaganda up.’’ 17

At least one white southerner took a more positive view of the black

press. Between July and November, Robert T. Kerlin, a professor of

English at the Virginia Military Institute, read black newspapers in

a diligent effort to understand African Americans. He published a

compilation of editorials and articles from eighty black publications

early in  under the title Voice of the Negro, . Kerlin hoped to

understand the black view of the year’s race riots and ‘‘present it to

the white public, if that public would accept it.’’ The book includes

chapters entitled ‘‘The New Era,’’ ‘‘The Negro’s Reactions to theWorld

War,’’ ‘‘The Negro’s Grievances and Demands,’’ ‘‘Riots,’’ ‘‘Lynchings,’’

‘‘The South,’’ and ‘‘Labor Unionism and Bolshevism.’’ Unlike Repre-

sentative James Byrnes of South Carolina and Robert Bowen of the
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Post Office, Kerlin recognized the importance of examining a wide

sampling of papers rather than a few of the most radical ones. Afri-

can Americans, he said, had a ‘‘right to be heard in the court of the

world,’’ and he believed that helping to bring such a hearing about

‘‘would be a service to the country.’’ Chicago Broad Ax editor Julius

Taylor thought Kerlin’s book was ‘‘calculated to have a tremendous

effect in creating a better understanding of the Negro’s problem of

adjustment.’’ 18 Clearly, though, Kerlin was outnumbered by those in

the South who would do whatever it took to keep African Americans

in their place, including censorship—or when that didn’t work, in-

timidation—of black newspapers like the Chicago Defender. Still, even

committed white supremacists like Brough sometimes had to engage

in dialogue with northern black editors whom they could not destroy

through force.

White readers in the North seemedmore open-minded to the argu-

ments they read in black newspapers but still offered more criticism

than praise of the black press and worried about its inciting effect.

The Chicago Commission on Race Relations identified the sensation-

alism of the reporting of interracial clashes in local black newspapers

as one factor precipitating the July race riot in Chicago.19 A committee

of the New York legislature claimed in the summer of  that docu-

ments seized from the socialist Rand School of Social Science proved

that radicals hoped to rouse the black population to rebellion by sub-

sidizing black orators and newspapers and exaggerating racial injus-

tice. Although these charges turned out to be baseless, the Lusk Com-

mittee concluded that radical propaganda addressed to blacks fell on

soil made fertile by racial oppression, a point some black editors had

made.20

The New York Tribune blamed theWashington race riot on ‘‘danger-

ous propaganda’’ printed in black newspapers and devoted almost a

full page to the problem, quoting theNew York Age, theCrisis, theBoston

Guardian, the Washington Bee, the Richmond Planet, and others.21 White

soldiers who participated in that same riot apparently agreed. They

seized a bundle of forty copies of theBaltimore Afro-American from a dis-

tributor they accused of pedaling ‘‘propaganda.’’ 22 Former president

WilliamH.Taft also assumed the black press had something to do with

the riots and asked editors to ‘‘cease publishing articles, however true,

having inciting effect.’’ 23

In Cleveland, Police Chief Frank W. Smith called Harry Smith to

his office to discuss an August  Cleveland Gazette editorial advising

blacks to keep ‘‘a U.S. Army Riot Gun in your home’’ as protection
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against white rioters. ‘‘Cleveland may be the next riot-storm center.

Who knows?,’’ Smith had written. According to the white daily, the

Cleveland News, Chief Smith accused the Gazette editor of trying to stir

up trouble and threatened to charge him with murder if anyone died

in a race riot in Cleveland. Another local daily, the Cleveland News-

Leader,however, reported that Chief Smith denied the remarks. Editor

Smith describedhis one-hourmeetingwith the police chief as a ‘‘pleas-

ant chat.’’ He said the two men discussed the editorial, recent riots,

lynching, and mob violence in general. In the next Gazette, Smith re-

iterated his endorsement of armed self-defense, while noting his long-

term opposition to mob violence. ‘‘The Gazette,’’ he asserted, ‘‘stands

for law and order!’’ 24

To all of these white readers, what appeared in black newspapers

mattered. It mattered because they believed black newspapers had a

major impact on the consciousness and actions of African Americans,

whom they hoped to control. But sometimes their responses to the

black press suggest that their concerns went beyond a desire to control

the flow of information to black people.The Chicago Defender’s sugges-

tion that a white woman could fall in love with a black man, for ex-

ample, contradicted the lynching and rapemyths so deeply embedded

in southern white consciousness. Longview rioters who responded to

this were not simply defending the honor of one white woman; they

were defending their particular view of reality and way of life. Other

readers, particularly northerners and Robert Kerlin, showed a more

open-minded curiosity about the black press, a willingness to listen to

it and learn from it. On such individuals, the editors, publishers, and

writers of the black press pinned their hopes for a more just society.

THE NEW NEGRO IN THE BLACK PRESS

Black editors seem to have been aware of the rising interest in the

black press and hoped to seize the opportunity to convey their ideas

about African Americans and race relations in the United States to

the American public. They commented on editorial notices in major

dailies, governmentmonitoring of the black press, the remarks of Rep-

resentative Byrnes, and the Lusk Committee’s discussion of blacks. In-

deed, their comments suggest an eagerness to use the press to influ-

ence white public opinion—to counter the ‘‘insidious and dangerous

propaganda’’ constantly issuing from ‘‘Negro-hating southerners’’ or

anyonewho sought ‘‘to poison public sentiment all over the country.’’ 25

The Cleveland Gazette, for instance, asked black readers to call whites’

attention to an article in the paper on a French general’s praise of
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African Americans’ performance in battle during the war.26 The Chi-

cago Defender reprinted a racist editorial from a Mississippi newspaper

‘‘to show government officials it is in their plain duty to suppress such

trouble-breeding sheets as this.’’ 27

The editor in chief of the Associated Negro Press, Nahum Daniel

Brascher, expressed black journalists’ interest in reaching white read-

ers most clearly. He told the Chicago Commission on Race Relations

that ‘‘most of us are proud to have them [colored newspapers] seen in

the hands of our white friends and it is only through them that they

can really get our viewpoint. . . . I am very much interested in having

the editorial feeling of the newspaper get to the white people.’’ 28 In a

June  column in theChicago Defender,Brascher revealed his hopes that

the black press would have an effect on white America. ‘‘America must

be told . . . the truth, and the whole truth, about our condition and our

aspirations and our demands,’’ he wrote. Blacks must fund ‘‘the nec-

essary propaganda to get and maintain the rights of freedom.’’ In the

face of such a ‘‘,     

   ,     

     ,’’ Brascher proclaimed.29

Not coincidentally, as white interest in the black press reached its

peak in , the black press’s efforts to create and describe a new

image of African Americans escalated. To be sure, this ‘‘New Negro’’

was grounded in social reality. The migration of hundreds of thou-

sands of blacks from the politically and socially repressive rural South

to the more prosperous and less restrictive urban North, the recent

service of , black men in the military (about half of whom

went to Europe), the contributions of blacks at home to a war to make

the world safe for democracy, and the self-assertion of ethnic groups

throughout Europe made many African Americans aware of new pos-

sibilities, eager for greater freedoms, and optimistic about the effi-

cacy of social activism. Membership in protest groups like the 

and Garvey’s nationalistic Universal Negro Improvement Association

soared.30

But African American newspapers did not simply present the New

Negro to white America. At a timewhenwhite Americans were looking

to the black press in an effort to understand African Americans, the

black press emphasized a version of theNewNegro calculated to affect

public opinion, black and white, in particular ways.31 The black press’s

image of the New Negro was designed to persuade America that black

people deserved full citizenship and were willing and able to fight for

it and that they would no longer passively submit to mob violence.
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News stories called readers’ attention to the praise from French gen-

erals and other Europeans of the performance of African American

soldiers, asserting that it ‘‘ ‘gives the lie to any who may have declared

that Negroes were not fighters.’ ’’ 32 The Chicago Defender told returning

soldiers that they were ‘‘bigger and better men than when you left us,’’

and ‘‘the country that commands your service in times of war owes you

protection of life and property in times of peace.’’ The ‘‘fighting spirit’’

displayed by thesemen in France was not likely to allow them to accept

second-class citizenship in America. ‘‘     that

the spirit which ‘took no prisoners’ will tamely and meekly submit to

a program of lynching, burning and social ostracism as has obtained

in the past. With your help and experience we shall look forward to

a new tomorrow, not of subservience, not of meek and humble obei-

sance to any class, but with a determination to demand what is our due

at all times and in all places.’’ 33 Other black newspapers highlighted

the words and deeds of returned black soldiers who stood up for their

rights. Letters frommilitant soldiers who loved their ‘‘race better than

life itself ’’ became a regular feature.34 ‘‘My appeal is for that which

we claim to have been fighting for, to establish a true and everlast-

ing Democracy,’’ Sergeant James P. Webb wrote in the Baltimore Afro-

American.35TheCleveland Gazette reported that when Sergeant James G.

Ellis, a decorated black war hero who hadmade friends with white sol-

diers in military hospitals and on the boat ride home from France, ar-

rived in Newport News and boarded a local ferry, a white southerner

tried to prevent him fromaccompanying his friends.Theman said that

‘‘ ‘niggers’ had to go upstairs.’’ Ellis threatened the man with a Colt

 and was urged to use it by his comrades. Had a black minister not

intervened, ‘‘there certainly would have been another ‘cracker’ gone

to heaven.’’ 36

Black newspapers in the South, where black soldiers in uniform

were lynched throughout , sometimes chose to soft-pedal themili-

tancy of returning servicemen.The Savannah Tribune denied that wear-

ing a uniform made black soldiers ‘‘forget ‘their places.’ ’’ The ‘‘ ‘up-

pishness’ ’’ of blacks, an editorial argued, ‘‘is imagined, rather than

real.’’ In fact, black soldiers had come back from the war ‘‘more man-

nerly, of better personal appearance and health, better trained, of ma-

turer judgment and more refined.’’ A greater source of disorder had

been ‘‘mischief-making’’ by returned white soldiers.

But the Tribune did not deny that the war had made African Ameri-

cans in general more militant. It reprinted an Associated Negro Press

story about a mass meeting in Philadelphia that concluded that ‘‘since
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‘‘Will Uncle Sam Stand For This Cross?’’ The South pins the ‘‘croix de lynch’’

medal on black soldiers while winking at Uncle Sam.
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the Negro has shown his fighting strength in the World War, he is

going to see that he gets the justice due him in this country.’’ Blacks

emerged from the war ‘‘self-conscious’’ and ‘‘bitter’’ and were deter-

mined to make demands. A year later, the paper editorialized: ‘‘We

have with us a new Negro, and it will be well for the nation at large

to realize it and undertake to adjust conditions at the South and the

North to meet this new order of things.’’ 37 The Richmond Planet also ar-

gued that the country would have to deal with blacks who had been

transformed and made more assertive by the war.38

Northern newspapers made this point even more forcefully. ‘‘We

take this opportunity to say to America that neither in France nor

America will colored men suffer indignities from southern white

brutes whether they are in the uniform of the United States or in citi-

zen’s garb,’’ William Byrd warned in the Cleveland Gazette.39 The experi-

ence of the war, according to Johnson, had ‘‘worked a great change’’ in

the consciousness of all  million African Americans, and they would

no longer ‘‘tamely submit’’ to treatment they had ‘‘hitherto received.’’ 40

‘‘This is not a time for our Race to be unassuming,’’ a letter writer told

the Chicago Defender.41

These black writers—North and South—used black participation

in the war as a rationale for whites to give them their rights—first,

because they had earned and deserved them and, second, because

they were now capable of fighting for them. No doubt much of this

writing was directed at African Americans to encourage them to seize

the propitious moment soon after their patriotic contribution. But

writers frequently aimed their remarks directly at white Americans or

the nation as a whole. They reminded white people of what blacks de-

served and what would happen if they did not get it. In practice, whites

in Phillips County, Arkansas, seem to have taken the Defender’s threats

at face value, but sadly, instead of reacting bymaking concessions, they

launched a preemptive strike, massacring unionizing sharecroppers

who they feared had read the paper.

It is unclear whether the black press contributed to the outbreak

of the other two dozen race riots of , but that year marked a dra-

matic shift in the pattern of such disturbances. Previously, what histo-

rians refer to as ‘‘race riots’’ bore a greater resemblance to pogroms,

in which vengeful whites descended on black neighborhoods, kill-

ing, maiming, and burning. From  on, black residents met vio-

lence with almost equal force, inflicting comparable losses on whites.

‘‘It is plainly evident that the slaughtering of unarmed and helpless

colored people without its accompanying killing of white people will
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never take place in this country again,’’ JohnMitchell’s Richmond Planet

pointed out.42 From April to October , an estimated  people

died in race riots in twenty-five cities, North and South. The largest

riots occurred in Charleston, South Carolina; Longview,Texas; Wash-

ington; Chicago; Omaha, Nebraska; and Phillips County.With the ex-

ception, perhaps, of Phillips County, the worst riot occurred in Chi-

cago, where  people were injured and  killed.Were it not for the

police, who killed  blacks, the death toll would have been nearly even

in Chicago:  blacks and  whites.

Black editors and journalists—North and South—generally con-

demned the lawlessness but applauded blacks who fought back with

force. Reports on the riots resembled accounts of sporting events,

with writers tallying up the casualties on each side of the color line.

The Savannah Tribune estimated that blacks on Chicago’s Southside

possessed ‘‘two thousand Springfield rifles with considerable ammuni-

tion’’ and claimed that a majority of those injured in the initial rioting

were white.TheNew York Age agreed and added that blacks inWashing-

ton had also defended themselves ‘‘with a grim determination to exact

a life for a life,’’ with the help of machine guns, hand grenades, and

homemade bombs.43 The Cleveland Gazette claimed that white news-

papers were ‘‘hiding the truth’’ about the high number of whites killed

in theWashington riot ‘‘to keep Afro-Americans afraid to strike back.’’

The Baltimore Afro-American opened its story on the Washington riot

with an itemized list of casualties on both sides:

 

 killed— wounded— beaten

 

 killed— wounded— beaten

Like a box score, the graphic told the tale at a glance: ‘‘The colored

population was well armed and able to take care of itself.’’ 44

Although it is impossible to know for sure, it is not unreasonable

to assume that black editors intended to encourage black readers to

defend themselves and to dissuade whites from attacking them in the

future. ‘‘White boys and men in the South should know the havoc

wrought among their race so that they will shrink from committing

a similar offense,’’ the Cleveland Gazette warned. ‘‘The truth will end

this thing sooner than anything else.’’ Smith’s editorial, which advised

readers to arm themselves with U.S. Army riot guns, got him into

trouble with the local police. The title of the editorial, ‘‘The Mob!: A

Warning,’’ suggests that it was aimed as much at white would-be at-
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tackers as at potential black victims. Both the chief of the Cleveland

police and the local newspapers got the message.45 The Savannah Tri-

bune took a less aggressive posture but still presented a message that

could have been meant to persuade white southerners to stop attack-

ing blacks. Blacks were fighting back and migrating out of the South,

the paper warned, because ‘‘Negro blood is running down the streets

of many cities’’ and ‘‘nothing is being done by the national and local

governments to prevent it.’’ 46

In themidst of the Chicago riot, the Chicago Defender began tomove

away from its previous encouragement of black self-defense, urging

black readers ‘‘to do your part to restore quiet and order.’’ ‘‘This,’’

a headline proclaimed, ‘‘is no time to solve the race question!’’ Roi

Ottley, Abbott’s biographer, argues that the publisher wanted to help

restore order by urging caution on his black readers. Yet Abbott still

wanted to drive the lesson of the rioting home to white Americans

who might read or hear about his paper. In an editorial in the same

issue that advised caution, the Defender said that America was ‘‘reap-

ing the whirlwind’’ for having so long lynched andmobbed blacks with

impunity. ‘‘The black worm has turned,’’ the editorial added; ‘‘a Race

that has furnished hundreds of thousands of the best soldiers that

the world has ever seen is no longer content to turn the left cheek

when smitten upon the right.’’ 47 In a similar vein, the New York Age

said that blacks’ militant self-defense in the riots ‘‘proclaimed to the

country’’ (in case the country had missed the point) that ‘‘the Negro

will no longer allow himself to be mobbed free of cost. Those who in-

dulge in mobbing him now and hereafter have got to pay the cost, and

pay it in lives.’’ 48 The Richmond Planet agreed—white-cappers, the Ku

Klux Klan, and lynchers would hesitate before attacking blacks now

that blacks were determined to assert their fundamental right of self-

defense.49

These editorialists never took such warnings as far as they could

have—as far as Richard Wright would in his famous novel, Native Son,

in which he suggested that African Americans had been driven to in-

discriminate and horrible retribution by poverty, oppression, and in-

justice. On the contrary, in all of these warnings, black writers were

careful to point out that African Americans never initiated the riots

but were provoked and acted in ‘‘pure defense.’’ Some northern news-

papers painted a picture of the New Negro as respectable, rational,

and aligned with the forces of order, justice, and enlightenment

against the forces of disorder, injustice, and darkness, especially in

the South.50 Mitchell, while maintaining blacks’ right to defend them-
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‘‘The Worm Turns.’’ ‘‘Boys, we’ve each been wounded. The blacks fought

back.We’ve got to go,’’ a lyncher says to a rioter and an agitator.

From Richmond Planet, August , .

selves, denounced the ‘‘lawless elements of both races’’ who may have

caused the riots and called on the ‘‘better classes’’ of blacks and whites

to unite against them.51

Other aspects of the New Negro were his political assertiveness and

susceptibility to radical ideologies. Black weeklies embraced andmade

much of blacks’ political assertiveness but were ambivalent about radi-
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calism. Only a few black publications, like the Messenger, the Challenge,

and the Crusader, all published in New York City, professed the radi-

cal ideologies the government feared most: bolshevism, socialism, an-

archism, and syndicalism. With the exception of Garvey’s daily Negro

World, which espoused a doctrine of radical black nationalism, radi-

cal black journals had small circulations, and all of them were short-

lived. Most black weekly newspapers used great care in presenting

this aspect of the New Negro to white America. The Richmond Planet

minimized black radicalism, saying in response to the ‘‘Radicalism and

Sedition among the Negroes’’ report by the ‘‘Department of Injustice’’

that ‘‘radicalism is reflected in our publications, but not sedition.’’ 52

The Chicago Defender went further, denouncing radical doctrines and

arguing that it was southern whites, not northern blacks, who were

radical. An editorial said bolshevism sounded the ‘‘death knell of law

and order’’ and endorsed federal raids on anarchists and other radi-

cal ‘‘snakes in the grass.’’ 53 Elsewhere, the Defender equated southern

opponents of black rights with Bolshevists and referred to the Omaha

riot as a ‘‘fit of semi-bolshevism.’’ 54 The Cleveland Gazette and the New

York Age tended to oppose bolshevism, too, the Age associating it with

lawlessness and thus ‘‘the white lynchers of the South.’’ But they also

noted that they could see why disfranchised blacks, in their ‘‘depth

of desperation,’’ might grab onto a radical doctrine.55 ‘‘If Negroes feel

that they are justified in being Bolsheviki there is nobody in America

to condemn them for it,’’ Byrd wrote. ‘‘The greatest Reds and I.W.W.

in this country are themen in power who are exploiting the people for

their pockets.’’ 56 Johnson’s editorials, unlike the unsigned editorials

in the Age, expressed some sympathy for radicalism, although he ulti-

mately rejected it as a viable political strategy. He asserted that most

blacks could not be classified as radicals since they were contending

for rights most people took for granted. But he warned that ‘‘the treat-

ment they are getting will eventually’’ force them ‘‘into the ranks of the

radicals.’’ Thus, Johnson warned of the possibility of black radicalism

while attempting to ‘‘combat the propaganda that the Negro is a ‘dan-

gerous radical’ because he is demanding the common fundamental

rights of all other citizens of the country.’’ 57

The Baltimore Afro-American came close to endorsing radical views,

stopping just short of supporting the Socialist Party. Carl Murphy, son

of the publisher, joined the editorial staff in , and his socialist

and pacifist views soon made an imprint on the journal’s editorials.58

During , the Afro-American quoted the socialist Messenger sympa-

thetically; defended the Rand School, a socialist institution raided by
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‘‘The American Outlaw.’’ ‘‘I am not a savage, a wild-man, not a heathen.

I am an American, a thug, a Red flag, a Bolshevist, a lyncher.’’

From Richmond Planet, April , .

the government in July; and predicted rising black support for the So-

cialist Party. But ultimately the editors maintained a stand of political

independence.59 In August, the Afro-American noted with satisfaction

that the Washington and Chicago riots had ‘‘opened the eyes of the

country to the fact that the urban Negro will fight back when he has

to’’ and had led the New York World to see that continued oppression

of African Americans would drive them into the clutches of radical

political organizations. Increasing radicalism among African Ameri-
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‘‘—And Take These with You!’’ Uncle Sam prepares to throw ‘‘the lyncher’’

and ‘‘race prejudice’’ off a pier onto a boat with ‘‘the Reds,’’ who are

being deported to ‘‘anywhere outside America.’’
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cans would lead the government to do more to bring about racial

justice, a later Afro-American editorial asserted: ‘‘If white people are

more willing to listen to reason on the color question today than ten

years ago, we have to thank the growing radicalism among colored

people.’’ 60 Although radical ideas appealed to Murphy, he seems to

have valued themmost for their ability to force white people to ‘‘listen

to reason on the color question.’’

THE BLACK PRESS AND THE REDEMPTION OF AMERICA

Parallel to and inseparable from the black press’s projection of a New

Negro—at least among northern newspapers—was its ongoing por-

trayal of the old, corrupt, uncivilized South. The two were sometimes

depicted as locked in battle with each other for the soul of America.

In the aftermath of WorldWar I, the nation was at an important cross-

roads, facing a choice between the path represented by the racist,

disorderly, uncivilized South or the humanitarian soul of the nation

exemplified by the Declaration of Independence, northern aboli-

tionists, Abraham Lincoln, and the New Negro. An editorial cartoon

in the Chicago Defender depicted a cloud of black smoke emanating

from the scene of a lynching and enshrouding the Statue of Liberty,

with the caption ‘‘Stifling Liberty!’’ 61 The riots and lynchings of 

suggested that southern violence was in danger of contaminating the

entire nation. But themoment also held extraordinary promise for the

redemption of America.

Rather than taking the urban rioting in northern cities as evidence

that racism was a national rather than primarily a southern problem,

black newspapers could blame it, as they had the East St. Louis riot,

on the influx of southern ‘‘crackers’’ and the proliferation of ‘‘dirty,

criminal southern propaganda.’’ 62 ‘‘No attention has been paid to the

large numbers of ‘crackers’ who came from the South in the past three

years to work’’ in northern factories, the Cleveland Gazette editorialized.

Their arrival ‘‘explains the great increase in prejudice and friction be-

tween the races in this city.’’ Smith went on to assert that these south-

erners caused the Chicago and Washington riots and ‘‘tried to start

a riot in Cleveland last Monday.’’ He called on his ‘‘brethren of the

race press’’ to make this point clear to the ‘‘whites of your respective

communities.’’ 63

In addition to migrating ‘‘crackers,’’ the antiblack propaganda

spread by the ‘‘bourbon press’’ also caused the riots. A Chicago De-

fender editorial listed antiblack propaganda, originating in the South,

as the ‘‘primary’’ cause of the Chicago riot. The propaganda alleged
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that blacks had to be kept in their place through lynching and mob

violence or whites in the South would be subject to ‘‘Negro domina-

tion. The result is the inculcation of a disregard of law and order in

both races.’’ This view and the resulting disorder could not be con-

fined to the South and were in danger of infecting the whole nation

and creating a wave of disorder.64

Despite these dangers, some thought the riots indicated that con-

ditions were not as bad in the North as they were in the South. They

showed that northern blacks had been less cowed than southern

blacks, who generally did not fight back. If southern blacks would

learn how to ‘‘meet violence with violence’’ like blacks in Washington

and Chicago had, the Baltimore Afro-American reasoned, ‘‘there would

be a riot after every Southern lynching.’’ 65 The southern black man

had less chance to defend himself when he was attacked by a southern

mob, Johnson pointed out, because the whole community attacked

him. In the North, he had more chance for a ‘‘fair fight. He does not

feel that he has the force of the whole community, the whole county,

the whole state, and the whole section of the country against him.’’ 66

Even a southern newspaper, the Savannah Tribune, could agree that

blacks had ‘‘at least a fighting chance to survive the mob’’ in northern

cities.67 Some editors also argued that blacks involved in rioting in the

North had a chance of getting a fair trial. After indicting fifty blacks on

riot-related charges, Johnson noted, a Chicago grand jury had refused

to indict more blacks until they heard evidence against white rioters.

‘‘Such an action on the part of a grand jury in a Southern community

is inconceivable,’’ he concluded.68

Black authors sometimes invested an exaggerated faith inAmerican

ideals and institutions. The Constitution drew no color line, a speaker

quoted in theNewYork Age asserted, overlooking that document’s origi-

nal endorsement of slavery.69 Other editorialists argued that African

Americans needed no new legislation to ensure their rights, just en-

forcement of the Constitution.70 Another defined racial divisions as

unpatriotic and un-American.71 And newspapers like the Cleveland Ga-

zette, the Savannah Tribune, and the Chicago Defender that continued to

recommend northward migration downplayed some of the difficulties

of life for blacks in northern cities.72

The ways of the ‘‘southern ‘Hun’ ’’ threatened to undermine core

American values.The ‘‘one great sin of America’’ was its ‘‘weak and vac-

illating policy . . . in dealing with southern lawlessness,’’ Byrd argued.73

Failure to meet the southern threat endangered the very existence of

American values and institutions. ‘‘  is a part of the body
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‘‘A Tip from One Who Knows.’’ The defeated ex-Kaiser warns the American

South that white supremacy ‘‘doesn’t pay.’’ The black press frequently

compared the white South to America’s enemies in World War I.
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‘‘The Mark of the American Hun—Blot It Out.’’ ‘‘Two Lynchings Last Week.

The records of history will show that the United States fought valiantly for

Democracy in Europe.’’ From Baltimore Afro-American, January , .

politic of this country,’’ the Chicago Defender warned. ‘‘If poison is in-

jected into any part of the human system and the same is not arrested

and eradicated, it will eventually infect the whole system and may re-

sult in death.’’ 74 The South threatened the nation’s spiritual health

in a number of ways. It spread lawlessness, undermined democratic

values, and promoted the values of the enemy—whether they be auto-

cratic Germans or Russian Bolsheviks.75 Byrd saw in the summer’s riots

a calculated plan by southerners to make the rest of America like the

South—a white man’s country—by spreading violence against blacks

to all corners of the nation.

Byrd and the Cleveland Gazette took this view of the South as dan-

gerous to American values and institutions about as far as any other
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editorialist or newspaper. They also presented a grand vision of what

blacks could do to preserve those values and defeat America’s dark

side. America could save itself by following the example of militant

blacks inWashington and Chicago who had made those cities ‘‘decent

places to live’’ by standing up to southern-influenced ruffians, Byrd ar-

gued. And since the federal government seemed unwilling to do this,

African Americans would have to lead the fight against the ‘‘southern

‘Hun’ who sought to destroy theUnion and is now seeking to endanger

it by his savage traits.’’ 76

Southern black newspapers never made such dramatic claims or

drew such sharp distinctions betweenNorth and South, but they some-

times portrayed the South as a threat to democratic principles and

placed their hopes for progress in the North. The Savannah Tribune,

for instance, classified news of southern lynchings, which appeared at

the same time as news of the Armistice, as ‘‘pro-Germanism and dis-

loyalty’’ committed ‘‘by a species of Huns (made in America) running

wild throughout the Southland, defying law, dominating public opin-

ion, and shedding innocent blood.’’ 77 In spite of the newspaper’s loca-

tion in a state that was exceeded only byMississippi in violence against

blacks, the Tribune portrayed the South as a threat to America’s repu-

tation. ‘‘Georgia’s fame for lynching and burning is familiar and com-

mon knowledge throughout the nation, and now since the war, with

wider communication between this country and Europe, this fame

is spreading over Europe and attaining international proportions.’’ 78

Another southern paper, the Richmond Planet, sometimes expressed

faith in a North capable of living up to democratic principles and im-

posing them on the South. In August, a mob led by a county judge

and a local constable attacked and seriously injured  executive

secretary John R. Shillady in Austin, Texas. After Governor William

Hobby condoned the attack, Mitchell wrote an editorial that indicted

the South and invested hopes for racial progress solely in northern-

ers.79 At other times, though, Mitchell’s paper viewed racial problems

as national in scope, especially in light of the recent rioting in north-

ern cities. Just a week after the Shillady editorial, Mitchell argued that

Smith’s run-in with the Cleveland Police Department proved that ‘‘the

condition of the colored peo[ple] now seems to be about the same in

one section of the country as it is in the other.’’ He also continued to

praise the ‘‘better class’’ of southern whites and held up the local au-

thorities’ response to a race riot in Knoxville, Tennessee, as a model

for all to follow.80

By the late summer of , African Americans seemed to have lost
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a good deal of the optimism of a year earlier, when many thought the

idealistic crusade in Europe might lead directly to the ‘‘dawn of real

democracy’’ in America and a returning black soldier could write with

eager sincerity: ‘‘I truly believe that this democracy will not be denied

us.’’ 81 The signing of the Armistice on November , , was bitter-

sweet for African Americans. Mitchell had shrewdly surmised that the

longer the war went on, themore race reform it would bring. All of the

measures realized since the editors’ conference had been undertaken

as war measures, most of which evaporated after the Armistice. The

following year’s riots in Washington and Chicago and a dramatic in-

crease in lynching—including the killings of some returned black sol-

diers in uniform—made it clear to most that the federal government

would not follow through onWilson’s statement against lynching and

that the South would not be made safe for democracy any time soon.

In fact, the attacks on black radicals and periodicals after the war

showed that the federal government could not be relied on to bring

about justice for African Americans. Federal policy may have reached

a nadir in January  when the House and Senate passed differ-

ent versions of a peacetime sedition law that would have allowed the

Post Office Department to ban any publication that made an ‘‘appeal’’

to ‘‘racial prejudice’’ and would thus ‘‘cause rioting or the resort to

force and violence within the United States.’’ Du Bois predicted that,

by this standard, officials could rule something as innocuous as a ‘‘list

of lynchings’’ a violation of law.82 Indeed, one postal censor had made

just such a case during the war. Smith thought the law would wipe

the black press ‘‘out of existence,’’ and a Chicago Defender cartoonist

depicted the black press facing the ‘‘lynching,’’ ‘‘mob law,’’ ‘‘concubi-

nage,’’ and ‘‘hatred’’ of the South with its hands tied by the sedition

law.83 As public opinion turned against the government’s persecution

of political dissidents in the late winter and spring of , however,

peacetime sedition legislation lostmomentumand theHouse and Sen-

ate never agreed on a compromise version.84 As Mitchell had put it

back in December, ‘‘The persistent effort to discredit the Negroes of

this country has dismally failed and our place in history has been for-

ever established.’’ 85

Meanwhile, in spite of signs that the country had pulled back from

the reform impulses stimulated by the war, black newspapers did not

stop prodding America to live up to its ideals and did not completely

lose hope that someday it would. Most black writers continued to be-

lieve that the North, once the home of abolition and the underground

railroad, could provide a haven—however flawed—for persecuted
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blacks fleeing the South. They continued to hold fast to America’s

founding ideals and institutions—a set of principles that, if adhered

to, would guarantee their just treatment. They continued to trust that

many white men of goodwill believed in fairness and justice without

regard to race and that many would support black rights if only they

were better informed.They assumed that if the black press kept on ‘‘in

the same old uncompromising way, asking the white man to live up to

his constitution and laws . . . the so-called ‘Race Problem,’ which flies

so ghostly before his eyes, will be no more.’’ 86 Such consistent prod-

ding would do more than benefit African Americans; it would redeem

the republic itself—make it, as one black soldier wrote, ‘‘the greatest

on the face of the earth.’’ 87 In the middle of the red summer of ,

Reverend W. Sampson Brooks encouraged and instructed the black

press during a conference on the race riots: ‘‘The fundamental prin-

ciples upon which this nation was founded must be ever kept aloft by

the colored press, and when it achieves their universal acceptance for

all, it will have made the greatest contribution to American ideals and

government.’’ 88Although that day was still a distant dream, black jour-

nalists kept believing in its inevitability and in the possibility that they

could help bring it about.
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CONCLUSION

TOWARD A
WAR FOR ALL
THE PEOPLE,
1919–1945

Students of World War I and the Red Scare usually come away from

their topic with a sense of pessimism about the prospects for democ-

racy and freedom of expression in America. The ease with which gov-

ernment propagandists manipulated public opinion during the war

led journalist Walter Lippmann and others to conclude that the peo-

ple could not be relied on to comprehend the complexities of modern

mass society and to call for intelligent and knowledgeable leaders to

guide public opinion in the interests of order and prosperity, even at

the cost of truly democratic decision making.1 Media critics have sub-

sequently lost faith in the reliability of facts and the possibility that the

public sphere could serve as a neutral ground on which citizens have

access to the state and exercise some power over it. The media, they

point out, is not truly open to all views, and the press’s posture of politi-

cal neutrality gives an unfair advantage to those with the power and

resources to disseminate ideas and manipulate symbols. Indeed, they

could point out that the mainstream media supported World War I

and passed along government propaganda uncritically while offering

superficial and fragmented coverage of important underlying issues

like the rise of racially motivated violence in  and .2

Moreover, studies of government repression during the war and the

Red Scare point to the ways that the crackdown on sedition limited

civil liberties, destroyed radical organizations, and paved the way for

later and more substantial abuses, especially during the Cold War.3

Studies that focus directly on government repression of the black press

suggest that the campaign succeeded in cowing editors into submis-

sion at the same time that antiradical campaigns stimulated the rise of

reactionary forces that generated racial violence across the country in

the months after the war.4



But although the experience of the black press inWorldWar I dem-

onstrates the fragility of democracy and free expression, it also offers

some cause for optimism. In a nation founded on democratic ideals,

President Wilson found it necessary to articulate a democratic ratio-

nale for going to war, and some activists managed to convince him,

in turn, that the same ideals should be applied to oppressed individu-

als at home. For example, Wilson acknowledged that lynching made

a mockery of his humanitarian war aims and declared in June 

that giving women the vote was ‘‘an essential psychological element in

the conduct of the war for democracy.’’ 5 Further, the black press did

not act as a passive transmitter of government propaganda during the

war. Whereas the mainstream press had been generally uncritical of

the war effort and government propaganda, the black press offered

significant criticism. Editorials usually did not oppose the war or its

basic aims, but they continually pointed out the ways in which Afri-

can Americans were being discriminated against by the war machine

or how persecution of blacks at home contradicted Wilson’s ideals.

To some extent, African Americans soft-pedaled their criticisms,

especially after the enforcement of the Espionage and Sedition Acts

began. But their wartime moderation should not be judged simply

as a response to the threat of physical force wielded by the govern-

ment or uncritical acceptance of prowar propaganda. The threat of

repression certainly played a role in shaping the black newspapers’ re-

sponse to the war, but black editors did not dramatically alter their

tone after the antisedition machinery gathered steam in . Even

historian Theodore Kornweibel Jr., who argues that federal agents

achieved their goal of moderating the Chicago Defender and other black

newspapers during the war, points out that Robert Abbott’s newspaper

continued to promote blackmigration and condemn lynching and the

government’s racist policies through the end of the war.6 Like the De-

fender, most black newspapers exercised greater caution in the months

just before the Armistice, but they did not change the basic thrust of

their message. After the end of the war, militancy increased again even

though government scrutiny continued.

So a number of factors, including coercion, prowar propaganda,

public opinion, local conditions, and the expectations of African

American readers, helped to shape the responses of black newspapers

to the war. But although black journalists could not ignore these fac-

tors or act as if they were free of their social context, their actions were

not wholly determined. Black writers were not passively manipulated

by government policies, majority opinions, and patterns of discourse,

 



although they were affected by them. Rather, they took account of

existing circumstances while devising responses that helped to shape

events in ways that, for the most part, served black interests well.

Another factor that may have altered the tone of black newspapers

and that contradicts historians’ pessimism was the apparent success

of their efforts. After the government met with black editors, listened

to their demands, and then began acting on them, it seemed that the

warmight actually advance the interests of African Americans. Editors

who believed the war was serving their interests accordingly became

more supportive of the federal government. There is no reason to be-

lieve that their optimism was misplaced. Although the government

was acting out of necessity rather than moral conviction—as some

black editors observed—the measures it took were real and seemed to

signal a reversal of its long-standing inattention to African Americans.

Had the war lasted longer, the gainsmight have beenmore substantial.

Another sign of success was the growth of an antilynching move-

ment and, in the s and s, a dramatic decline in the number of

people lynched each year. A number of southern organizations began

to campaign against lynching during the war, and a congressman from

Missouri introduced a bill to make lynching a federal crime. If, as soci-

ologists Stewart E. Tolnay and E. M. Beck argue, white southerners

came to oppose lynching because they thought it was driving away

their labor force, then the black press can be said to have reinforced

this trend by urging blacks to migrate and publicizing the theory that

lynching caused migration of blacks from the South.7

Even without achieving substantial tangible results, the black press

succeeded in its mission in important ways during World War I, at

least considering what was within its control. Not only did it manage

to avoid wholesale and persistent suppression, but it also overcame its

exclusion from the mainstream marketplace of ideas, injecting black

demands and beliefs into the public sphere and, most important, con-

veying them to the national government’s highest officials. Although

most of the mainstream media remained closed to dissident or mi-

nority views and concerns, the experience of the black press suggests

that alternative media can circumvent that limitation and allow dis-

franchised citizens access to the state.

Of course, the black press was not completely successful. In the final

analysis, little lasting progress toward racial justice came about as a

direct result of the war. In addition, the effort to avoid prosecution

and accommodate wartime political ideas led to some ambiguity and

inconsistency in editorial policies. The most glaring example was the

 



support of preparedness and the war by editors who saw no compel-

ling reason to be fighting in Europe. Although the fighting seemed

pointless to them, they advised other African Americans to put their

lives on the line. Others simultaneously criticized and embraced Wil-

son’s idealistic war aims or supported the campaign for Americanism

and condemned the divided loyalties of ‘‘hyphenates’’ while seeking

to make the war a vehicle for their own group demands and calling for

black unity and solidarity in the face of racism.Many editors seemed to

be offering unconditional support of the war at the same time that they

were setting conditions for blacks’ participation. Some opposed seg-

regation in the army yet accepted a separate training camp for black

officers. Advocates of militant protest sometimes played down or con-

demned evidence of black rebelliousness during the war. Editors who

saw the reasons for the Houston mutiny denounced the mutineers or

even endorsed their punishment. Even the most militant of the black

newspapers followed a path that combined protest and accommoda-

tion and mixed demands for reparations with pledges of loyalty. But

none of the papers were either purely militant or purely accommo-

dating. Although southern black newspapers often treated evidence

of southern racism more gingerly than their northern counterparts

or placed more faith in the goodwill of the ‘‘better class’’ of southern

whites, they did not abstain from criticizing southern racial practices

or making comparisons between the enemy in Europe and lynchers

in the South. Although northern black newspapers made more scath-

ing condemnations of the South and southern whites, they also exhib-

ited accommodation in important ways with their strong support of

the war.

Looking back, militants have found too much accommodation in

the black press during the war. Protest ideology, however, ought to be

judged on the basis of its effectiveness, not an arbitrary standard of

ideological purity. Militancy should not be considered an end in itself

but rather a means to bringing about greater human rights. More-

over, African Americans were not alone in struggling with ideological

contradictions in relation to World War I. All over the world, indi-

viduals attempted to reconcile the desire to promote democracy with

nationalistic feelings. No one exhibited this tension more than the

American president, who pledged to make the world safe for democ-

racy while signing and enforcing legislation that sent dissenters to jail.

Although black editors’ strategies may have fallen short during

World War I, they set the pattern for World War II, when the black

press seemed to present its demands with greater persistence and suc-

 



cess.Yet while the ‘‘Close Ranks’’ editorial has been used to character-

ize the accommodationist response of the black press toWorld War I,

the Pittsburgh Courier’s Double V campaign has been seen as emblem-

atic of its militancy inWorld War II.While fighting against the evils of

Nazism abroad, theCourier argued—and other black newspapers came

to agree—blacks should fight against similar evils at home. As the

Michigan Chronicle put it, ‘‘We are determined to make this a people’s

war and wemean all the people.’’ Meanwhile, black journalists, includ-

ing the editor of the Crisis, explicitly pledged not to repeat the ‘‘Close

Ranks’’ mistake of the previous war.8 As shorthand for the black press’s

positions during the two world wars, however, ‘‘Close Ranks’’ and the

Double V campaign distort reality by exaggerating the differences in

the two cases. During World War I, most black newspapers—includ-

ing the Crisis until the last six months of the war—followed a DoubleV

strategy, pointing out parallels between the misdeeds of enemies and

the persecution of blacks at home and calling on the government to

act on their behalf as part of the war effort. Even after W. E. B. Du

Bois had penned ‘‘Close Ranks,’’ the Crisis’s parent organization, the

, was working through back channels to promote antilynching

legislation as a war measure. And in spite of black journalists’ pledges

not to back down during World War II, as they believed their prede-

cessors had done two decades earlier, reports of government monitors

suggest that the black press moderated its tone significantly by June

, again apparently in response to a combination of threats and

concessions from the government.9

If black newspapers did present a more militant front or win more

concessions from the government during World War II, it likely had

more to do with factors other than the tactical choices of black edi-

tors.10 Government monitors of the black press in World War II were

less hostile, and the Roosevelt administration was generally less zeal-

ous in attacking seditious utterances than the Wilson administration

had been, thanks in large part to Attorney General Francis Biddle’s

commitment to civil liberties.11 InWorldWar I, theWilsonian rhetoric

of self-determination and democracy lent itself to black purposes, but

WorldWar II, a war against the ultimate racist doctrine, was evenmore

adaptable to the cause of black equality. Moreover, the fighting lasted

nearly four years in the later war, whereas America’s involvement in

World War I concluded after less than two years, just when the federal

government was beginning to address some black demands.

In both wars, most black publishers proceeded resolutely but cau-

tiously in forwarding black demands during a time of national crisis.

 



They did so with a realistic understanding of both the possibilities

and the dangers they faced and devised their strategies accordingly.

This conclusion does not diminish the significance of black journal-

ists’ agency. Although they adjusted their protests to fit their circum-

stances, they kept protesting and actively shaped history, often in cre-

ative and courageous ways. Like all individuals, they did not make

history just as they liked but from existing conditions. From  to

, black journalists contributed to the shaping of American history

under circumstances only partly amenable to their purposes.
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